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ABSTRACT 

 

The main objective of this study is to examine the determinants of poverty and 

inequality in Botswana over the period 2002/03 to 2009/10. Botswana has experienced an 

impressive economic growth in GDP by world standards, with annual growth rates 

averaging 9% between 1966 and 2008. Its real per capita income also increased 

considerably from US$469 to US$6261 during the same period. Moreover, poverty declined 

from 59% in 1985/86 to 30% in 2002/03 and to 20% in 2009/10. Unfortunately, this 

remarkable economic performance has not been accompanied by a decline in inequality.  

Botswana’s Gini coefficient increased from 0.573 in 2002/03 to 0.635 in 2009/10. Although 

there has been a decline in poverty over the years, its level still remains unacceptably high. 

This is inconsistent with Botswana’s national objectives, one of which is the reduction 

of poverty and inequality. The Government of Botswana has declared a target of total 

elimination of absolute poverty by 2016. Hence, Botswana makes an interesting case for 

such a study given the increasing inequality levels and high poverty levels in the midst of 

impressive economic performance.   

Using data on Botswana from the Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) of 

2002/03 and the Botswana Core Welfare Indicator Survey (BCWIS) of 2009/10, several 

techniques are adopted to examine the determinants of poverty and inequality. First, 

ordered probit regressions, levels regressions and quantile regressions are employed for 

estimating the determinants of poverty at household level. Second, sub-group inequality 

decomposition, factor income decomposition and regression-based inequality 

decomposition are utilised to determine factors driving income inequality at household level 

in Botswana. Third, a static microsimulation model is utilised to examine the impact of 

VAT changes, during the period under consideration, on poverty and inequality in 

Botswana. The study further decomposes the vertical, horizontal and re-ranking effect of 

VAT.  

The findings of the study indicate that the most dominant determinant of poverty in 

Botswana is lack of education, with primary education being an important factor for 

reducing income inequality. A similar impact is also observed in regards to number of 

livestock owned per household. Other important determinants include number of children 

per household; the number of cattle owned per household; and age of the household head. 

The study also finds that VAT changes in Botswana have negligible impact on poverty but a 

significant impact on inequality.  The findings of this study are expected to have significant 

policy implications for Botswana given its national objectives of reduction of inequality and 

elimination of poverty by 2016.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of diamonds in 1967, Botswana has experienced phenomenal 

economic growth, with annual growth rates averaging 11% between 1966 and 1999.  

Growth rates fell to about 4% after this period due to the Asian Financial Crisis and the 

Global Financial Crisis (Government of Botswana, 2010). According to Siphambe 

(2007a) “Botswana’s development strategies have been based on the philosophy of free 

enterprise and a market economy”. Successive National Development Plans (NDPs) 

have strongly emphasised that government should be a facilitator in the economic 

growth and development process as opposed to being an active participant. Hence, the 

government’s role has been limited to providing infrastructure, training the labour force 

in essential skills, setting a conducive legal, fiscal and monetary framework within 

which various economic sectors can operate, and securing favourable international 

arrangements for domestic producers and consumers. Such prudent macroeconomic 

policies to some extent have led Botswana to attain the best macroeconomic and good 

governance indicators in Sub-Sahara Africa.  

Irrespective of this growth, Botswana is not without its challenges. The economy is 

undiversified and heavily dependent on the mineral sector. Unemployment levels are 

also relatively high compared to other middle income countries. The World 

Development Indicators exhibit that while unemployment in Botswana was 18% in 

2012, the average rate for middle income countries was 6% in the same period. Another 

challenge Botswana faces is the HIV/AIDS epidemic with the prevalence rate being the 

second highest in the World after Swaziland. Estimates in 2011 indicated that the 

HIV/AIDS prevalent rate amongst adults aged 15 to 49 was 24.8 percent (Joint United 

Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS, 2012). This high rate threatens the many 

developmental gains Botswana has achieved, including economic growth, political 

stability and the establishment of functioning public educational and health care 

systems. The high poverty rates in the midst of the high HIV/AIDS prevalence are of 

great concern given that the spread of HIV/AIDS has been attributed to poverty. 

Poverty is responsible for the spread of the infection via undernourishment, lack of 

clean water, sanitation and hygienic living conditions (Gilbert, 2004). Nonetheless 

poverty has declined over the years with the proportion of individuals living below the 

poverty line declining from 59% in 1985/86, to 20% in 2009/10. Despite this 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_HIV/AIDS_adult_prevalence_rate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_growth
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performance, which could be considered quite remarkable by international standards, 

the poverty levels are inconsistent with one of Botswana’s national objectives, which is 

for the total elimination of absolute poverty by 2016. The benefits of growth, achieved 

since independence, have also not been evenly distributed amongst the population. Data 

from the Household Income Expenditure Surveys (HIES) indicates that income 

inequality worsened over the period 1993/94 to 2002/03, with the Gini coefficient 

increasing from 0.537 to 0.573. The Botswana Core Welfare Indicator Survey (BCWIS) 

conducted in 2009/10 indicates that the Gini Coefficient had further increased to 0.635.  

 Initially, the government of Botswana did not make any attempt to introduce strategies 

for poverty reduction as it was assumed that growth would automatically trickle down 

to the poor, thus taking care of poverty. However, by 2003 it had become evident that 

growth did not and would not automatically translate into a reduction of inequality in 

the country. This was partly because Botswana is heavily dependent on the mineral 

sector in terms of GDP, revenue and exports. The mineral sector, however, is highly 

capital intensive and only employs 5% of the labour force.  To address some of these 

poverty related issues, in 2003 the government of Botswana formulated the National 

Strategy for Poverty Reduction (NSPR). Prior to this, Botswana’s strategy towards 

reduction of poverty and inequality was to generally increase growth through a number 

of initiatives that included programs that increased the participation of the private 

sector. These programmes were meant to enhance productivity and employment 

creation in the rural areas. Schemes with financial grants, such as the Financial 

Assistance Policy (FAP) and the Selebi-Phikwe Regional Export Development Project, 

were introduced in the 1990s with the objective of attracting foreign investment, so as to 

create massive employment that would tackle issues of poverty and inequality. Despite 

these efforts, 95% of the businesses that started under these schemes closed down after 

the first 5 years of operation.  The FAP was abolished in 2000 after evaluation was 

conducted to observe its effectiveness (BIDPA, 2005).  

The National Strategy for Poverty Reduction and Vision 2016
1
 provides a clearer map 

on strategies to reduce poverty and income inequality. Vision 2016 proposed that 

poverty reduction should be made central to every policy, programme and any other 

form of government intervention. In order to achieve the Vision 2016 goals of 

eradication of absolute poverty and achieving an equitable income distribution by 2016, 

                                                 
1
Vision 2016 is a document drafted in 1996 which outlines the national development objectives and what Botswana aspires to 

achieve by 2016. This document will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 
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and the Millennium Development Goals of halving poverty by 2015, the Botswana 

government introduced new Social Safety Nets (SSNs) programmes after 1996, while 

coverage of older programmes was also expanded. Despite these efforts, it is estimated 

that in 2002/03 only 19% of the poor received SSNs in Botswana (BIDPA, 2006). This 

partially stems from the fact that most benefits are not means tested.  Government 

efforts to further increase coverage of SSNs has, however, been affected by recent 

budget deficits brought about mainly by a drop in government revenue. In order to 

recover the loss of government revenue VAT was increased from 10% to 12% in 2010. 

Though VAT may increase revenue it is also likely to have an adverse effect on poverty 

and inequality as it is imposed on consumption with no regard to poverty. VAT is 

imposed equally on items that are consumed by the poor and non-poor. There is no 

denial that rich households have the capacity to significantly reduce the burden of VAT 

as their relative share of income spent on goods under VAT is very small.  

Botswana makes an interesting case for examining the determinants of poverty and 

inequality given the increasing inequality levels and high poverty in the midst of 

impressive economic performance. This is further enforced by the fact that although the 

government’s intentions are noble, current and past policy designed to tackle poverty 

and inequality have not always been very effective.  Hence a study of this nature is 

expected to provide insight on factors that if targeted, could lead to reduction of poverty 

and inequality. 

1.1 Research Objectives 

 

The primary objective of this thesis is to examine the factors that influence poverty and 

inequality at the household level.  

Specifically the study will investigate the following questions in regard to poverty and 

inequality.  

1. What are the factors driving poverty in Botswana at household level?   

2. What are the factors that contribute towards inequality in Botswana? And to what 

degree does each factor contribute? 

3. What are the effects of VAT on poverty and inequality and how would the 

exemption of items heavily consumed by poor households impact on poverty and 

inequality? 
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4. What policy recommendations can be drawn from this study, that if implemented, 

would reduce poverty and inequality in Botswana? 

 

1.2  Contribution of the Thesis 

 

Given the high priority of the government of Botswana to reduce poverty and 

inequality, identifying factors that drive poverty and inequality in this country, are of 

uttermost importance. A number of studies have been conducted in Botswana with 

regard to poverty, such as BIDPA (1997) and Moepeng (2010). However, these studies 

have been mainly descriptive in nature and employ a bivariate analysis. Bivariate 

poverty analysis shows how poverty levels are related to one factor at a time. This 

feature tends to limit their usefulness for policy purposes because bivariate comparisons 

may erroneously simplify complex relationships between the factors determining 

poverty (Datt and Jolliffe, 1999). A particular variable or factor which affects poverty is 

conditional on the level of other potential determinants of poverty. Unfortunately a 

typical bivariate analysis fails to account for this interrelationship between the 

determinants of poverty. Hence, this can be misleading.   

A limited number of multivariate studies have been conducted on Botswana such as 

Sekwati et al. (2013), BIDPA (2005) and Tesfaye and Yisehac (1998). Although these 

studies are important in terms of their contribution to the body of knowledge, they do 

not use a recent national representative sample. Sekwati et al. (2013) use a sample that 

comprises of only households in Gaborone (the capital city), while Tesfaye and Yisehac 

(1998) use a sample of 8 rural villages. BIDPA (2005) uses the HIES 2002/03 which is 

a national representative sample, but this study analysis is outdated.  To the best of my 

knowledge, no study on Botswana has been conducted using a recent nationally 

representative sample. 

This study is a modest attempt to fill the gap existing in literature on poverty and 

inequality in Botswana as it uses the BCIWS dataset, which is a recent nationally 

representative sample. Following the approach adopted by Litchfield and McGregor, 

(2008), three estimation techniques are employed, namely levels regressions, ordered 

probit regressions and quantile regressions. Tesfaye and Yisehac (1998) and BIDPA 

(2005) use a levels regression, while Sekwati et al. (2013) adopt a probit model. But 

these studies did not consider the quantile regressions in their empirical analyses. This 
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study also adds to the existing literature by estimating quantile regressions to examine 

the factors affecting poverty in Botswana. According to Deaton (1997), quantile 

regressions perform better than OLS in the presence of heteroscedasticity. While 

estimating conditional mean functions provides valuable results, the partial effects of 

the explanatory variable can have varying effects across different segments of the 

population. In this regard quantile regressions are a powerful tool, as it allows the 

analysis to focus separately on poor households and relatively rich households, at higher 

quantiles (Litchfield and McGregor, 2008). 

Unlike in the case of poverty, to the current researcher’s knowledge, no studies have 

been conducted estimating the determinants of inequality in a multivariate setting.  Nor 

has there been a study that has examined the impact of VAT on poverty and inequality 

in Botswana. Hence, this study will contribute to the limited literature in this area. 

Though there is an endogenous link between poverty and inequality this thesis will not 

address this, as such a type of analysis is mainly conducted at Macro level using country 

or regional panel data. Unfortunately such data is unavailable on Botswana and hence 

elements such as the poverty inequality growth triangle could not be analysed.  It should 

also be noted that due to lack of disaggregated government expenditure the thesis will 

not undertake an expenditure analysis on poverty and inequality but rather focus on 

VAT only.   

1.3 Overview of Employed Research Methods   

 

In line with the research objectives discussed, the study will employ a variety of 

analytical and quantitative techniques.  The study will use data from the Household 

Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) of 2002/03 and the Botswana Core Welfare 

Indicator Survey of 2009/10. These datasets are comparable as they were collected by 

the same institute using the same sample design and techniques. Each tool employed to 

answer each research question is given below. A more detailed explanation of each 

technique is provided in the relevant chapters (4, 5 and 6).  

 As indicated above, levels regressions, ordered probit regressions and quantile 

regressions will be estimated to answer the first research question. These regressions are 

estimated separately for the 2002/03 and 2009/10 dataset. In addition to this, balanced 
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panel equations are also estimated in order to examine the effects of time on poverty. 

This analysis uses the pooled 2002/03 and 2009/10 dataset.     

To address the second research question (i.e. to establish factors that contribute towards 

inequality in Botswana) regression-based inequality decomposition methodology 

developed by Fields  (2003) is utilised. This technique draws heavily from the 

regressions analysis used with regard to the first research question.  The study further 

decomposes inequality by subgroups and sources of income, following Shorrocks 

(1982). 

 

The third research question is addressed by employing a static microsimulation model 

to establish the impact of VAT on poverty and inequality in Botswana. Unfortunately 

the 2009/10 BCWIS dataset has limited disaggregated data and hence was not useful for 

microsimulation modelling.  Given this the HIES 2002/03 dataset is employed for this 

analysis. However, this dataset is aged and uprated to correspond to the 2009/10 dataset.  

   

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

 

The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview of poverty and 

inequality in Botswana’s environment. Specifically it reviews Botswana’s economic 

performance since independence and briefly looks at the poverty and inequality 

situation in Botswana. This chapter also includes a discussion on Botswana’s policy 

environment and poverty alleviation strategies that are in place. Chapter 3 reviews 

literature related to poverty and inequality. The literature will be classified according to 

the research questions to be answered, with special reference to Botswana. Chapter 4 

analyses the determinants of poverty in Botswana using econometric techniques.  

Alongside the econometric techniques, a decomposition of poverty by demographic and 

household characteristics is also undertaken.     

An investigation on the determinants of inequality in Botswana is conducted in Chapter 

5. Inequality in this chapter is measured mainly by use of the Gini Coefficient and Theil 

index. The chapter also provides a decomposition of inequality by demographic and 

household characteristics.  In addition to this, a regression based decomposition 

approach is employed to investigate how various demographic and social factors 
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contribute to inequality in Botswana. The chapter will further investigate how various 

income sources contribute to the country’s income inequality.  

Chapter 6 examines the impact of VAT changes, implemented since 2002 on poverty 

and inequality in Botswana, by using a static microsimulation model. This chapter 

further attempts to design a pro poor VAT policy and measure its impact on poverty and 

inequality.  The impact on inequality is decomposed into the vertical effect (unequal 

treatment of unequals), the horizontal effect (equal treatment of equals) and the re-

ranking effect (rank reversals that occur due to a tax).  

The concluding chapter (7) summarises the main findings of the thesis. Policy 

implications are provided that if implemented would aid the fight against poverty and 

inequality in Botswana. The chapter also gives a few final remarks and outlines the 

study’s limitations.   
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CHAPTER 2: POVERTY AND INEQUALITY IN BOTSWANA: 

STRATEGIES POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES  

2.1 Introduction  

 

This chapter provides an overview of poverty and inequality in Botswana, and its focus 

will be to outline the policies and programmes that relate to poverty and inequality 

reduction in Botswana. It is divided into three sections: the first section focuses on 

Botswana’s economic performance; this is followed by a brief overview on the status of 

poverty and inequality in Botswana in section 2.3; section 2.4 discusses poverty 

reduction strategies, policies and programmes in the country that have a bearing on 

poverty and inequality; while section 2.5 provides concluding remarks.  

 

2.2 Economic Performance  

 

At the time of independence in 1966, Botswana was classified as one of the poorest 

countries in the world and prospects for rapid development seemed unattainable. The 

early government budgets were largely financed through grants from the former 

colonial master, Britain. The economy was mainly dependent on the agricultural sector, 

which was constrained by low, unreliable and unevenly distributed rainfall, poor soils 

and constant droughts. Beef production was extremely important to Botswana at 

independence, for in addition to its contribution to the subsistence level of income of 

many farmers, it was also a major source of national income and export earnings (CSO, 

1970). Due to lack of employment opportunities within the country, 30% of the male 

working population between the ages of 20 and 40 were working in the South African 

mines (Harvey and Lewis, 1990). Apart from the railway line that ran through the 

eastern part of the country and about 20 kilometres of tarred road in the southern part of 

the country, communication and infrastructure was scarcely developed. It is against this 

background that Botswana’s second President, Sir Ketumile Masire, stated that “When we 

asked for independence, people thought we were either very brave or very foolish” (Harvey 

and Lewis, 1990: pg 6). 

The discovery and development of minerals in 1967 helped transform Botswana from 

being one of the poorest countries in the world at independence to an upper middle-
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income country. Real GDP per capita in 2005 prices rose from US $468 in 1966 to US 

$7028 in 2013.  Botswana’s GDP growth averaged about 9.2 per cent per annum in real 

terms over most of the post-independence period 1966 to 2005/06. Leith (2005) indicates 

within this period Botswana's economic growth (measured in GDP per capita) outpaced 

that of the Asian tigers. Diamonds have indeed become the major engine of growth for 

Botswana. In 2010 this sector made up 31% of GDP, 40% of government revenue, and 

83% of export revenues (Bank of Botswana, 2012). However, the exceptional 

performance of Botswana’s economy can also be attributed to good governance and the 

application of sound macroeconomic policies. 

With respect to good governance, Botswana is considered to be a leader in Africa. This 

can be observed in the high quality of public institutions, an independent legal system, 

and a low corruption rate, as illustrated by Transparency International’s ranking of 

Botswana over the past 10 years, as the least corrupt country in Africa. In 2012 the 

country took a rank of 30 out of 174 countries in the corruption indicator internationally 

(Jefferis and Nemaorani, 2014). “Botswana does particularly well in rankings for lack of 

wastefulness in government spending, public trust in politicians, diversion of public 

funds, and favouritism in decisions” (Jefferis and Nemaorani, 2014). In 2011, 2012 and 

2013 the Ibrahim Index of African Governance ranked Botswana as the third best in 

Africa. This index measures the quality of governance on the basis of safety and 

security, rule of law, transparency and corruption, participation and human rights, 

sustainable economic opportunity, and human development.  

Figure 2.1, shows Botswana’s annual economic growth alongside that of Sub-Sahara 

Africa since 1961. Before the discovery of diamonds in 1967, Botswana’s growth was 

similar to the average Sub-Sahara African growth rate. After this, growth was sustained 

at high levels until 1990. A decline in growth after the 90s can be attributed to shocks in 

the international arena, such as the fall in demand for diamonds, the Asian Financial 

Crisis, and the Global Financial Crisis. The Global Financial Crisis, in particular, led to 

a sharp decline in global diamond sales, which resulted in the closure of the diamond 

mines in the first half of 2009 that resulted in a recession. In 2009, the growth in GDP 

was minus 7.8% .   
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Figure 2.1: Botswana and Sub-Sahara Africa Annual GDP Growth Rate (%), 

(1961 -2013) 

 
Source: Derived by author using World Bank (2014) 

 

 

It is evident that Botswana avoided the resource curse, whereby resource rich countries 

tend to fail to maintain the same or higher growth levels relative to resource scarce 

countries. This was achieved through consciously chosen development strategies that 

combined prudent macroeconomic management, use of strict planning that saw the country 

avoid over-spending during the boom, and a good political environment based on liberal 

democracy that allowed for elections every five years. While most of the countries in the 

region chose socialistic policies and only adopted liberalisation measures as conditions to 

Structural Adjustment Programmes, Botswana adopted liberal policies on its own accord 

quite early in its development.  

The distribution of GDP according to the sectors of an economy, demonstrates an 

economy’s state of development and its structure. Authors such as Kuznets and Murphy 

(1966) indicated that a vital attribute of rapid economic development is the relative decline 

of the significance of the agriculture sector, and eventually that of the mining sector as the 

primary source of income. This is accompanied by simultaneous expansion, primarily of the 

manufacturing sector, and ultimately the service sector. Botswana followed this pattern as 

far as a relative decline in the agriculture sector was concerned but a subsequent decline in 

the mineral sector, and expansion of the manufacturing and service sector is far from 

obvious. Table 2.1 shows GDP shares by economic sectors for specific periods between 

1974/75 and 2010. 
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Table 2.1: Sectoral Contributions to GDP, 1974/75 - 2010 (Selected years) 

Economic Sector 1974/75 1979/80 1984/85 1989/90 1994/95 1999/00 2004/05 2010 

 1. Agriculture 30.7 13 6.5 4.7 3.9 2.4 1.8 2.3 

 2. Mining 9.8 31.4 41.5 44.7 33.8 41.4 38.7 31.3 

 3. Manufacturing 6.5 3.6 4.8 4.9 5 4.4 3.6 3.8 

 4. Water and 

Electricity 
3 1.9 2.4 2.4 2.2 2 2.4 2.8 

 5. Construction 9.9 7.5 5.4 7.1 6.3 5 4.5 5.1 

 6. Trade, Hotels & 

Restaurants  
7.7 6.1 6.1 7 9.6 9.7 10.2 13 

 7. Transport 2.9 1.7 2.5 2.7 3.8 3.3 3.3 4.4 

 8. Banks, 

Insurance & 

Business Services 

6.4 7.8 6.4 7.1 11 9.8 10.4 11.5 

 9. General 

Government 
12.9 12.9 14.5 12.3 15.4 14.5 16.3 16.6 

10. Social and 

Personal Services 
3.7 2.7 3 3.6 4.4 3.5 3.8 4.2 

Total 93.5 88.6 93.1 96.5 95.4 96 95 95 

Note: (i) Until recently national accounts data on Botswana was presented by financial year.  Botswana’s 

financial years are from 1 April to 31 March of the following calendar year. 

(ii) Sector total does not add up to 100% as production taxes and subsidies are not incorporated in 

the sector total value added amount. 

Source: Bank of Botswana (1980), Bank of Botswana (1990) and Bank of Botswana (2012) 

 

Agriculture was the most dominant sector at the time of independence in 1966 

contributing 41% of GDP. However, this contribution declined to 30.7% (Table 2.1) in 

1974/75 and by 2010 it became the lowest contributor to Botswana’s GDP, amounting 

to only 2.3%. On the other hand, the contribution of the mining sector, with some 

fluctuations, has tended, to grow significantly over time as exhibited in Table 2.1. 

During 1974/75 this sector’s contribution was 9.8%. By 1989/90 it had increased to 

44.7% but then declined to 33.8% in 1994/95. The contribution of the manufacturing 

sector to GDP also dropped from 6.5% in 1974/75, to 5% in 1994/95 to eventually 3.8% 

in 2010.  

The contribution of the government sector has increased over time. This sector mainly 

derives its revenue from mineral revenue and acts as a channel through which the wealth 

created by diamond mining has been reinvested in the economy. Botswana is different to 

other countries in that tax revenue is never a major contributor to government revenue, 

as a substantial share of its revenue is derived from the diamond mining industry (Bank 

of Botswana, 1980, Bank of Botswana, 1990, Bank of Botswana, 2012).  The mineral 

revenue (in terms of mineral taxes, dividends and royalties) has been the main 

contributor towards government revenue, although this contribution has fallen steadily 

ever since 2001. According Siphambe (2007a) since the discovery of mineral, “the 
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government has acted as the main link between the booming mining sector and the rest of 

the economy”. However in recent years mineral diamond revenue has fallen (see Figure 2.2) 

and this has resulted in budget deficits (see Figure 2.3). 

Prior to the 1998/99 budget, Botswana had maintained a record of 16 years of 

consecutive budget surpluses. After this, yearly deficits were then realised between 

2001/02 and 2003/04, as well as in 2008/09 and 2009/10, as indicated in Figure 2.3. 

Government deficits that have occurred in recent years can be attributed to the limited 

prospects of any substantial increase in Government revenues outside the mineral 

sector, the slowdown of growth of the mineral sector and the appreciation of the Pula 

against the US dollar (the currency in which mineral exports are denominated) in the 

early 2000s. Future Government revenue will also be constrained by trade agreements 

that the Southern African Custom Union (SACU) members have entered into with the 

main aim of liberalising trade. Among such agreements is the SACU-USA Trade 

Agreement, and the European Union-South African Free Trade Agreement. There is 

also the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Free Trade Protocol that 

has aimed to attain a regional free trade area with zero tariffs to be imposed on 85% of 

member imports over the period 2008 to 2012. These agreements are expected to reduce 

Government revenue from the SACU revenue pool (tariffs) in the long term.  

Figure 2.2:  Mineral Revenue (in P. millions), (2001/02 -2009/10) 

 
Source: Derived by author using Bank of Botswana (2012) 
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Figure 2.3: Government Budget (P. Million) 

 
Source: Derived by author using Bank of Botswana (2012) 

 

 

Table 2.2 shows Botswana’s formal sectoral employment between 1980 and 2010. 

Government appears to have been the largest employer (44.88%) in 2010, followed by 

trade hotel and restaurants (17.66%), and manufacturing (9.95%). In the same time 

period, the share of agriculture in total formal sector employment declined from 5.16% in 

1980 to 1.73% in 2010. The driver of the economy, the mining sector, had a contribution to 

employment of 2.99% in 2010 after falling from 8.64% in 1980. This share is minimal in 

comparison to its contribution to GDP. The small share of mining in employment reflects 

the sector’s capital intensive nature which limits opportunities for employment creation. 

The shares of the manufacturing, commerce, finance and business services and education 

sector in total employment also increased between 1980 and 2010.  

The mineral sector has indeed helped shape the Botswana economy. However, although 

Botswana has avoided the resource curse and the Dutch disease, the dependence on a 

single commodity (that is diamonds) makes the economy very vulnerable to shocks that 

affect this sector. The quest to diversify the economy beyond this single commodity has 

been carried forward at all levels, as is evident in the national development plans and 

policies (Republic of Botswana, 2010). The challenge to diversify the economy, 

however, is being hampered by the existence of some serious impediments, including 

the high prevalence of HIV/AIDS, which threatens to weaken the skilled labour force 

and worsen skilled manpower shortages. This scourge is constraining development, 

while depleting the government’s limited resources.  
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Table 2.2: Formal Sector Employment, 1980 -2010 (Selected years) 

Economic Sector 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 

 1. Agriculture 4300 4500 6400 4500 5800 5554 6236 

 

(5.16)  (3.9.7)  (3.07)  (1.93)  (2.19)  (1.86)  (1.73)  

 2. Mining 7200 7300 8100 8100 7900 9270 10801 

 

(8.64)  (6.45)  (3.88)  (3.47)  (2.98)  (3.1)  (2.99)  

 3. Manufacturing 5600 9900 24300 24200 29800 32397 35932 

 

(6.72)  (8.75)  (11.64)  (10.37)  (11.24)  (10.85)  (9.95)  

 4. Water and Electricity 1500 1900 2100 2500 2900 2430 3248 

 

(1.8)  (1.68)  (1.01)  (1.07)  (1.09)  (.81)  (.9)  

 5. Construction 13400 11500 31000 22400 27300 24364 22933 

 

(16.09)  (10.16)  (14.85)  (9.6)  (10.29)  (8.16)  (6.35)  

 6. Trade, Hotels & 

Restaurants  10400 18300 38300 45500 47600 55979 63813 

 

(12.48)  (16.17)  (18.34)  (19.49)  (17.95)  (18.74)  (17.66)  

 7. Transport 3400 5700 8500 8700 9900 12608 12688 

 

(4.08)  (5.04)  (4.07)  (3.73)  (3.73)  (4.22)  (3.51)  

 8. Banks, Insurance & 

Business Services 4300 6800 14700 17700 18300 21763 26842 

 

(5.16)  (6.01)  (7.04)  (7.58)  (6.9)  (7.29)  (7.43)  

 9. General Government 29500 45600 65100 86200 105200 121364 162146 

 

(35.41)  (40.28)  (31.18)  (36.93)  (39.67)  (40.63)  (44.88)  

10. Social and Personal 

Services 2400 3900 8200 9800 4300 5137 6811 

 

(2.88)  (3.45)  (3.93)  (4.2)  (1.62)  (1.72)  (1.89)  

11. Education 1300 1900 2100 3800 6200 7850 9838 

 

(1.56)  (1.68)  (1.01)  (1.63)  (2.34)  (2.63)  (2.72)  

Total  83400 113200 208900 233500 265300 298816 361388 

 (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 

Note: Figures in brackets are percentage shares 

Source: Siphambe (2007a) and Statistics Botswana (2011) 

 

2.3  Poverty and Inequality in Botswana 

 

Botswana is often hailed as one of Africa’s success stories due to the impressive 

economic performance grounded on good governance, political stability and prudent 

macroeconomic policies. Nevertheless Botswana still faces high levels of poverty, 

inequality, and unemployment. The first comprehensive study on poverty in Botswana 

was undertaken by BIDPA (1997). Table 2.3 displays Botswana’s poverty headcount 
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ratio between 1985/86 to 2009/10 based on the dollar a day poverty line and the Central 

Statistics Office (CSO) poverty datum line (PDL). The CSO PDL that is constructed is 

based on a theoretical consumption basket, which is assumed to correspond to the 

minimum amount of goods and services required by households in Botswana to attain 

an acceptable minimum standard of living. The poverty datum line takes into account 

minimum requirements for various goods and services, the prices of such goods and 

services, as well as the composition of the household. Based on CSO estimated PDL 

(column 2) this study indicates that the rate of poverty was 59% in 1985/86, a figure 

thatcame down to 47% in 1993/94. The poverty rate further declined to 30% in 2002/03 

and to 20% in 2009/10.  

Table 2.3: Poverty Head Count Ratio, (1985/86 to 2009/10) 

 

CSO Estimated 

PDL Based on US$1 per day PDL
2
 

Period Consumption 
Per capita 

consumption 

Per capita 

income 

1985/86 59 36 39 

1993/94 47 24 24 

2002/03 30 23 23 

2009/10 20 7 11 

Note: values indicated in the table are percentages  

Source:  BIDPA (1997), BIDPA (2005) and Statistics Botswana (2013) 

 

 

When the US$1 day PDL is used, poverty is less pronounced. In 1985/86, 36% of 

Botswana’s population lived below the $1 poverty datum line (per capita consumption 

poverty). Consumption in this case includes all good and services consumed which 

include goods and services purchased, consumption of self-produced goods and 

services, and goods and services received as gifts or in kind payments. The survey 

conducted in 1993/94 indicates that the incidence of poverty had declined to 24% of the 

population (Table 2.4), while the BCWIS of 2009/10 indicated that 6.5% of the 

population lived below the poverty datum line. There are, however, vast disparities in 

the poverty incidence by factors such as region, education status, and gender
3
.  

When poverty is observed from a capability angle, the remarkable economic growth has 

resulted in the provision of social services in the form of health facilities, free education, 

clean water and other welfare services. Generally Botswana has been more successful in 

                                                 
2 The US$1 per day poverty line for 1993/94 and 2002/03  is US $1.08 a day in 1993 Purchasing  Power Parity (PPP) 

terms and US$1.25 in 2009/10 PPP, respectively. 
3 A decomposition of poverty by subgroups is provided in Chapter 4 
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addressing capability poverty than income poverty. This is reflected in the Human 

Development Index (HDI) compiled by the United Nations. This index is based on a 

country’s life expectancy, per capita income and the level of education. The HDI for 

Botswana rose from 0.47 in 1980 to almost 0.583 in 1995 (see Table 2.4). The decline 

in the index in 2000 can be attributed to a fall in life expectancy that was brought about 

by the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Life expectancy at birth which was slightly above 40 years 

in 1966 was estimated to have risen to 62.7 years in 1985. However, it plummeted to 

56.3 years during the 1995 period (Table 2.4). As stated in the introductory chapter, 

Botswana has the second highest HIV/AIDS infections in the world after Swaziland. In 

recent years improvements in life expectancy have been attained following the free 

provision of antiretroviral drugs to those infected by HIV/AIDS and the subsequent 

decline in prevalence rate. The country's progress in other health indicators such as 

infant mortality has, however, been reversed by the impact of HIV/AIDS (Siphambe, 

2003).  Botswana’s HDI of 0.634 for 2012 falls into the medium human development 

category. It takes a rank of 119 out of 187 countries and territories. 

Improvements have also been achieved in terms of health and education. Infant 

mortality has declined significantly from 97 per 1000 live births in 1966 to 37 per 1000 

live births in 2011. Similarly, the literacy rate of adults aged between 15 and 65 

increased from 89% in 1991 to 96 % in 2011 (World Bank, 2014).  

Table 2.4: Botswana’s Human Development Index, (Selected Years) 

  

Life 

expectancy 

at Birth 

expected years 

of schooling 
Mean years 

of schooling 

GNI per 

Capita (2011 

PPP US$) 

HDI 

Value 

1980 60.7 7.4 2.3 4.935 0.470 

1985 62.7 8.5 3.8 6025 0.528 

1990 62.7 10 5.4 7833 0.583 

1995 56.3 10.6 6.6 8751 0.580 

2000 48.7 11.7 7.5 9611 0.560 

2005 54.6 12.0 8.2 10486 0.610 

2010 63.4 11.7 8.8 12763 0.672 

2011 60.0 11.7 8.8 13930 0.678 

2012 60.2 11.7 8.8 14400 0.681 

2013 60.4 11.7 8.8 14792 0.683 

Source: (UNDP, 2014)  

 

While there has been a reduction in income and capability poverty, it has been 

associated with increasing inequality, as shown in Table 2.5. The Gini coefficients 

measured in terms of disposable income were 0.537, 0.573 and 0.635 in 1993/94, 
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2002/03 and 2009/10 respectively. However, when the Gini is expressed in terms of 

consumption there is a decline in inequality between 2002/03 and 2009/10. The 

consumption Gini in these years was 0.571and 0.495 respectively. When the population 

is divided in quintiles of consumption the data shows that the percentage share of total 

consumption of the first, second and third quintiles increased between 1993/94 and 

2009/01, while that of the fourth and fifth deciles declined slightly in the same period. 

Table 2.5: Inequality in Botswana (1971 – 2009/10) 

  

Gini Coefficient 

(Disposable Income) 

Gini Coefficient 

(Consumption)  

1971 0.574   

1985/86 0.556 

 1993/94 0.537  

2002/03 0.573 0.571 

2009/10 0.635 0.495 

Sources: 1971 – 1985/6,  UNU-WIDER (2014)  

1993/94 – 2009/10 Statistics Botswana (2013) 

  

Table 2.6 shows non-income inequality by household’s access to services such as clean 

water, safe sanitation, and electricity by consumption quintiles in 2009/10. Clean water 

in this case captures piped water within one’s house, or one’s compound or from 

communal taps within and outside the locality. Unsafe water, on the other hand, 

comprises of untreated water obtained from wells, boreholes, rivers, dams, rainwater 

tanks, and spring water.  

Within each locality (urban, semi urban and rural), households with higher consumption 

levels have better access to clean water, safe sanitation, and electricity compared to 

households in lower quintiles. Table 2.5 shows that 78.5% of households in the fifth 

quintile in urban areas had electricity, while only 38.9% of households in the lowest 

quintile had electricity in urban areas. The same quintile pattern in terms of electricity is 

also observed in rural and semi urban areas. There are also significant disparities 

between households living in urban, semi urban, and rural areas. For instance, 99.6% 

and 98.9% respectively of households in urban and semi urban areas have access to safe 

water. In rural areas, however, only 74.9% of households have access to safe water. At 

the national level, 62.5% of the top quintile has access to safe sanitation compared to 

only 14.5% of the bottom quintiles. The table indicates that relative to safe water, 

relatively small proportions of individuals have access to electricity and sanitation in all 

locations.  
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Table 2.6: Percentage of Households with Clean Water, Electricity and Sanitation 

by Quintiles 2009/10 

 Quintiles 

 
1 2 3 4 5  National 

National Level 

      Electricity 22.2 33.5 43.4 55.2 74.7 46.0 

Clean Water 77.6 86.5 90.4 94.4 96.0 89.0 

Sanitation  14.5 26.3 38.0 42.8 62.5 37.1 

Urban  

      Electricity 38.9 45.8 59.5 69.0 78.5 63.9 

Clean Water 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.5 99.9 99.6 

Sanitation  40.1 51.0 56.0 67.4 78.8 63.7 

Semi Urban  

      Electricity 37.1 56.1 65.4 64.7 83.8 61.9 

Clean Water 98.3 98.5 98.8 98.2 99.6 98.6 

Sanitation  16.4 27.7 42.8 44.0 67.5 40.2 

Rural  

      Electricity 9.6 20.3 27.2 25.0 40.0 22.3 

Clean Water 75.2 76.6 72.7 70.1 80.8 74.9 

Sanitation  8.9 14.9 20.6 20.9 34.8 18.2 

Source: Author’s calculations using BCWIS 2009/10 

 

 

 

2.4 Strategies, Policies and Programmes Introduced by Government to Reduce 

Poverty and Inequality 

 

Upon independence the government of Botswana, stressed the importance of planning 

the social and economic development of the country (Government of Botswana, 1968). 

The need for careful planning was based on the fact that while the country’s available 

resources were few, the country’s needs were countless. It was believed that only 

through careful planning could resources be used effectively. This belief was reinforced 

with the discovery and exploitation of minerals such as diamonds (Siphambe, 2007a). 

Despite the strong emphasis placed on planning, poverty reduction was not explicitly 

mentioned as a national objective in development planning until the development of 

Vision 2016 in 1996.  

Botswana’s development planning process involves the preparation of six year National 

Development Plans (NDPs) that set out government development strategy over this 

period. The national development plans are guided by five principles: namely 
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democracy: development; self-reliance; unity; and botho
4
. Broad objectives have 

included rapid economic growth, sustainable development, economic independence, and 

social justice. According to BIDPA (2005), although all these objectives have a bearing 

on poverty reduction, the largest contribution is associated with social justice. It refers 

to “a democratic way of life, the protection of human rights, the availability of basic 

needs, and equal access to economic opportunities” (Ministry of Finance and 

Development Planning, 1991). NDP 9 which covered the period from 2003 to 2009, is 

the first plan to include poverty reduction as a national development strategy and 

objective.   

According to Selolwane (2013), at independence almost everyone in the country was 

poor and thus, the government of Botswana focused on economic growth without 

targeting any specific  group of people, including the poor. Despite this, the country’s 

aspiration to reduce poverty was articulated, indirectly, in a number of policy 

documents. This section provides a brief review of poverty reduction strategies, policies 

and programmes in Botswana over the years with special focus on Vision 2016, which 

is considered the corner stone for reduction of poverty and inequality in Botswana.    

 

2.4.1 Vision 2016 

 

In 1996 a Presidential Task Group comprising of representatives from political parties, 

government, parastatal organizations, non-governmental organizations, churches, youth, 

the private sector, and labour unions, drafted The Long-Term Vision for Botswana 2016: 

Towards Prosperity for All, popularly known as Vision 2016. Vision 2016 was 

developed as a long term development strategy for the country and it outlines the 

aspiration of the country to be achieved by 2016. The year 2016 marks the year in 

which Botswana would attain 50 years of independence. Currently most strategies, 

policies, national development plans and programmes have been aligned or realigned to 

reflect the aspirations and goals outlined in this document. Vision 2016 goals are 

divided into seven pillars namely: (1) an educated and informed nation; (2) a 

prosperous, productive and innovative nation; (3) a compassionate, just and caring 

                                                 
4
 Botho is a term from Botswana's language, Setswana, meaning humanity, doing the right thing, 

consideration for others, and moral fortitude. Botho only became a national principle in 1996 after the 

development of Vision 2016.  
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nation; (4) a safe and secure nation; (5) an open, democratic and accountable nation; (6) 

a moral and tolerant nation; and (7) a united and proud nation. All these pillars/goals 

have either direct or indirect bearing on reduction of poverty and inequality. However, 

the pillar that has the most direct bearing on reduction of inequality and eradication of 

poverty is the pillar that encompasses ‘a compassionate, just and caring nation’. This 

pillar encompasses the following five interrelated areas; income distribution, poverty, 

social safety sets, health, and HIV/AIDS. 

The Compassionate, Just and Caring National pillar sets out very ambitious targets, for 

it calls for the elimination of absolute poverty and the equitable distribution of income 

to be achieved by 2016. It further aims to ensure the participation and economic success 

of as many people as possible in the country’s economic activities. It outlines the need 

to promote policies and programmes that will increase the participation of poor people 

in income generating activities, and to create sustainable employment opportunities. 

The pillar further calls for a system of effective social safety nets that will be initiated so 

as to assist impoverished and vulnerable groups (elderly, disabled, orphans, and 

terminally ill) to escape poverty traps.  

The objective in regard to health is to achieve improved access to quality health 

facilities and services and to place access within reasonable reach of all individuals. 

Furthermore, in order to promote good health, emphasis has been placed on improving 

access to adequate nutrition and good quality sanitation. With regard to HIV/AIDS, this 

Vision pillar (3 above) states that there will be no new HIV infections by 2016 and 

those infected by AIDS will have access to quality treatment to enable them to lead 

productive lives. Thus, the health aspect of this pillar intends to promote improved 

health and nutrition outcomes, which would tackle non-income aspects of poverty.  

 

2.4.2 National Strategy on Poverty Reduction (2003) 

 

Although reduction of poverty and inequality was not explicitly stated in various 

development plans until 1996, the government of Botswana designed and implemented 

various programmes to reduce poverty. This was done mainly through programmes 

such as employment creation, provision of welfare support, and provision of rural-based 

social and economic infrastructure (Government of Botswana, 2003). However, what 
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was missing was an over-arching strategy to guide overall poverty reduction, especially 

given the goals outlined in Vision 2016. Hence, the National Strategy on Poverty 

Reduction (NSPR) was formulated in 2002 and adopted in 2003. Basically the strategy 

served to translate the ideals of vision 2016 by linking and harmonizing the “various 

sectoral initiatives relating to poverty reduction and to put in place a systematic 

monitoring mechanism and process to track poverty and its reduction on an on-going 

basis”(ICP and BIDPA, 2005). It further sought to ensure that all poverty reduction 

initiatives were coherent, effective and well within the capacity of the economy and the 

macroeconomic situation of the country.   

In addition to outlining the Government’s strategy for poverty reduction, the NSPR 

defines the administrative and institutional framework for the monitoring of anti-

poverty initiatives across sectors. The strategy highlights the importance of recognising 

the multi-dimensionality of poverty when coming up with initiatives on poverty 

reduction. The central goal of the strategy is to provide opportunities for sustainable 

livelihood, and to implement broad-based initiatives for expanding employment 

opportunities. It highlights the importance of ensuring that economic growth is spread 

across various sectors and locations, and is based on effective resource utilization. The 

strategy also advocates for the implementation of well-targeted social safety nets in 

order to assist those unable to take advantage of expanded employment opportunities. In 

addition, it seeks to ensure that the capacity of the poor is enhanced through improved 

access to social investment such as education, health and nutrition. Such investment is 

expected to target the poor to enable them to take advantage of employment 

opportunities and other opportunities associated with broad-based economic growth. 

Another aim of the strategy is to strengthen the poor through building their 

organizational capacity and abilities, so as to further ensure that they participate in 

regional and national policy making decisions of relevant government agencies 

(Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, 2003, cited by BIDPA, 2006).  

 

2.4.3 National Policy on Rural Development (1973) 

 

The National Policy on Rural Development was originally developed in 1973. The 

policy recognised the unequal distribution and ownership of wealth and extensive 

poverty existing in the rural areas. It aimed to utilise revenue obtained from the minerals 
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sector for purposes of rural development and to support livelihoods. This policy sought 

to achieve rural development by: (1) development of the livestock and arable sectors; 

(2) development of land and infrastructure; (3) encouragement of commercial activity in 

rural areas; (for example, the promotion of new secondary industries); and (4) 

encouragement of activities (especially in agriculture) to substitute for imports or 

provide inputs to the mining and livestock sectors. It should be noted that at the time of 

independence, agriculture was backward and the country was heavily dependent on 

imports of food and inputs used in the mining and livestock sectors.  

 

2.4.4 Revised National Policy on Rural Development (2002) 

 

The National Policy on Rural Development (1973) was criticised by BIDPA (2001) on 

the following grounds. First, it was considered to have an overly strong interventionist 

approach, with government playing the dominant role in the decision making process, 

while roles of the private sector and civil society were neglected. Second, “the policy 

had a strong bias towards agriculture and land, but this was not accompanied by a 

systematic analysis of the productive potential of rural areas and of any comparative 

advantage they enjoyed” (ICP and BIDPA, 2005). Third, no systematic analysis of rural 

livelihood strategies was conducted on the onset. Given the above weaknesses of the 

original policy that was implemented in 1973, the Revised National Policy for Rural 

Development was introduced in 2002. The new policy was the outcome of intensive and 

extensive consultations with various stakeholders. Furthermore, the new policy was 

aligned with other poverty reduction national policies, in particular Vision 2016.  

The specific objectives of the new policy were to; (1) reduce rural poverty; (2) promote 

sustainable livelihoods; (3) retain subsistence livelihood opportunities for those without 

adequate alternatives through the establishment of a viable rural commercial sector; (4) 

stimulate rural employment and income generation through identification and 

exploitation of profitable private sector alternatives to livestock and arable agriculture, 

such as rural industries, services, and crafts that could serve to attract skilled youth to 

rural areas; (5) maintain and improve rural capital in the form of skilled labour, 

economic infrastructure and exploitable natural resources; (6) increase agricultural 

productivity; (7) improve the rural development extension services; (8) reduce, where 

socially acceptable, the livelihood dependency of people on Government, whilst 
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maintaining appropriate social protection; (9) promote a participatory rural development 

process, through the involvement of local communities, non-governmental 

organisations, community-based organisations and the private sector; and (10) develop 

an integrated approach towards the reduction of the HIV/AIDS epidemic.  

 

2.4.5  Poverty Reduction Programmes/Schemes 

 

The following section briefly reviews various programmes which were introduced to 

address the issue of poverty and inequality in Botswana from independence. The first set 

of programmes to address poverty aimed to stimulate investment and assist entrepreneurs to 

enhance their productivity and therefore create employment opportunities and diversify the 

economy away from diamonds (such programmes include the Financial Assistance 

Policy (FAP), Small, Medium, and Micro Enterprises (SMME) Policy, the Selebi-

Phikwe Regional Development Project (SPRDP) and Citizen Entrepreneurial 

Development Agency (CEDA)). The second set of anti-poverty programmes related to 

Government programmes aimed at either enhancing rural incomes by supporting the 

agriculture sector, and/or creating employment for rural dwellers (programmes such as; 

Labour Based Public Works Programme (LBPWP), Labour Intensive Public Works 

Programme (LIPWP), Accelerated rain-fed Arable Programme (ARAP), the Remote 

Area Development Programme (RADP), and Arable Lands Development Programme 

(ALDEP)). The third sets of programmes include the creation of social safety nets such 

as the destitute policy, old age pension scheme, orphan programme and feeding 

programmes (BIDPA, 2006). These programmes are discussed in the sections below. 

 

2.4.5.1  Employment Creation Programmes 

 

The Financial Assistance Policy (FAP), Small, Medium, and Micro Enterprises 

(SMME) Policy, the Selebi-Phikwe Regional Development Project (SPRDP) and 

Citizen Entrepreneurial Development Agency (CEDA) were designed to create 

employment opportunities through investment stimulation. These programmes 

stimulated investment through the provision of grants, subsidies, skills training, and 

loans at subsidised interest rates.. For a short period of time most of these programmes 
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were successful in creating employment. However, FAP and SMME were discontinued due 

to abuse, lack of effective monitoring and evaluation, fraud, and the inability of some 

businesses to live beyond the subsidy/grant period (BIDPA, 2000).  

Unlike the previous schemes, CEDA was introduced in 2002, and is more sustainable as 

it provides loans at subsidised interest rates. On the other hand, it has been criticised for 

having stringent requirements and procedures, which results in exclusion and lack of 

participation of the poor. Those who hold that view argue that CEDA’s success in 

poverty reduction is very limited (BIDPA, 2005). However, FAP, which was enforced 

from 1982 to 2002, stood out in this respect, as it aimed to create employment for 

mainly unskilled labour and to improve citizen skill levels through training. Under this 

policy, a grant was offered to large and medium businesses for each unskilled worker 

they employed, and upon training such workers the government reimbursed 50% of the 

approved training expenditures. To this extent FAP could have been instrumental for 

creating employment for the poor who mainly possessed no skills. Unfortunately this 

policy/programme was subject to abuse given its poor design.  

 

2.4.5.2  Rural Development and Agriculture Programmes  

  

The Botswana Agricultural Marketing Board (BAMB) was established in 1974, as a 

state trading agency, to purse the food self-sufficiency policy.  It was given the directive 

to purchase grains from farmers for resale to millers and traders in the country and was 

granted a monopoly on sorghum imports, the major staple grain. It was mainly formed 

to fulfil the country’s food self-sufficiency policy of the 1970s and 1980s. From its 

inception until 1991, the BAMB supported high producer prices to encourage 

production. The price support on producer prices and the monopoly on sorghum were 

removed in the early 1990s in order to liberalise the grain industry. This move was 

taken as BAMB had failed to achieve its goal of attaining food self-sufficiency and 

through its price support to farmers BAMB had ended up with unsustainable budget 

deficits. Eventually the government replaced the food self-sufficiency policy with the 

food security policy in 1991. However, BAMB continues to operate but as a private 

entity and as such it was forced to change its pricing policy. BAMB has definitely been 

instrumental in supporting poor households, as it has, and still provides a guaranteed 

market for grains produced by such households.  
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The Arable Lands Development Programme (ALDEP) was introduced in 1981 and 

aimed to increase grain production and the productivity of resource poor households by 

increasing their access to productive assets. Assistance was provided in the form of free 

draught power (oxen, mules or donkeys), animal drawn implements (ploughs, planters, 

cultivators and harrows), fencing materials, scotch carts, water catchment tanks, and 

fertilizers. According to ICP and BIDPA (2005), although this programme did improve 

access of productive assets, some of its anticipated outcomes were not achieved. Most 

of the beneficiaries never used the implements and productive assets obtained through 

the program such as the planters, harrows, and cultivators. At the inception of ALDEP, 

policymakers had assumed that access to these assets would “promote improved 

technology adoption by smallholding farmers, which turned out not to be the case” (ICP 

and BIDPA, 2005).   

The Accelerated Rain-fed Arable Programme (ARAP) was introduced in 1985/86 and 

was intended to run for a five-year period. Like BAMB, ARAP was introduced in order 

to fulfil the food self-sufficiency objective. In addition to this, it was anticipated that 

this programme would increase rural incomes received from arable farming, and create 

other forms of productive and remunerative employment. It provided inputs and 

financial resources to rainfed arable farmers. The program consisted of six packages 

namely destumping, draft power, input procurement, fencing, water development, and 

crop protection. The destumping and draught package of the programme provided fixed 

subsidies per hector to permit households to clear up, plough, row plant and weed up to 

10 hectares of their fields.  Farmers also received free improved seeds and fertiliser, 

fencing material to fence up to six hectares, funds to equip boreholes and reticulate 

water for draught power and human consumption from their lands. ARAP further 

created a crop protection unit within the Ministry of Agriculture to handle outbreaks of 

pests, worms and weed encroachment. As envisaged by BIDPA (2004), this program 

literally paid farmers to engage in arable production activities.   

ARAP was intended to make farmers appreciate the benefits of adopting improved 

farming technologies. Thus, it was expected that the program would lead to increased 

crop yields and output. Seleka, (1999) indicates that ARAP effectively expanded 

cultivated area and yields by 74% between 1985/86 to 1989/90. Unfortunately although 

the short run effects of the programme were very impressive this was not sustained in 

the long term. Upon termination the realised output declined as farmers were unable to 

hire tractors for ploughing without the subsidies provided by the programme.  
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The National Master Plan for Arable Agriculture and Dairy Development 

(NAMPAADD) was introduced in 2002 with the aim of improving the performance of 

the agriculture sector, while encouraging the sustainable use of the country’s natural 

resources. Unlike its previous programmes, NAMPAADD does not provide financial 

grants, subsidies or free equipment. It only provides technical assistance and develops 

infrastructure to support agricultural development, for example, roads and electricity. 

This program was to aid mitigate the impact of local conditions, such as, low and erratic 

rainfalls, endemic droughts and higher summer temperatures, that hamper the ability of 

the agricultural sector to meet its objectives. This programme has important linkages 

with poverty reduction as it aims to promote agricultural production and productivity 

through adoption of farming methods and technologies. Employment creation is also 

another key of this goal programme particularly in rural areas where the incidence of 

poverty is relatively high.  

The Remote Area Development Programme (RADP) was introduced in 1978 and 

initially targeted the San people (Bushmen) but this was revised in 2003. It was changed 

from the ethnic identification of beneficiaries to the geographical targeting of all people 

living in remote areas. It aims to assist individuals who live in settlements located far 

from centres of basic services and facilities. The basic premise of this programme was 

that the primary constraint to development and poverty reduction in remote areas was 

inadequate access to basic social services. The 1978 RADP in particular had the 

following major objectives: (1) to extend basic services (e.g. education, health, drinking 

water, and vulnerable group feeding schemes) to remote areas; to promote access to 

land and water (through water rights); (2) to promote income generating opportunities 

for remote area dwellers; and (3) to promote self-reliance (reduced dependency), social 

integration, and awareness of rights.  

 

2.4.5.3  Social Safety Nets (SSNs) 

 

The third Vision 2016 pillar, a compassionate, just and caring nation, discussed in 

Section 2.4.1, advocates the adoption of a system of social safety nets to help support e 

impoverished and vulnerable groups in society (the elderly, the disabled, the terminally 

ill, and the orphans). This nicely fits with the social justice objective. Additionally, the 

NSPR acknowledges the need to use SSNs to target the most needy and vulnerable 
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segments of society. As such, a number of SSNs are utilised to assist the very poor and 

vulnerable groups in Botswana. These SSNs are discussed below.   

 

2.4.5.3.1 Destitute Person Programme (1980) 

 

This programme, introduced in 1980 and later revised in 2002, provides assistance to 

those who genuinely cannot provide for themselves and is meant to ensure their good 

health and welfare. The 1980 Destitute Policy defined a destitute as an individual 

without assets (resources and assets defined as cattle, other livestock, land, cash), or 

who is an individual physically or mentally handicapped. or a minor child or children 

whose parent(s) has (have) died or deserted the family; or an individual who is rendered 

helpless due to a natural disaster or temporary hardship. The Revised Policy on 

Destitute of 2002 relaxed the requirement of no assets and instead defined a destitute as 

an individual possessing not more than four livestock units, or earning, or receiving an 

income of less than P120 per month without dependents, or less than P150 per month 

with dependents.  

Permanent destitute persons enrolled in the programme receive a food package 

amounting to P211.90 and P211.40 per month in rural areas and urban areas, 

respectively.
5
 The policy also caters for temporary destitution, where people are 

considered to be temporarily incapacitated. Temporary destitute persons are required to 

exit the programme within six months. They receive a package amounting to P181.90 

and P181.40 per month in rural areas and urban areas, respectively.  In addition to their 

monthly food packages , the Revised Destitute Policy (2002) introduced cash benefits 

meant to instil a sense of well-being and confidence in beneficiaries. Currently both 

permanent and temporary destitutes receive P55.00. Provisions are also made for shelter 

(if needed), medical care, occasional fares (i.e. fares related to employment, 

rehabilitation or repatriation) and funeral expenses. Beneficiaries are also exempted 

from paying service levies, taxes, water charges, street licenses, school fees and tools or 

other equipment necessary for rehabilitation projects.  

The Destitutes Policy plays a significant role in ensuring that the poorest individuals in 

society can attain a minimal standard of living and the negative effects associated with 

poverty, such as malnutrition are kept under control.  

                                                 
5
 The package or poverty datum adult food ration includes: maize meal, sorghum meal, bread flour, sugar, 

vegetables, greens, pulses, oil, salt, meat, tea and milk. 
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2.4.5.3.2 The World War (WW) II Veterans Programme and the Old Age 

Pension (OAP) 

 

Unlike the Destitute programme, the World War II (WW II) Veterans Programme and 

the Old Age Pension (OAP), both introduced in 1996, are not means tested. In the case 

of the OAP, all persons aged 65 years or older are eligible. Under the WW II Veterans 

programme, all WW II veterans, their surviving spouses, or their children under the 

aged of 21 are eligible. The monthly pension rate was P100 at the inception of the 

scheme but it is adjusted to inflation annually. The HIES 2002/03 data suggests that 

over 95 percent of the eligible elderly have registered for the OAP programme. 

 

2.4.5.3.3 Supplementary feeding programmes  

 

There are two supplementary feeding programmes in Botswana namely the Vulnerable 

Groups Feeding Programme and School Feeding Programme. Both these programmes 

were introduced in 1966 to mitigate the effects of drought. The Vulnerable Groups 

Feeding Programme is available to all children under five, medically-selected pregnant 

and lactating women, and TB and leprosy out-patients. However, during drought years 

the programme is available to pregnant and lactating women. On the other hand, the 

School Feeding Programme is available to all enrolled primary school children. It aims 

to improve school attendance, nutrition levels and to enhance their learning ability. Both 

programmes fall under the Food Relief Services Department in the Ministry of Local 

Government but information on the identification of vulnerable groups, and the 

composition of supplements are obtained from the ministries of Health and Agriculture.   
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2.4.5.3.4 The Orphans and Vulnerable Children  

 

The Orphans and Vulnerable Children package was introduced in 1999 as the number of 

orphans in Botswana had increased given the high rate of HIV prevalence in the 

country. It provides orphans with items such as food, clothing, education, shelter, 

protection and care. While the Community Home Based Care (CHBC) programme was 

introduced in 2000. It provides support to HIV positive persons living with fully-blown 

AIDS. Monthly benefits per beneficiary currently range from P200 to P1500.  

 

2.4.5.3.5 The Labour Based Relief Programme (LBRP) 

 

The Labour Based Relief Programme (LBRP) is a drought relief programme that is only 

made operational in drought years. It falls under the Labour Intensive Public Works 

Programme (LIPWP). This programme provides temporary income during periods of 

drought in exchange for work and is used extensively in rural areas to establish 

infrastructure such as primary school classes and teachers houses. 

 

2.5 Conclusions  

 

It appears from the above discussion that various policies and programmes which were 

implemented by the government of Botswana from independence to 1996 did not 

achieve the expected results. Hence a major policy shift took place in 1996 with 

numerous ambitious objectives to eliminate poverty and inequality in Botswana by 

2016. In consultation with various stakeholders a comprehensive document was 

produced in 1996 entitled Vision 2016 which is a guideline for various strategies, 

policies and programmes for the elimination of poverty and inequality in Botswana. 

Two later policies which also addressed issues on poverty and inequality were the 

Revised National Policy on Rural Development published in 2002 and the National 

Strategy on Poverty Reduction published in 2003.  

Indeed, Government development policies, strategies and programmes that affect poverty 

have changed over time, and one can discern different policy regimes. On the policy 
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perspective there has been a shift from relying mainly on growth to tackle poverty, to taking 

a more active role in designing policies that relate to poverty reduction. In terms of 

programmes there has been a shift from using subsidies, grants and providing free 

equipment to alleviate poverty, to adopting programmes that provide support in terms of 

loans or necessary infrastructure.  

Botswana has attained high growth rates relative to other countries and this has been 

possible given good governance and prudent policies adopted by the government. 

Despite this achievement, poverty and inequality in Botswana are still high given the 

country’s national objectives. It is highly unlikely that the Vision 2016 goals will be 

achieved by 2016. This study will therefore offer further insight on policy and programmes 

that could reduce poverty and inequality in Botswana. 
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Introduction  

 

The “increasing interest in measuring and understanding the level, causes and 

development of income inequality and poverty” has stimulated a growth in the literature 

on the subject (Heshmati, 2004). Poverty, in particular, has only recently taken the 

centre stage of development goals in the international arena with institutes such as the 

World Bank and United Nations driving this agenda. In the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s the 

main focus of the policy-makers in developing countries was economic growth. In the 

1980s this somewhat shifted to stabilisation and Structural Adjustment Lending which 

also centred on promoting growth. Since the 1990s, however, a consensus has emerged 

about the need to put poverty reduction at the centre of development. As such a number 

of studies have emerged in this area (Ravallion, 2001, Sen, 1983, Zheng, 1997, Strobel, 

1996). Renewed interest in this topic has also come from the fact that stabilization and 

structural adjustment measures that were prescribed to promote growth and decrease the 

balance of payment deficits, appeared to deepen poverty in the short run. This finding 

has hence cast doubt on the perception of attacking poverty through faster growth 

(Roemer and Gugerty, 1997).   

While the above have recently been questioned, the concept that tax changes have an 

impact on the distribution of income and poverty is far from new. In fact Adam Smith 

(1776) listed inequality as one of the four important maxims of a well-designed tax 

system. Since then, economists have written about the impact of taxation, and 

sophisticated techniques have been developed to examine the impact on income 

distribution. These techniques include regression analysis, demand systems, 

microsimulation, inequality type studies and the theory of marginal tax reform. 

Although the aspect of inequality has been extensively addressed, the impact of taxes on 

poverty has received relatively less attention in economic literature. This negligence can 

be attributed to the belief that the impact of taxes on poorer households are likely to be 

small, as the poor pay few taxes directly (Gemmell and Morrissey, 2005). It is 

commonly believed that public expenditure in social services provides a better way to 

target the poor and hence taxes should be essentially used an instrument for raising 

revenue. As a result, the impact of taxes on poverty remains a peripheral topic in 

literature (Van de Walle and Nead, 1995). 
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The aim of this chapter is to provide a review of empirical studies that have been 

conducted on (i) the determinants of poverty, (ii) the determinants of inequality, and 

(iii) the impact of taxes on poverty and inequality. The chapter takes the following 

structure; Section 3.2 provides a general literature review and is divided into three sub-

sections, each following the themes of the analytical chapters included in this thesis. 

This review will focus on the factors influencing poverty, and inequality, and also on 

the impact of taxes on poverty and inequality.  Section 3.3 reviews studies that have 

been conducted on inequality and poverty in Botswana. Finally, concluding remarks and 

gaps in the existing literature are provided in the last section (Section 3.4). 

 

3.2  Poverty and Inequality: A General Literature Review 

 

3.2.1   Factors Influencing Poverty  

 

Studies of the determinants of poverty can be divided into two groups. The first group 

examines the determinants of poverty at the macro level using mainly cross country data 

(Ahluwalia et al., 1979, Fields, 1989, Foster and Székely, 2001, Datt and Ravallion, 

1997, Dollar and Kraay, 2002). The second group examines the impact of the 

determinants of poverty at the micro level. Given that the analysis employed in this 

study uses micro data, this review will focus on studies that fall into the second group. 

Studies establishing determinants of poverty at the micro level rely on survey data on 

household income and expenditure. These types of studies have employed logistic 

regressions, levels regressions, quantile regressions or multivariate adaptive regression 

splines.   

The use of logistic regressions is fairly recent in empirical poverty literature and 

according to Grootaert (1997) goes back to the study conducted by Bardhan (1984).  

Bardhan (1984) estimated a binary logit model in order to establish the likelihood that a 

household in rural West Bengal would be poor. Grootaert (1997) estimated urban and 

rural areas probit regression in order to examine the role of household endowments on 

poverty status of households in Cote d’Ivoire in the 80s, “over and above effects 

attributable to the macro economy and the household's socioeconomic status and region 

of residence”. The study found that education; ownership of assets, ownership of non-
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farm enterprises, and the number of individuals employed in the household contributed 

to a reduction in the likelihood of poverty. Grootaert (1997) also found that residing in a 

larger household increased the likelihood of being poor.  

Although most studies that examine the impact of poverty rely on income consumption 

or expenditure data, Achia et al. (2010) constructed an asset index which was a proxy 

for welfare using an approach provided by Sahn and Stifel (2003). Using the 

constructed asset index, a logistic regression model was employed. The results of this 

study showed that ethnicity, household size, education, age and type of residence have a 

significant impact on the poverty status of a household. Anyanwu (2012) used a probit 

model and found that household size and rural residence increased the probability of 

being poor, while age, education and being married helped reduce poverty. Other 

studies that have used this technique are by Onyeiwu and Liu (2013) for Kenya, Achia 

et al. (2010) and Glewwe (1991) for Cote d’ Ivoire,  Lanjouw and Stern (1991) for 

Palanpur, and Rodriguez and Smith (1994) for Costa Rica.  

While logistic regressions are important, as they provide the relationship between 

poverty and explanatory variables in a probability statement, they have been criticised 

because the information on the household living standards captured by either income or 

consumption is deliberately suppressed above the poverty line. Authors like Datt and 

Jolliffe (1999) argued that using levels regressions is superior to modelling poverty in a 

probit model, as poverty status is directly determined from household 

consumption/income. In addition, the use of various poverty lines means that household 

consumption or income data have been censored at different levels and hence the 

parameter of the estimated poverty model would change depending on the use of a 

particular poverty line. Hence Datt and Jolliffe (1999) modelled the determinants of 

poverty in Egypt by estimating a welfare function with the log per capita consumption 

normalised by a spatial cost of living index used as the dependent variable. Results from 

the regression estimates were then used to predict changes in poverty levels from 

simulated policy changes. The study found that household size, the number of children 

under 15, and being in a female headed household, had a significant negative effect on 

living standards. Education and age are positively related to household welfare. The 

authors conducted poverty simulations that revealed that increasing the average 

household education by a period of two years reduced the predicted value of the squared 

poverty gap by about 20 and 32 percent in rural and urban regions, respectively.  
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Nguyen et al. (2013) used a levels regression to estimate the determinants of urban 

poverty in Vietnam by using a national representative sample of two urban areas in 

Vietnam collected in 2009. Several poverty lines were used in this study. One of the 

poverty lines was a national fixed per capita consumption amount, while the other two 

were relative income poverty lines. The results of this study indicate that the higher the 

number of children, being unmarried, or being employed in the agricultural sector, 

affected income distribution negatively. Chronic health of a household only 

significantly increased the likelihood of being poor when regressed against the relative 

poverty measure. Factors that decreased the probability of being poor included working 

in the public sector, and level of education. Gabriel and Cornfield (1995), presented 

least squares estimates for equations of logarithms of earnings or incomes, or living 

standards of households.  

Yitzhaki (1996) recommended that because the major concern of poverty estimations is 

on the poor, then it would be more useful to focus on the population of the poor rather 

than to estimate an income model for all the population. This recommendation was 

based on his analysis in which linear regression coefficients tended to depend heavily 

on the high income groups in the sample. Given this, Muller (2002) and Jalan and 

Ravallion (1996), used panel data to estimate censored quantile regressions for 

household chronic and transient seasonal poverty indices for Rwanda and China, 

respectively. The poverty index used in these studies was the Foster Greer Thornback 

index (poverty severity index).  Jalan and Ravallion (1996), in particular, argued that 

half of the poverty is transient in nature and this imposes constraints when cross-

sectional data is utilised. The estimation result showed that the number of children, the 

age and ethnicity of the head, and the distance to the nearest market, led to higher levels 

of chronic and transient poverty for Rwandan household. On the other hand, 

household’s education levels of the head and the land area cultivated led to lower levels 

of household poverty. The China study indicated that a greater command over physical 

and human assets helped reduce not only chronic poverty but also reduced transient 

poverty. It was also found that the lower inter-temporal variability in household wealth 

(and to a lesser extent in farm yields) helped reduce transient poverty and promoted a 

reduction in chronic poverty. 

Ataguba et al. (2011) used methodology pioneered by Alkire and Foster (2011) in order 

to calculate the severity of multidimensional poverty in Nsukka, Nigeria. This study 

took into consideration factors such as per capita expenditure, housing characteristics, 
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health, quality of employment, safety, empowerment issues, and shame/humiliation. 

Levels and probit models were then used to assess factors that drove poverty in this 

region. The major determinants of deprivation were large household size, low education 

levels, rural location and poor health. This result was similar to the findings when a 

monetary approach was used to measure poverty.  However, when multidimensional 

measures were used, females were found to be much poorer than males in relation to the 

situation when monetary measures were used.  

Litchfield and McGregor (2008) employed a probit model, an OLS model and quantile 

regressions to estimate the determinants of poverty in Kagera, Tanzania, using micro 

cross section data. The poverty line used in the study was the World Bank $1.08 

PPP/day converted into the Tanzanian currency. For the OLS and quantile regression 

the per capita consumption and adult equalised consumptions were used as dependent 

variables. The study showed female headed households were more likely to be poor, 

while the quantile regression indicated that the difference in consumption was more 

acute at the upper tail of the distribution. Other variables that negatively impacted on 

poverty were engagement in agriculture, malnutrition and poor health, residing in 

remote areas, and absence of fertilisers. On the other hand, education had a positive 

impact on poverty and household consumption. The results were similar irrespective of 

the model used, or whether per capita consumption, or an adult equalised consumption 

was used. This indicates that the economies of scale make very little difference to the 

majority of estimates.  

Mina and Barrios (2009) employed a Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines 

(MARS) to identify household poverty correlates in the Philippines. They argued that 

the MARS products provided a superior technique, as they were “more parsimonious, 

yet contained a theoretically and empirically sound set of household poverty correlates 

with a high accuracy in identifying a poor household”. The World Bank Institute (2005) 

also indicated that this technique was superior, especially in the presence of endogenous 

independent variables. The results from MARS were compared to an estimated logistic 

model that included the same variable. Their analysis included a number of household 

characteristic variables and community level characteristics. The study also included a 

couple of dummy variables to capture whether a household owned certain assets such as 

cell phones, computers, microwave ovens, etc. The findings of the study suggest that 

household size, cell phone ownership, television ownership, refrigerator ownership and 

being engaged in the agriculture sector have a significant impact on poverty. It was also 
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found that involvement in agriculture and household size had a negative impact on 

agriculture and the rest of the variables had a positive effect. The authors concluded that 

although the MARS technique performed well, in general, the results from the logistic 

model and the MARS were not significantly different from each other. 

 

3.2.2    Factors Influencing Inequality  

 

Empirical studies have also been conducted considering the determinants of inequality 

at the micro level, using household survey data. These studies normally use 

decomposition techniques discussed earlier. Population subgroup decomposition has 

been the oldest technique utilised to quantify the impact of various factors on overall 

inequality. This technique divides the population into discrete categories (for example, 

rural and urban residents, and individuals with primary school vs. secondary or higher 

education) and   the level of inequality within each subgroup and between the means of 

the subgroups.  Jenkins (1995), Cowell and Jenkins (1995) and Shorrocks (1984) 

provide some examples of this type of study. 

A second type of inequality decomposition commonly used in literature focuses on the 

decomposition by factor components. For example, Shorrocks (1982) used data on the 

distribution of net family incomes in the United States between 1968 and 1977 in order 

to establish what proportion of total income inequality was attributable to various 

income sources when using a variety of decomposition rules. Decomposition was 

carried by the following income sources: wage earnings, capital income, transfer 

income, and taxes. The findings from this study showed labour income to have the 

greatest level of inequality contribution, followed by capital earnings. Tax payments 

and transfer income generated negative contributions in all years. Results from these 

types of studies may sometimes conflict, depending on the region. For instance, income 

from non-farming activities was found to have an equalizing effect (reduced income 

inequality) in the studies by El-Osta et al. (1995) for the United States; Zhu and Luo 

(2006) for China, by Adams (2001) for Egypt and by Leones and Feldman (1998) for 

the Philippines. On the other hand, Elbers and Lanjouw (2001) found that income from 

non-farming contributed positively to inequality for Ecuador. On the contrary, 

Canagarajah et al. (2001) found that in Ghana and Uganda, non-farm self-employment 

income was more equalising than non-farm wages.  
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Regression based estimates in inequality analysis date back to Oaxaca (1973) and 

Blinder (1973). This approach is more appealing, as it overcomes many of the 

limitations of standard decomposition by subgroups. “Regression based analysis also 

allows the use of continuous variables and it is possible to control for endogeneity” 

(Morduch and Sicular, 2002). Potential influences on inequality that might require 

separate modelling, as in the case of decomposition by groups or by income 

components, can be easily and uniformly incorporated within the same econometric 

model by appropriate specification of the explanatory variables (Cowell and Fiorio, 

2011). 

Morduch and Sicular (2002), noted that earlier work on regression-based methods of 

inequality had been piece-meal, with each proposed approach having different 

properties and different inequality indices. They employed a regression-based income 

inequality decomposition approach, using rural data on China, over a period of four 

years, in order to examine how different decomposition rules affected the empirical 

results. Findings based on Morduch and Sicular's model could vary enormously, as 

different inequality decomposition indices were likely to produce different results. The 

Theil-T decomposition shows that human capital and demographic variables have been 

strongly inequality reducing. On the other hand, the Gini decomposition indicates that 

these variables contribute positively, although modestly, to inequality. The authors 

concluded that the Theil-T decomposition provides a better indicator. 

Fields (2003), formulated a methodology to account for income inequality levels in a 

given country, or income inequality differences  between one time period and another. 

This technique was then applied to the US using survey for two time periods, 1979 and 

1999, to analyse labour earnings inequality. The technique started off by estimating a 

semi-logarithmic income generating function using OLS, which included the following 

variables: gender, industry, occupation, education, race, region and experience. Fields 

(2003), further demonstrated that the relative factor inequality weights and the 

corresponding percentage contributions would be virtually the same for any inequality 

measure used. The study found that education contributed the most to high levels of 

inequality, followed by occupation, experience, and gender. In explaining the increase 

in inequality between the two time periods (1979 and 1999), schooling was again the 

single most important variable followed by occupation.  Gender worked in the 

equalizing direction. 
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Cowell and Fiorio (2011) used some features of Field’s model and extended it by 

incorporating subgroups. This technique was applied to survey data for Finland and the 

United States for 1986 and 2004, respectively. The regression based results for the 

United States indicated that Master/PhD qualifications and age provided the highest 

contribution to inequality, while high school education provided an equalising effect. 

On the other hand, in Finland a college degree and the number of earners in the 

household were more important. High school education in Finland also provided an 

equalising effect.  

Wan and Zhou (2005) combined the regression-based decomposition technique and the 

Shapley value framework
6
 when analysing income inequality in rural China between 

1996 and 2002. The decomposition of income inequality was provided by the Theil–L 

and the Gini coefficient. The study found that geographical conditions are the most 

significant contributor, followed by capital input. The only equalising variable 

(inequality decreasing variable) was land input, although its impact was minimal. Baye 

and Epo (2011) applied the regression-based inequality decomposition approach to 

explore determinants of income inequality in Cameroon using the 2007 Cameroon 

household consumption survey. They also used the Shapley value decomposition rule to 

conduct the decompositions, and in addition used a control function approach that tested 

for potential endogeneity and unobserved heterogeneity of synthetic variables for 

education and health. The results of this study indicate that education is the main 

contributor to inequality. 

Bourguignon et al. (2001), adopted a simultaneous-equation extension of the Blinder-

Oaxaca decomposition technique
7
. The model estimates an earnings equation (linking 

individual characteristics to their remuneration, also known as the occupation effect), a 

labour supply equation (explaining the decision of entering the labour force that 

depends on individual and other household’s members decisions, also known as the 

participation effect) and a household income equation (aggregating the individual’s 

contributions to household income formation also, known as the population effect). 

Micro simulation techniques are then used to combine these equations and decompose 

inequality. The study found that between 1979 and 1994, inequality in Taiwan could 

mainly be explained by the drastic transformation in the economy, and the socio 

                                                 
6
 Inequality decomposition procedures using the Shapley Valve was developed by Shorrocks (1999). 

7
 The Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition technique is based on work done by Blinder (1973) and Oaxaca 

(1973). 
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demographic structure of the population. In particular, the main contribution was 

associated with changes in the wage structure, which could have been a result of a 

dramatic growth of the educated work force in the economy. Bourguignon et al. (2008) 

also used a similar technique to isolate the occupational effect, the participation effect 

and population effect for the USA and Brazil in 1999. Results of their study show that 

most of Brazil’s inequality (of 13 Gini points) was accounted for by underlying 

inequalities in the distributions of education and of non-labor income, notably pensions. 

Differences in occupational structure, in racial earnings and demographic composition 

were of lesser importance. However, in the case of the US these factors were of greater 

importance.      

 

3.2.3    The Impact of Taxes on Poverty and Inequality 

 

Gemmell and Morrissey (2005) reviewed a couple of techniques used to examine the 

impact of taxes, both direct and indirect, on income distribution as far back as the  early 

1970’s. Since then a number of analytical techniques and methods for assessing the 

incidence and implications of tax changes have been developed as discussed below: 

 Hossain (2003) and Symons & Warren (1996) used demand systems models to assess 

the distributional impact of indirect tax and subsidies reform packages on different 

household groups in the economy. Newbery (1995), Madden (1996), Kaplanoglou and 

Newbery (2003), Nicita (2008) and Liberati (2001) used the theory of marginal tax 

reforms developed by Ahmad and Stern (1984), in order to suggest the direction for a 

change in tax rates to be used in tax reforms. They were of the view that this technique 

would aid tax reforms by recommending tax rates that would avoid excessively 

increasing the cost of living for the poor. Some studies such as Creedy (2001) used the 

theory of marginal tax reforms to analyse the distributional impact resulting from 

exempted goods in the indirect tax structure. Marginal tax reforms analysis takes into 

account both efficiency and distributional considerations in a theoretically consistent 

utilitarian framework which it derives from welfare economics (Kaplanoglou and 

Newbery, 2003). The overall results of these studies found that food and fuel had the 

highest marginal social cost in terms of welfare, and, as such, justifies the reduction of 

taxes on these products.    
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A number of scholars have used the technique of microsimulation to evaluate the impact 

of tax-benefit policies on income distribution and poverty. Microsimulation has several 

advantages over other techniques such as regression analysis. The strength of 

microsimulation modelling lies in the “possibility of taking into account the 

heterogeneity of economic agents observed in micro-datasets” (Bourguignon and 

Spadaro, 2006). Secondly, winners and losers in a policy change can easily be 

identified, as microsimulation involves working with thousands of actual economic 

agents as opposed to a few hypothetical ones. Thirdly, microsimulation also allows for 

the ability of assessing the total financial costs or benefits of the tax/benefit reform. 

Micro level results can be summed in order to access the macro level impact of the 

overall the reform (Bourguignon and Spadaro, 2006). The use of microsimulation 

modelling can be traced back to Orcutt (1957). Although Orcutt (1957) introduced the 

concept of using a microsimulation as a technique for economic analysis in 1957, it was 

only in the 1980s that the technique was fully employed.  Bourguignon and Spadaro 

(2006) attributed this to the availability of large and detailed datasets on individual 

agents, and the increase in computing processing power. What follows below are 

numerous versions of microsimulation models that have been employed by various 

authors over the years.   

Earlier microsimulation models were static in nature and were mainly concerned with 

comparing the impacts across various tax benefit policies. For instance Atkinson et al. 

(1988), analysed the effect of replacing the French tax-benefit system with the British 

tax benefit system. Using a static microsimulation, De Lathouwer (1996) analysed the 

impact of extending unemployment benefits in the Netherlands to households in 

Belgium. Callan and Sutherland (1997) simulated two policies to compare the effects it 

would have on households in the UK and Ireland. The first involved a social safety net 

basic income that was intended to replace the assistance and social insurance benefit. 

The second involved a partial basic income financed by cashing out the value of tax free 

allowances. The study found the distributional effects of the second scheme were 

similar between the two countries. However, in both countries, the largest gains would 

be acquired by low income households.  

Clark and Leicester (2004) used a static tax benefit microsimulation model developed 

by the Institute for Fiscal Studies in the UK, to establish the link between tax and 

benefit reforms and the growth in UK income inequality after 1979. They used the 

“what if approach” by modelling the impact of two tax and benefit systems. The first 
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tax benefit system simulated included the reforms that were introduced after 1979, 

while the second simulation stripped these taxes and benefits away on the same sample 

of households. The difference in net income inequality in the two simulated scenarios 

gave the measure of the distributional effect of the reform. The results of the study 

indicate that reforms to direct taxes and the benefit system after 1979 had cumulatively 

very little effect on inequality. The Gini coefficient in 2001 was only 0.1 percentage 

points lower than that of 1979.         

Spadaro (2005) investigated the impact of introducing an alternative tax benefits system 

on household welfare in France and the United Kingdom in 1995. The analysis is based 

on the theory of optimal taxation and the distribution of potential wages was replaced 

by the distribution of household abilities. The household ability is calculated by 

inversion of the household’s utility maximization problem. The study uses both a static 

and behavioural microsimulation. The results of the static model study showed that 

replacing the French tax benefit system with the UK tax-benefit system was harmful to 

the lower deciles in France, but beneficial to the top deciles.  The Gini coefficient 

indicated that this action would worsen the income distribution in France. On the other 

hand, replacement of UK system with the French system led to gains in disposable 

income for the lower deciles, while a loss  was experienced in the top deciles. The Gini 

coefficient indicated a significant increase in inequality. When using Atkinson’s index 

the French tax benefit performs better than the UK system. For the dynamic model, the 

enforcement of the UK tax benefit on French households was seen to lead to a fall in the 

average net tax for each decile and increase the household’s gross income. This 

occurred at all levels of labour elasticity. For deciles 1 and 3, the gross labour income 

fell as income effects from the reduction in average and marginal tax rates dominated 

the substitution effects in these deciles. The replacement of the French tax benefits 

system on UK households led to higher average net tax rates. However for the two 

lowest deciles this was due to the increase in benefits. 

Immervoll (2006) used the Brazilian household microsimulation model (BRAHMS) to 

investigate the “combined impact of taxes and government cash transfers on the 

distribution of income among Brazilian households”. The simulations conducted were 

static in nature. The results indicated that taxes and cash benefits in Brazil had a 

significant impact on inequality with the Gini coefficient falling from 0.642 to 0.579. 

However, the author observed that the Brazilian tax system is a poor redistributive tool. 

This observation is attributed to the  prevalence of indirect taxes and the way the 
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progressivity of the personal income tax interacts with the highly unequal income 

distribution. The study also found that only two of the five benefits offered to Brazilian 

households were well targeted to significantly reduce the poverty levels.  

Callan et al. (2006) employed the EUROMOD (a static European tax-benefit 

microsimulation model) to examine the impact of tax benefit policy changes in five 

Europe countries during the period of 1998–2001. The analysis involved the 

construction of a neutral distribution policy, which was approximated by a policy that 

indexes tax allowances, credits and welfare payment rates in line with a broad measure 

of income growth. The findings of their study show that over the 1998–2001 period, 

four of the five countries (Austria, Greece, Portugal and the UK) had tax/transfer 

policies changes favourable to lower income groups. The exception was Ireland where 

welfare payment failed to keep pace with the growth in disposable income. The greatest 

gains for low-income groups were in Greece and the UK, where the headcount ratio of 

relative income poverty was most reduced. The results further indicate that a head count 

reduction of poverty between 2 and 3 percentage points was experienced in the UK. 

Labeaga et al. (2008) examined the impact of Spanish income tax reforms on the 

efficiency of social welfare. It employed a behavioural microsimulation model in which 

labour supply was explicitly taken into account using a discrete hours model. Unlike 

other studies, this study used a microsimulation model that combined both aspects of 

arithmetic and behavioural modelling. This was done, whereas most behavioural models 

normally exclude the inactive segments of the population such as students, pensioners 

and the handicapped. However, these exclusions go against the principle of 

microsimulation modelling which requires that the heterogeneity of total population be 

maintained. This technique was also used by Creedy and Van de Ven (2001) and 

Creedy et al. (2004). The results show that the redistribution policies analysed had  

significantly affected social welfare but had minimal impact on economic efficiency. 

The study also showed that introducing a basic income flat tax scheme produced 

significant improvements in the welfare of the poorest households. 

Dynamic microsimulation modelling employing the discrete hours approach is 

fundamentally probabilistic in nature. This means it fails to accurately detect the level of 

hours worked by each individual after the policy change. Instead it provides a 

probability distribution over the discrete hours levels used. This means that individuals 

have “a set of probabilities of being at different income levels”. This complicates the 
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analysis as “even for small sample with a modest range of labour supply points the 

range of possible combinations over the sample is extremely large”(Creedy et al., 2004). 

Hence Creedy et al. (2004) make use of a pseudo income distribution, where the 

probability of a particular labour supply value occurring was standardised by the 

population size. They then used this approach to conduct an analysis of the effect of 

eliminating social safety net programs to sole parents in Australia. The results showed 

that such a move would lead to the doubling in the preference of sole parents for 

participation in the labour force, with those already working increasing their work hours 

by 12%. Poverty and inequality measured by the Gini coefficient and Atkinson measure 

worsened. They found that taking into account labour supply responses, using their 

proposed technique would result in a higher poverty rate than would otherwise be the 

case. However, the effect is less pronounced when the poverty gap and the Foster, Greer 

and Thorbecke measure of poverty are employed.  

Studies such as Kim and Lambert (2009), Čok and Urban (2007), Creedy and Van de 

Ven (2001) and van de Ven et al. (2001) decompose the redistributive effect of the 

tax/transfer measures into the vertical effect, the horizontal effect and re-ranking effect, 

where the redistributive effect is the difference between the pre-tax Gini and post-tax 

Gini. The horizontal effect is concerned with equal treatment of equals, the vertical 

effect is concerned with the unequal treatment of unequals and according to van de Ven 

et al. (2001) the re-ranking effect captures the presumably unintended rank reversal 

amongst equals and unequals that occurs when a tax/transfer is introduced. These types 

of studies have commonly been referred to as inequality studies and are “offshoots of 

recent research to track income inequality both in changes over time and differences 

across countries” (Kesselman and Cheung, 2004). Studies that use this technique have 

only applied it mainly to direct taxes with exception of Kaplanoglou and Newbery 

(2008), Creedy (1999) and Decoster et al. (1997).   

Progressive taxes move the post-tax income Lorenz curve closer to the line of equality 

implying a decrease in income inequality. According to Kakwani (1977) the greater the 

progressivity and average tax rate, the larger the redistributive effect. Atkinson (2003) 

and Plotnick (1981) indicate that the mere comparison of a pre-tax and post-tax 

distribution (which gives the redistributive effect) of income maybe insufficient in 

revealing the inequalities that result due to taxes. The focal point of their argument was 

that the redistributive effect is greater when a tax is progressive but the perceived 

improvement in equity may not represent a pure improvement. This is because the 
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ranking of household pre-tax and post-tax income distribution might have changed. 

Plotnick (1981) suggests constructing a  concentration curve that shows post-tax income 

shares as a function of the pre-tax ranking of economic units in order to observe the 

inequality that results due to the re-ranking of economic units.  

Kakwani (1984) provided the first form of decomposition of the redistributive effects. 

He decomposed the redistributive effects into the vertical and horizontal effects 

expressed in terms of the pre-tax Gini coefficient. Kakwani’s vertical effect was 

obtained with the aid of a progressivity index developed by Kakwani (1977). Plotnick 

(1981) and Atkinson (1980).   

Kakwani (1984) believed that the equal treatment of equals (horizontal equity) requires 

that rankings of all units should remain unaltered during the redistributive process so as 

to ensure the horizontal effect captures the re-ranking of income units that occurs when 

a tax/benefit system is imposed.  Aronson et al. (1994) challenged this proposition and 

indicated that the problem is not the horizontal effect but rather the re-ranking that 

occurs in the income distribution due to the fiscal system. For example, suppose person 

A has income of $100 and B has $500: if the fiscal process reversed incomes such that 

A now has $500 and B has $100,  inequality would have indeed occurred due to the 

fiscal process. However, Urban (2009) argued that this inequality cannot be termed as  

horizontal inequality as A and B were not in equal positions before the fiscal action. In 

fact, B’s income was five times larger than A’s before fiscal action. Hence, Plotnick 

(1981) Atkinson (1980) and  Kakwani (1984) measure of the horizontal effect doesn’t 

capture a situation in which equals have not been treated equally. The starting point in 

calculating the horizontal effect should be to define equals and observe if a tax system 

treats them unequally. What Plotnick (1981) Atkinson (1980) and  Kakwani (1984) 

defined as the horizontal effect has been renamed as a re-ranking effect, commonly 

referred to as the Atkinson, Plotnick and Kakwani (APK) re-ranking effect. Authors 

such as Ankrom (1993), Duclos (1993), Duclos and Lambert (2000), Urban (2009) 

Urban and Lambert (2008) and Kakwani (1986) followed Kakwani’s decomposition 

technique and used it to calculate the vertical and APK re-ranking effects in various 

countries.  

Lerman and Yitzhaki (1995) criticised the “Kakwani vertical effect as given for a 

redistributive effect, it automatically increases when re-ranking is increased”. They also 

indicated that the after-tax ranking should be used for calculating progressivity as 
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opposed to the pre-tax ranking used in Kakwani’s progressivity index. The main 

difference in Lerman and Yitzhaki (1995) and Kakwani’s approach is the “reference” 

income. In Lerman and Yitzhaki (1995) the reference income is the post-tax income, 

whereas in Kakwani’s approach it is the pre-fiscal income. Since in this model re-

ranking is considered to reduce inequality, the re-ranking effect is positive. According 

to Urban (2009), for both Kakwani and Lerman and Yitzhaki (1995) a progressive fiscal 

system is good because it reduced inequality. In the case of progressivity, Kakwani’s 

vertical effect and Lerman and Yitzhaki’s vertical effect are both positive, and the larger 

they are the better. However, in Kakwani’s model, in the presence of re-ranking, the 

Atkinson-Plotnick Kakwani index is positive and the larger it is, the worse the 

inequality. On the other hand, in the Lerman and Yitzhaki model re-ranking reduced 

inequality. The higher the Lerman-Yitzhaki re-ranking index the better it is.  

Aronson et al. (1994), henceforth refered to as AJL, rejected the notion that re-ranking 

of individuals due to a tax or a benefit can be considered as the horizontal effect. 

According to them the main concern of the horizontal effect is to calculate the inequity 

that occurs when equals are treated unequally. In order to make their methodology 

operational they started off by partioning the population into j groups of equals and then 

decomposed the redistributive effects into the vertical, horizontal and re-ranking effects. 

Using UK Family Expenditure Survey micro data for the period 1978 – 1991 (1994), 

they decomposed the redistributive effect of income tax, in terms of the Gini coefficient 

of the UK into the vertical, horizontal, and re-ranking effects. The study found that 

throughout this period the re-ranking effect understated the (negative) contribution to 

redistributive effect of unequal tax treatment by about one-third. Other studies that 

employ the AJL decomposition are Aronson et al. (1999), Hyun and Lim (2005) and 

Wagstaff and et al. (1999). These studies generally found that the horizontal and re-

ranking inequalities were significant, and are in the tax system.  

The main drawback of the AJL model is that exact equals are not always observed in 

survey data, and as such, most studies that apply the AJL model have used groups of 

close-equals to identify the horizontal effect. However, van de Ven et al. (2001) warned 

that the arbitrary specification of close groups could lead to misleading results. They 

proposed what they claim to be an appropriate strategy for defining groups of close-

equals. Their argument, is based on the fact that as the bandwidths used to identify pre-

tax equals widen, the individuals allocated to each close-equals group increases, 

resulting in an improved estimate for the impact of the effective tax schedule. They 
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further argue that “the inclusion of increasingly unequal individuals into close-equals 

groups implies that increasing proportions of the vertical and re-ranking effects 

observed in a given sample population are attributed to horizontal effect”. They 

demonstrated this by calculating the redistributive effect of the Australian tax and 

transfer systems during the 1995 to 1996 financial year for various bandwidths of close 

equal groups. They concluded that bandwidths should be adjusted to minimise the 

estimate obtained for the vertical effect.   

Creedy and Van de Ven (2001) employed the technique proposed by van de Ven et al. 

(2001) to overcome arbitrary specification of bandwidths. They estimated the 

redistributive effect on annual and lifetime inequality of a range of taxes and transfers in 

Australia. A model of age-earnings profiles, containing a stochastic process to generate 

relative changes from year to year was used to determine the annual income of 

employed individuals. The inequality reducing effect of the taxes and transfers was 

found to be smaller in the lifetime than in the annual context. The study also found the 

horizontal inequalities in the tax and transfer systems were negligible while the re-

ranking effect proved to be a more dominant factor. The re-ranking effect was found to 

be about nine per cent of the total reduction in lifetime inequality. However, if a child 

was counted as equivalent to one-third of an adult, the re-ranking effect was less than 

one per cent. 

Urban and Lambert (2008) revisited the AJL model and provided a way to decompose 

the redistributive effects when close equal groups were used, as opposed to groups of 

exact equals. They acknowledged that the AJL model was intended for populations or 

datasets which can be partitioned into groups of exact equals, while the tax system did 

not rerank the members within groups, nor rerank entire groups. Čok and Urban (2007) 

estimated the redistributive effects of personal income tax in Slovenia and Croatia 

following the methodology proposed by Urban and Lambert (2008). Their analysis 

indicated that post tax income inequality in terms of the Gini coefficient increased from 

0.3713 to 0.3844 and decrease from 0.3304 to 0.3131for Croatia and Slovenia, 

respectively. In both cases, wages remained the key source of net income inequality. 

The role of personal income tax in reducing inequality lessened in Croatia in 2001 

compared with 1997, as represented by redistributive effects decreasing from 0.0361 to 

0.0301, while in Slovenia the redistributive effect of personal income tax remained 

unchanged. Overall the results suggest that Croatia experienced greater income 

inequality among taxpayers than Slovenia.  
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Kim and Lambert (2009) measured the redistributive effect of taxes and welfare 

expenditures for the U.S. using household survey data for the years 1994, 1999 and 

2004. They found that whilst income inequality increased, the redistributive effect of 

taxes and public transfers together reduced market income inequality by approximately 

30 percent. In 2004, 88 percent of the net redistributive effect resulted from public 

transfers and 12 percent from taxes. The total redistributive effect would have improved 

by 35 percent in 2004 if horizontal inequalities in taxes and the transfer system were 

absent. Duclos et al. (2003) provided a decomposition of the total redistributive effect of 

taxes and transfers into a vertical equity effect and a loss of redistribution due to either 

classical horizontal effect or re-ranking. The decomposition provided in the study 

mainly follows techniques provided by AJL but unlike other studies, their 

decomposition can be applied to the Gini coefficient, as well as the Atkinson inequality 

indices. Duclos, Jalbert, and Araar (2003) opposed arbitrary specification of bandwidths 

in order to form groups of close equals that are normally absent in finite datasets. Using 

Canadian data from 1981 to 1994, equals in the dataset were identified via a non-

parametric estimation of the joint density of gross and net incomes. Results of this study 

showed that the vertical effect, horizontal effect and re-ranking effects increased during 

the study period, and the combined effect of classical horizontal and re-ranking effects 

was between 15 and 21% of the net redistributive effect. 

 

3.3 Studies conducted on Botswana 

 

Only a limited amount of literature exists that deals with poverty and inequality in 

Botswana, and those studies mainly investigate the determinants of income poverty and 

inequality in the country. The first such comprehensive study on poverty and poverty 

reduction was undertaken by BIDPA (1997) using data from the 1985/86 and 1993/94 

Household Income Expenditure Surveys (HIES). Using mainly qualitative analysis this 

study attributed poverty in Botswana to factors such as constant drought, lack of 

education and skills, lack of productive assets, policy failure and inappropriate targeting 

of public programmes, the decline of traditional support mechanisms such as mafisa
8

, 

                                                 
8
 Mafisa is a traditional Setswana culture in which richer individuals give cattle to the poorer members of 

society in order to safeguard and care for them out of compassion. Such cattle are used by the beneficiary 

family for draught power purposes and as a source of milk. In some instances the beneficiary family 

could even be awarded some of the offspring that were produced while in his/her care.  
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and problems related to market access and low producer prices.  Other qualitative 

studies that identify the causes of poverty in Botswana are Moepeng (2010), Siphambe 

(2003), and Kerapeletswe and Moremi (2001).  

Tesfaye and Yisehac (1998) used a levels regression to establish the factors that caused 

poverty in 8 rural villages in Botswana. The dependent variable in the regression is 

included as the ratio of income to national poverty line. The study found that education, 

livestock ownership, the ratio of remittances to total income, all had a positive impact 

on standard of living and hence have the ability to move a household out of poverty. 

Interestingly, age and gender were found not to be significant. Unlike other studies, this 

study observes the impact of household size as a non-linear relationship. Hence they 

found that larger households tend to be less poor but the relationship increases at a 

decreasing rate. The justification given for this result is that large households are better 

endowed with working labour, which enables them to engage in more local income 

generating activities.  

Greener et al. (2000) examined the impact of HIV/AIDS on different types of household 

in Botswana. The study made use of macroeconomic projections and household income 

simulation to explore the distributional and welfare implications using the Household 

Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) conducted in 1993/94. This study focused only 

on HIV/AIDS and employment in Botswana. The findings of the study suggest that 

HIV/AIDS would cause a decrease of between 8 per cent and 10 per cent in the 

household per-capita income in the following 10 years. In particular the average income 

of the poorest quarter of households in Botswana was likely to fall by between 10 per 

cent and 15 per cent as a result of HIV/AIDS in that period. The simulation further 

indicated that every percentage point in unemployment reduction caused about 0.16 per 

cent change in the poverty head count. The results were ambiguous with regard to 

income inequality.  

BIDPA (2005) adopted a levels regression to establish the determinants of poverty in 

Botswana using the HIES 2002/03 dataset. Employing per capita consumption as the 

dependent variable, they found that education, region of residency and employment 

status played a significant role in determining poverty in Botswana. Sekwati et al. 

(2013) used a logistic regression model to estimate the determinants of household 

poverty in the capital city Gaborone. The dependent variable was household status, 

which is a dichotomous variable and is equal to 1 if the household earns less than 
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P199.50. The independent variables included in the study were household head’s age, 

gender, education level, household size and the total consumption expenditure. Only 

two variables out of five: household size and household expenditure, were found to 

have had a positive statistically significant effect on poverty in Botswana. Age, level of 

education and gender of the household head were found to be insignificant. However, 

these results are questionable given the fact that consumption is included as an 

independent variable when poverty is defined in terms of income.  

Recently Sekwati and Malema (2011) conducted a study to examine the potential 

impact on VAT on poor households in Botswana. Using a descriptive analysis this study 

concluded that poor households were more likely to be adversely affected by the 2010 

increase in VAT. This result is based on the fact that low income households generally 

have a higher marginal propensity to consume relative to high income households. 

Unfortunately this study is only based on analytical techniques.  

 

3.4   Contributions of the Current Study 

 

Given the review of the literature the contributions of the current study are as follows:  

1. It appears from the above review that while numerous studies have been 

conducted considering various factors that affect poverty and inequality in 

Botswana, literature on the impact of taxes on poverty and inequality in 

Botswana is almost non-existent.  The current study provides a quantitative 

analysis on the impact of VAT on poverty and inequality by employing a static 

microsimulation model. Secondly, it will also extend the analysis to examine 

the impact of VAT on inequality in Botswana. The redistributive impact of 

VAT will be decomposed into the  vertical, horizontal and re-ranking effects 

following methodology developed by Urban and Lambert (2008). To the best of 

my knowledge this technique has not been applied to any form of taxes in 

Botswana.  

 

2. There are very few studies that examine the determinants of poverty in 

Botswana. The only study that estimates the determinants of inequality in the 

country is that of Greener, Jefferis, and Siphambe (2000). Unfortunately their 
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study only focuses on HIV/AIDS and employment. It omits important variables 

such as education, age and household assets. Although some studies examine 

the impact these variables have on inequality in the context of other countries, 

no such study has been conducted on Botswana. With the aid of a multivariate 

analysis, and using a recent nationally representative sample, this study will fill 

this gap by examining the determinants of poverty and inequality in the country. 

The study used is the Botswana Core Welfare Indicator Survey (BCIWS) 

conducted in 2009/10.  

 

3. This study also differs from other studies conducted on Botswana in terms of 

techniques and methodologies employed. Tesfaye and Yisehac (1998), 

reviewed in Section 3.3, estimated levels regressions by using per capita income 

as a proxy of welfare for purposes of determing the poor households. This study 

does not employ adult equivalence scales to standardise the welfare measure. 

White and Masset (2003) warn against the failure to incorporate both household 

size and composition when modelling income poverty. In order to overcome 

this shortcoming, the current study uses equalised consumption using adult 

equivalence scales when estimating level regressions. Previous studies on 

Botswana also fail to employ the technique of quantile regression which is a 

powerful tool when used in poverty analysis, as various factors affect specific 

segments of the population differently. This study will use quantile regressions 

in addition to levels regressions and logistic regressions to establish the factors 

that are more relevant to lower income households in Botswana.  
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CHAPTER 4: THE DETERMINANTS OF HOUSEHOLD POVERTY 

IN BOTSWANA 

4.1   Introduction  

 

Botswana was among the 189 countries that committed to the Millennium Development 

Goals (MDG) in 2000 (UNDP and Republic of Botswana, 2004). The first MDG goal 

aimed to reduce by half the proportion of people living on less than US$1 a day by 

2015, relative to 1990. Additionally, absolute poverty eradication by 2016 is a key 

national objective of Botswana outlined in Vision 2016
9
. Botswana has made 

remarkable progress in the reduction of poverty as measured by the percentage of 

people living below US$1 a day. According to the Household Expenditure Surveys 

conducted in 1993/94 and 2002/03, the percentage of individuals living below US$1 a 

day was 19.9 and 23.4, respectively
10

. However, estimates based on the 2009/10 

Botswana Core Indicator Welfare Survey (BCWIS) indicate that those living on less 

than a US$1 dollar a day had declined to 6.5%,
11

 which indicates that Botswana is one 

of the few countries that will have achieved the MDG of halving poverty by 2015.  

However, the US$1 a day poverty line is not the benchmark set nationally in Botswana. 

The national poverty line (PL) constructed by the government of Botswana,
12

 uses 

surveys undertaken in 1985/86, 1993/94, and 2002/03. According to this PL the 

proportion of individuals below the poverty line were respectively 59%, 47%, and 30% 

during 1985/86, 1993/94, and 2002/03. In 2009/10 the proportion of poor individuals as 

defined by the PDL was estimated to be 20%. Given this, achieving the goal of 

eradicating absolute poverty by 2016 as stipulated by Vision 2016 seems to be almost 

close to impossible to attain. It would appear that Botswana, which is ranked as a 

middle income country, has failed to translate its impressive success in macroeconomic 

growth into an acceptable level of poverty reduction. One possible reason for the 

                                                 
9 For details on Vision 2016, please see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1. 
10 The dollar a day’ poverty line for 1993/94 and 2002/03 is US $1.08 a day in 1993 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 

terms. 
11 The dollar a day poverty line for 2009/10 adjusted to US$1.25 in 2005 PPP. 
12 The poverty line is estimated by the Central Statistics Office (CSO) in Botswana, and a detail on how the poverty 

line is constructed is provided in Section 4.3.1. 
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unacceptable level of poverty is that until the formulation of the National Strategy for 

Poverty Reduction (NSPR) in 2003, Botswana was mainly dependant on the 

“trickledown effect” on economic growth to reduce poverty. The argument is that 

economic growth is typically accompanied by a rise in employment levels and higher 

wages, which may be regarded as an important pathway through which poverty 

reduction is achieved. Indeed a large amount of empirical literature demonstrates that 

economic growth can have an overall positive effect upon reducing poverty. For 

example, using income data from a sample of more than 90 countries, Perotti (1996) has 

shown that countries with higher economic growth rates have experienced greater 

declines in poverty levels. Rodrik (2003) concurred with this finding and argued that in 

order to mitigate the problems of poverty, economic growth must be stimulated. This is 

also supported by one of the findings of the seminal study by Dollar and Kraay (2002) 

which demonstrates that employment is the principal link between economic growth 

and poverty reduction.  

Unfortunately, Botswana’s economic growth has not been accompanied by significant 

changes in employment levels, as growth has been driven mainly by the capital 

intensive minerals sector which failed to generate enough employment opportunities, 

Siphambe (2007a), Sekwati et al. (2013). This was supported by Kerapeletswe and 

Moremi (2001) who argued that poverty in Botswana was a structural problem, mainly 

as a result of the pattern of capital intensive economic growth. Hull (2009) indicated 

that the growth of an economy, especially associated with one dominant sector (for 

example, diamonds in the case of Botswana) does not automatically translate into 

benefits for the poor. Unfortunately the manufacturing sector, which could generate 

high employment opportunities, contributes only marginally to total economic output in 

Botswana, and only moderately to employment, in spite of the generous support that it 

has received from Government over the years, as discussed in Chapter 2.  

Acknowledging the fact that the impressive economic growth that was achieved over 

the years was mainly through the revenue generated by the diamond industry, 

accompanied by some other factors, failed to achieve the desired objectives of reduction 

in inequality and poverty, the government of Botswana embarked on fiscal policies to 

redistribute the revenues obtained from diamonds. ICP and BIDPA (2005) observed that 

Botswana’s fiscal policy has three aspects that affect poverty and inequality either 

directly or indirectly. One part of the government expenditure is geared toward 

enhancing the development of productive enterprises with the aim of reducing 
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unemployment through employment creation programmes. The second set of fiscal 

policies include programmes such as drought relief programmes directed towards the 

enhancement of livelihoods, especially in rural areas. The third kind of expenditures 

covers social safety nets aimed at directly reducing poverty among targeted groups 

which cannot be productively engaged in employment and which belong to vulnerable 

segments of society. Another mesaure successfully pursued by the government of 

Botswana has been the use of revenues derived from the mineral sector to provide 

universal primary and secondary education, to construct and maintain a solid 

infrastructure, and to enhance telecommunication systems and public hospitals.  

Ascertaining the socio-economic characteristics of the poor, and the constraints they 

face, is a prerequisite for designing effective policy to eradicate poverty, which is one of 

the main development goals of the government of Botswana. As indicated in the 

introduction and the literature review chapter, only three studies BIDPA (2005), 

Sekwati et al. (2013) and Tesfaye and Yisehac (1998) have attempted to estimate the 

determinants of poverty in Botswana in a multivariate setting. However, these studies 

are now outdated as they are not based on the most recent nationally representative 

dataset published by the government of Botswana. This chapter will estimate the 

determinants of poverty in Botswana by utilising the most nationally representative set 

of data that was published by CSO in 2013. The rest of this chapter is structured as 

follows: section (4.2) provides a discussion on the definition and measurement of 

poverty; this is followed by a discussion on poverty in Botswana in subsection 4.3 (in 

particular, this section provides information on the poverty line used in the study); 

section 4.4 is dedicated to empirical analysis including the econometric model 

employed, the sources of data and the empirical results; while the last section (4.6) 

provides the conclusion. 

 

4.2 The Concept and Measurement of Poverty 

 

The level of poverty is highly dependent on assumptions made, the definition of poverty 

employed and the measurement of poverty used. Zheng (1997) argued that the way 

poverty is measured is important for understanding poverty as well as for policy 

evaluation, because the efficacy of anti-poverty policies is evaluated by observing the 

changes in poverty statistics. In light of this, this section provides a review of the 
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definitions of poverty and the measures used. It is divided into three sections: the first 

section discusses the definition of poverty; the second section examines measurement of 

poverty; and the last section is dedicated to a discussion of poverty measures accessed 

in terms of the available poverty axioms.   

 

4.2.1 The Concept of Poverty 

 

It is widely agreed that poverty reduction is an overriding goal of development policy. 

Unfortunately, there is little agreement on the definition of poverty (Laderchi et al. 

(2003).  Sen (1981) points out that the concept of poverty seems straightforward and not 

in need of elaborate criteria, “cunning” measurement, or probing analysis in order to 

recognise or understand it. In reality, however, this is not the case. The definition of 

poverty is vital as it determines the way poverty is measured. The Copenhagen 

Declaration of 1995 defined poverty as a condition characterised by severe deprivation 

of basic human needs, including food, safe drinking water, sanitation facilities, health, 

shelter, and education, amongst others. UN (2001), on the other hand,  defines  poverty 

as a human condition characterised by the sustained or chronic deprivation of resources, 

capabilities, choices, security and power necessary for an adequate standard of living 

and other civil, cultural, economic, political, as well as  social rights. The numerous 

definitions of poverty in conventional economics can be summarised into four main 

categories namely, the monetary approach, the capability approach, the social exclusion 

approach and the poverty participatory assessment approach (Laderchi et al., 2003).  

The monetary approach is commonly used in the literature in this area, and refers to a 

case where an individual is unable to obtain a certain level of income to acquire an 

acceptable economic wellbeing. It identifies poverty as a shortfall in consumption or 

income from a defined poverty line. This approach is based on the utility theory, which 

explains that an individual attains satisfaction from consumption of goods and services. 

It can be measured in terms of absolute and relative poverty, the former being a 

situation where a certain income level is required to sustain a minimum standard of 

living, while the latter refers to a situation where a person is poor when his or her 

income is relatively lower than others. Measuring absolute poverty can be traced as far 

back as Rowntree (1901). The concept of relative poverty was pioneered by Townsend 

(1979). 
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The monetary approach has been heavily criticised by those who state that poverty is a 

multifaceted phenomenon that cannot be measured by income alone. Sen (1997), in 

particular, argues that poverty should be viewed as the deprivation of basic capabilities 

rather than merely as lowness of income. This definition sets the centre stage of the 

capability approach, which includes non-monetary aspects when defining poverty. This 

approach rejects the welfare based and utilitarian theories and concentrates on the 

quality of life on the basis that basic social services such as education, health, and water 

supply improve human conditions and living standards, which are items not captured by 

income levels. It further emphasizes the removal of obstacles that enables people to 

have more freedom to function. The Human Development Index (HDI) and the Human 

Poverty Index (HPI) developed by the United Nations Development Programme 

(UNDP) are measures that fall under the capability approach.   

The social exclusion approach captures the logic that human deprivation limits the 

human capacity to function adequately. Poverty, in this case, is characterised by the 

unavailability of income, non-income resources, and a denial of a voice and power in 

the political process. According to Rasool and Harun (2011) this concept was first 

developed by Townsend (1979) and then by Strobel (1996). Evans (1998) supported the 

idea of a social exclusion approach when explaining poverty through using economic, 

political and cultural dimensions.  

The poverty participation approach has received relatively less attention in literature. It 

is based on the idea that any poverty definition should take into consideration the views 

of the poor themselves. Chambers (1994) indicated that the participation of the poor 

themselves in decision and policy-making is vital in understanding the meaning and the 

extent of poverty. This approach has identified five basic types of wellbeing namely, 

material, physical, security, freedom of choice and social wellbeing. Narayan and Patel 

(2000) indicate that the World Bank adopted this method covering 23 countries as 

previous methods were criticised as inadequate when used in poverty eradication 

policies and programs.  

Empirical findings indicate, however, that poverty rates differ significantly according to 

the approach adopted. Laderchi et al. (2003) compared three poverty indices computed 

by various studies of several countries between 1978 and 2000. They found that the 

capability approach measured by the HPI, monetary approach measured by the dollar 

per day poverty line, and monetary poverty estimated by either a cost of basic need 
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poverty line, or a nutritionally based poverty line, were different in each country. 

Overall, they found that low levels of poverty according to one measure are compatible 

with high levels of poverty according to another. These factors point to the potential 

lack of overlap in practice between different ways of measuring poverty. Ayala et al. 

(2011) found that the determinants of income poverty and multidimensional deprivation 

in Spain varied according to regions and had a weak statistical relationship. Notten 

(2009)’s results concur with this, indicating that monetary poverty and deprivation are 

not strongly correlated in the Republic of Congo.  

 

4.2.2 Measurement of  Poverty    

 

4.2.2.1 Defining a poverty line  

 

To distinguish the poor from the non-poor, a poverty line is required to act as a cut-off 

point.  The poverty line is a normative concept, as it represents the aggregate value of 

all goods and services necessary to meet a household’s or individual’s  basic needs. A 

household/individual is said to be poor if its income or expenditure is less than the value 

of a given poverty line.   

 

As indicated above, it can be expressed in relative or absolute terms. Poverty lines can 

also be subjective in nature. Relative poverty lines define poverty in relation to the 

overall distribution of income or consumption in a given country, while absolute 

poverty lines are fixed to an absolute value which is required for household to satisfy 

their basic needs. The most popular absolute poverty line is the World Bank’s famous 

$1 a day per person
13

. The main methods used to obtain an absolute poverty are the 

food-energy intake method and the cost of basic need method. The former defines the 

minimum food intake needed by an individual to lead a decent life. The food energy 

intake calculations are based on nutritional information such as the minimum calorie 

intake needed to live in a day. In order to define a poverty line, the minimum calorific 

requirement is converted into monetary values. The cost of the basic needs method is an 

extension of the food-energy intake method, as it defines the poverty line in terms of an 

adequate level of food items and non-food items.  

                                                 
13

 The US$1 per day poverty line has been revised upwards to US$1.25. 
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The subjective poverty line approach is different from the other two poverty lines as it 

takes into consideration people’s perception of what they believe constitutes the 

minimum necessary household budget to acquire an acceptable standard of living (Rio 

Group, 2006). In this approach, a survey of a representative sample of the population is 

carried out to gauge the opinion of the population in order to define the poverty line. 

Easterlin (2001) indicated that there was unanimous agreement in most studies based on 

the fact that there is a positive correlation between subjective welfare measures and 

monetary indicators, but that this correlation is not perfect.   

 

4.2.2.2 Unit of Analysis and Equivalence Scale 

 

The unit of analysis in most poverty studies is the household, essentially assuming that all 

individuals in the same household have the same welfare. This assumption stems from 

the fact that the intra-household allocation of resources is very hard and in some cases 

impossible to measure. However, this does not rule out the fact that in households some 

inequality may exist in terms of gender and age. Households differ in regard to size, age 

and composition; therefore, it is essential that the reference income or consumption 

level is adjusted for these differences, or otherwise, the measure has the potential to be 

biased. Another point to be considered is that the needs of a household grow as the 

household size increases due to economies of scale, but this relationship is not 

proportional. The common practice is to construct equivalent scales that take this factor 

into consideration such that each household is assigned values in proportion to their 

needs. 

Equivalence scales will differ depending on assumptions regarding economies of scale 

and value judgements about the priority assigned to the needs of different individuals 

such as children or the elderly. Such assumptions and judgements will affect the 

outcome of the results. According to Förster (1994) the poverty rate of the elderly will 

be lower (and that of children will be higher) when using scales that give greater weight 

to each additional household member. Hence caution must be exercised when selecting 

an equivalence scale and its potential effect on the level of inequality and poverty 

outcomes must be considered.  While estimating the low income rates for 13 OECD 
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countries, Förster (1994) found that different rates were found when different 

equivalence scales obtained by different methods were utilised.  

A wide range of methodologies for estimating equivalence scales and a review of the 

earlier methods are provided in Atkinson et al. (1995). OECD (2009) employed an 

equivalence scale that assigned a value of 1 to the first household member, 0.7 to each 

additional adult and  0.5 to each child. OECD (2011) used a scale which divided 

household income by the square root of household size, implying that a household of 

four persons has twice the need of a single person household. The Engel method 

indicates that if two units spend the same proportion of their budgets on food (which is 

a proxy capturing their level of well-being), then the relationship between the total 

expenditures of the two units will provide an index of the cost of maintaining the first 

household compared with the second (Rio Group, 2006). Authors like Prais and 

Houthakker (1971), White and Masset (2003) and Lanjouw and Ravallion (1995) 

proposed and used some other techniques.  

 

4.2.2.3 Poverty Indices  

 

Once the poor are identified with the aid of a poverty line then a poverty measure 

(index) can be used to estimate the magnitude of the overall poverty in a population. 

Various methods and techniques are available for this, with the most widely used 

measures being the headcount index, the poverty gap and the squared poverty gap. The 

headcount ratio provides the proportion of the population living below the poverty line. 

Although widely used and accepted for its simplicity, this measure has been criticised, 

as it fails to take into account the intensity of poverty. The headcount index also violates 

the transfer principle proposed by Dalton (1920) which indicated that a transfer from a 

rich to a poor person must improve a welfare measure. The poverty gap index is 

considered a more robust measure and basically adds up the extent to which the poor 

fall below the poverty line. It basically calculates the amount needed to eliminate 

poverty. Other poverty measures are the Watts index and the Sen Shorrocks Thon 

Index.  
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The headcount index (   , the poverty gap (   , the square poverty gap (    and the 

Sen Shorrocks Thon index (      and Watts index are calculated with the aid of the 

following devices:  

 

      
 

 
          

          

     
 

 
  

  

 

 
            

      
 

 
  

  

 
 
 

 
           

            
                

     
 

 
     

 

   
  

           

 

Where N is the total population, I (.) is an indicator function that takes on a value of 1 if 

the bracketed expression is true and (0) otherwise,     is the expenditure/income and z is 

the poverty line,    the poverty gap is defines as                      ,   
 is the 

poverty gap index applied to the poor only,    is the gini coefficient amongst the poor, q 

are the number of individuals whose income (or expenditure) falls below the poverty 

line z. 

 

4.2.2.4 Poverty Index Axioms 

 

Prior to Sen’s (1976) seminal work, commonly used poverty measures were advanced 

on an ad hoc basis. Sen argued that poverty indices or measures should be consistent 

with a set of ethically defensible criteria, and provided a set of axioms that a poverty 

measure should satisfy. These set of axioms are still the core of poverty measures. 

Sen’s first axiom, known as the focus axiom requires a poverty measure to be 

independent of the income distribution of the non-poor. Thus, changes among better-off 

people should not affect the measure of poverty. This is particularly applicable when 

poverty is regarded as an absolute deprivation, and accordingly relative measures of 
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poverty fall short of this axiom. This axiom has led researchers to use censored income 

distribution (Zheng, 1997). A censored income distribution sets all incomes above the 

poverty line to the poverty line itself.   

The second axiom proposed by Sen (1976) was the monotonicity axiom, which states 

that a decrease (increase) in a poor person’s income should increase (decrease) the 

poverty level. This axiom takes on two forms known as the weak monotonicity and the 

strong monotonicity. Further information regarding the description of each aspect of 

monotonicity is provided in Table 4.1. Sen (1976)’s third axiom, the transfer axiom, 

indicates that poverty measures should be sensitive to the redistribution of the income 

within the poor segment of the population. This axiom can be broken down into four 

aspects, namely the minimal transfer axiom, the weak transfer axiom, regressive transfer 

axiom and the progressive transfer axioms.  

The replication invariance axiom, borrowed from the inequality axiom, was introduced 

as a poverty measure by Chakravarty (1983). It requires that poverty measures should 

be unchanged if, for example, a population doubles in size while everything else is 

maintained in the same proportions. The continuity axiom requires that small changes in 

a poor person’s income should not lead to huge jumps in the poverty measure. A 

number of other axioms also exist, as indicated in Table 4.1. 

Axioms help to pre-define what characteristics a poverty index should have in the 

specific context and act as a guideline when selecting among various poverty measures. 

Table 4.1 also provides information on how various poverty indices perform in relation 

to each axiom. This analysis indicates that only the Watts and Foster Greer Thorbecke 

indexes satisfy all axioms.  
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Table 4.1: Performance of Poverty Indices against Poverty Axioms 

Axioms Requirement of Poverty index H I HI S K T FGT W 

Focus Axiom  Must be independent of the income distribution of the non-poor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Symmetry  Must not give consideration to names of income recipients Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Replication 

invariance Must be invariable when identical populations are replicated and pooled Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes 

Continuity Must not reflect huge jumps due to small changes in a poor person income  No No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 

Regressive 

transfer 

Decrease (increase) after a progressive (regressive) transfer from a relatively 

rich person, who may or may not be poor, to a poor person who may become 

non-poor after the transfer No No No No No Yes Yes Yes 

Weak 

monotonicity 
Should decrease whenever the income of a poor individual rises 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

strong 

monotonicity 

Should decrease whenever the income of a poor individual rises, provided that 

this individual remains poor. No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Minimal transfer 

Decrease (increase) after a progressive (regressive) transfer among two poor 

individuals remaining poor after the transfer, i.e. with the same number of poor 

people before and after the transfer. No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Progressive 

transfer 

Must decrease (increase) after a progressive (regressive) transfer when the 

poorest of the two individuals is poor both before and after the transfer and the 

richer of the two individuals may be either poor or non-poor as a result of the 

transfer. No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Weak transfer 

Decrease (increase) after a progressive (regressive) transfer from an individual 

either above or below the poverty line to a relatively poorer individual. Also in 

this case the number of poor people must be the same before and after the 

transfer. No No No No No No Yes Yes 

Decomposability Must be decomposable into subgroups Yes No Yes No No No Yes Yes 

Source: Zheng (1997) 

H is the headcount ratio, I is the poverty gap, HI is the poverty gap ratio, S is the Sen measure, K is the Kakwani measure, T is the Thon measure, FGT is the Foster 

Greer Thorbecke measures, and W is the Watts measure, Yes indicates that the measure satisfies the axiom, and No indicates that the measure does not satisfy the 

axiom.  
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4.3 Measuring Poverty in Botswana 

 

This study uses the poverty datum line (PDL) constructed by the Central Statistical 

Office (CSO) of the Government of Botswana. This is considered necessary as it is the 

benchmark used to evaluate the progress on Botswana’s poverty eradication goals. This 

section provides an overview on CSO’s PDL as well as poverty decomposition obtained 

by the use of CSO’s PDL.   

 

4.3.1 CSO Poverty Datum Line  

 

Botswana has a long tradition of measuring poverty dating back to 1974 when the 

Central Statistics Office (CSO) of Botswana constructed the first Poverty Datum Lines 

(PDL).  Subsequently, the 1974 PDL was revised by the CSO in in 1985/86, 1994/95, 

2002/03 and 2009/10. The poverty datum line adopts an absolute measurement based on 

the cost of the basic needs. When constructing the poverty line, CSO places emphasis 

on capabilities rather than basic needs or basic rights. CSO articulated this concept, 

indicating “that individuals should have the basic capability to feed and clothe 

themselves; should be able to work if they wished; should be housed in a manner not 

prejudicial to health; should be able to enjoy education; and should be able to take their 

place in society”  (Buthali, 1997). All this should be achieved at a minimum cost. 

CSO uses a theoretical consumption basket, which is assumed to correspond to the least 

amount of goods and services required by households in Botswana to attain an 

acceptable minimum standard of living. This basket comprises food, clothing, personal 

items, household goods, and shelter. The food poverty line is constructed using the 

minimum calorie requirement per day. When dealing with the non-food items, CSO 

considers the minimum level below which is impractical to live in society. Other 

dimensions like acceptable social standards are also taken into account. For instance, the 

Setswana culture demands that a man wears a jacket at a funeral or when speaking at a 

public meeting.  

The poverty line takes into consideration the composition of household members in 

terms of age and gender. Variations in the cost of living across different regions are also 
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accounted for. The basket of commodities is converted into monetary value on the basis 

of minimum requirements of individuals, which are costed at the prevailing minimum 

prices in the market in a given area. For the purposes of costing the basket, the country 

is divided into seven (7) regions, being Gaborone, Francistown, Other Towns, South 

East, North East, North West and South West. Thus, every household has its own 

unique poverty line depending on its age and gender composition, as well as the region 

where it is located. The average CSO computed poverty lines by component is provided 

in Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2: Average Poverty Lines (Pula per month) for 2002/03 and 2009/10 

Item HIES (2002/03) BCWIS (2009/10) 

Food 446 680 

Clothing 42 47 

Personal Items 14 25 

Household good 26 69 

Shelter 38 59 

Total 572 879 

Source: CSO 

Food accounts for the largest proportion of the PL. In 2009/10 the average household 

food poverty line was P680.00, which was an increase from 2002/03 food PL of P446. 

Roughly three quarters of the CSO’s PDL is made up of food needs. However, it should 

be noted that the food, clothing and personal items components are not adjusted to 

account for economies of scale in the household. Table 4.3 provides the poverty line of 

these items by age group and gender as well as by region. According to the table, a 

household comprising one female aged 32 residing in Gaborone would be subjected to a 

P204 food PDL, a P10.3 clothing PL and a P10.45 personal items PL.  

The household goods and shelter PL take household size into consideration, since there 

is potential for economies of scale. The household goods basket in 2009/10 is made of 

four goods (that is, washing powder, blankets, paraffin for lighting, and firewood for 

heating and cooking). It was believed that inclusion of these goods would enable a 

household in Botswana to attain an acceptable minimum standard of living. Each of 

these four goods have different weights attached to them. For example, when 

calculating the shelter PL of children aged 2 to 17 years, they are counted as half adults, 

while children below the age of two are assumed not to impose any additional housing 

cost. A different shelter PL was constructed for rural and urban areas. For instance a 
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household comprising of two adults over the age 18 and a child aged 12 would be 

subjected to a shelter PL of P207.00 in urban areas. However, if this household resided 

in the rural area they would be required to have above P11.32 in order to be above the 

shelter poverty line. The large difference between the urban and rural shelter PLs are 

due to the fact that CSO’s treatment of housing was to cost a basic house based on what 

was considered to be the norm in a given area. For instance in rural and remote areas in 

Botswana thatched huts built with reeds, wooden poles or mud walls (or a combination 

of these) are the norm. These materials are normally gathered from the veld for free, 

hence this implies zero cost for materials. 

Table 4.3: CSO’s Poverty Line Components for Various Groups in Pula Amount 

(BCWIS 2009/10) 

  Gaborone  Francistown  
Other 

Towns 

Rural 

South 

East 

Rural  

North 

East 

Rural 

North 

West 

Rural  

South 

West 

Food               

Kids 0 -1 yrs 76.17 77.15 75.97 75.02 75.25 76.84 80.62 

Kids 2 -3 yrs 159.39 164.6 160.3 158.73 160.46 166.28 173.18 

Kids 4 -6 yrs 184.14 189.23 184.99 182.88 184.63 190.99 199.12 

Kids 7 - 9 yrs 189.63 193.46 189.93 187.29 189.85 192.97 200.52 

Kids 10 - 14 yrs. 200.74 204.49 200.93 198.29 199.94 203.4 212.6 

Men 15 -19 yrs. 210.67 213.45 211 208.19 209.23 212.62 221.45 

Women 15 -19 yrs. 206.96 209.73 207.4 204.47 205.44 209.28 218.05 

Men 20 -64 yrs. 213.64 216.42 213.95 210.96 212.05 215.56 224.46 

Women 20 - 64 yrs. 204 206.76 204.44 201.96 202.61 206.34 215.04 

Men  > 64 yrs. 181.84 184.14 182.08 179.49 180.34 183.48 191.21 

Women  > 64 yrs. 171.46 173.74 171.86 169.45 170.11 173.64 181.61 

Clothing  
 

  
 

  
 

    

Kids 0 -1 yrs 13.44 13.07 12.06 13.02 12.19 12.08 13.79 

Kids 2 - 6  yrs. 6.16 6.15 5.92 6.84 7.2 6.11 6.77 

Girls 7 - 13 yrs. 14.87 15.35 14 14.15 14 14 15.82 

Boys 7 - 13 yrs.  8.93 8.88 9.03 90.7 9.18 9.88 9.92 

Girls 14 - 17 years  4.97 4.01 4.02 4.66 5.91 5.12 6.15 

Boys 14 - 17 yrs.  7.64 7 7.5 8.51 9.3 8.77 8.93 

Women  > 17 10.3 9.44 10.27 11.75 14.42 13.92 15.65 

Men  > 17 19.52 21.07 20.14 21.31 22.84 21.74 21.87 

Personal Items  
 

  
 

  
 

    

Kids 0 -1 yrs. 9.85 11.21 11.62 9.2 9.32 11.43 12.17 

Kids 2 - 13  yrs. 5.76 4.97 5.97 5.89 5.56 5.63 6.14 

women 14 49 yrs. 10.45 10.1 11.16 11.08 9.96 11.49 11.33 

Men 14 - 17 yrs. 5.76 4.97 5.97 5.89 5.56 5.63 6.14 

Men 18 - 64 yrs. 6.64 5.93 6.77 6.89 6.52 6.71 7.37 

Women  > 50 yrs. 5.76 4.97 5.97 5.89 5.56 5.63 6.14 

Men  > 50 yrs. 7.43 6.58 7.26 7.38 7.27 7.41 7.83 

Source: CSO 
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4.3.2 Poverty Decomposition by Sub-Group 

 

Table 4.4 exhibits large differences in the level of poverty in Botswana based on various 

socio-economic and geographical factors. Based on CSO’s poverty line, the table 

decomposes poverty by region, locality and gender of the household head, and the 

highest level of education attained by the household. Decomposition is provided by 

means of the headcount ratio, the poverty gap, severity of the poverty index, as well as 

the Watts index. While the first three indices are included because of their popularity in 

poverty analysis, the Watts index is used since it satisfies all poverty axioms as 

demonstrated in Section 4.2.2.4.   The first region, Gaborone, is the capital city and 

Francistown the second largest city in Botswana. The poverty levels are higher than the 

national average in both 2002/03 and 2009/10 in the rural North East, rural North West, 

and the rural South West. The region with the lowest poverty level in both periods was 

Gaborone, although the poverty rate remained constant between the two periods. The 

highest level concentration of the poor are located in the Rural North and South West 

relative to the Rural South and North East. However, this is not surprising as the 

western part of the country is where all the cities and towns are located, and is more 

developed than the rest of the country.  

Because of their low resource endowments and relative isolation from the country’s 

main economic activities, poverty is higher in the rural areas than in the cities/towns or 

semi urban localities, particularly in the remote areas. Between the two periods under 

review, poverty has declined in the towns/cities, semi urban and rural areas. Despite the 

decline in poverty, female-headed households still tend to be poorer than male-headed 

households. This causes concern, as the number of female-headed households increased 

between 2002/03 and 2009/10. The high poverty rate could be a result of the relatively 

high unemployment rate amongst females.  

Decomposition by level of education reveals that households with no education are 

more affected by poverty. The headcount ratio for this group was 52% for 2002/03 but 

this declined to 29% in 2009/10. Poverty is also deeper and more severe for this 

category as measured by the poverty gap and severity of the poverty index. Indeed, 

education is thought to be the primary weapon to fight against poverty. Awan et al. 

(2011) found that higher the levels of education translate to fewer poor people in a 

population. This relationship is mainly a result of how education relates to the labour 
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market. Education imparts knowledge and skills, which contribute to higher wages. 

Thus, the direct impact of education on poverty is via an increase in income of 

individuals. Education also provides additional social benefits that improve the overall 

welfare, such as lower fertility rates, enhanced health care, and greater participation of 

women in the labour market.  

Table 4.4: Poverty levels for 2002/03 and 2009/10 

 
2002/03 2009/10 

 

Headco

unt 

ratio 

Poverty 

gap  

ratio 

Severity 

of 

poverty 

Watts 

Index 

Headco

unt 

ratio 

Poverty 

gap 

ratio 

Severity 

of 

poverty 

Watts 

Index 

Region                  

Gaborone 0.06 0.02 0.01  0.02 0.06 0.02 0.01  0.02 

Francistown 0.15 0.05 0.02  0.06 0.08 0.03 0.01  0.04 

Other towns 0.15 0.05 0.02  0.06 0.12 0.04 0.01  0.05 

Rural South East 0.29 0.11 0.05  0.17 0.18 0.06 0.03  0.08 

Rural North East 0.38 0.14 0.07  0.20 0.24 0.07 0.03  0.10 

Rural North West 0.42 0.18 0.1  0.26 0.3 0.12 0.06  0.18 

Rural South West 0.5 0.23 0.13 0.30  0.27 0.1 0.05  0.14 

Locality   
 

    
 

      

Cities/towns 0.11 0.03 0.01  0.04 0.08 0.02 0.01  0.03 

Semi Urban 0.27 0.09 0.04  0.13 0.2 0.06 0.03  0.08 

Rural  0.45 0.18 0.1  0.28 0.24 0.08 0.04  0.12 

Gender of 

Household head  
  

 
    

 
      

Male 0.28 0.11 0.06  0.16 0.16 0.05 0.02  0.07 

Female 0.35 0.13 0.06  0.19 0.22 0.07 0.03  0.10 

Head's highest 

level of education  
  

 

    

 

      

No education  0.52 0.21 0.11  0.31 0.29 0.1 0.04  0.14 

Primary 0.32 0.11 0.06  0.17 0.21 0.07 0.03  0.10 

Secondary  0.15 0.05 0.02  0.07 0.11 0.03 0.01  0.05 

Tertiary  0.05 0.01 0  0.01 0.04 0.01 0 
 0.00

0.01 

National 0.3 0.12 0.68 0.17 0.2 0.06 0.03 0.08 

Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10. 

 

4.4 Econometric Model and Data Description 

 

4.4.1 Methodology 

 

The aim of this chapter is to examine the role of socio economic factors in influencing 

income poverty in Botswana. Given data limitations, the chapter focuses on monetary 

poverty. Total consumption rather than income is used as a proxy for standard of living 

to measure poverty. Although this measure does not include certain aspects of 
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individual welfare, such as the “consumption of public goods (for example, schools, 

health services, public sewage facilities), it is a useful aggregate money metric of 

welfare that reflects individual preferences conditional on prices and incomes” (Datt 

and Jolliffe, 1999). Total consumption for the purposes of this study includes household 

expenditure, household consumption of self-produced goods, income in-kind from 

employment, goods and services received in the form of gifts less goods and services 

given in gifts.  

The econometric model employed is predominantly guided by the study of Litchfield 

and McGregor (2008) on the  determinants of poverty in Kagera, Tanzania, and more 

importantly by the availability of data. Based on the literature reviewed in Chapter 3, it 

appears that mainly two techniques have been used extensively in regards to the 

determinants of poverty at the micro level. These techniques are OLS level regressions 

and probit regressions. Given that each technique has its strengths, this study will utilise 

both techniques. In addition, following Litchfield and McGregor (2008), quantile 

regressions will be employed to estimate the factors causing poverty in Botswana. The 

main advantage of using these three techniques is that it will provide a tool to test for 

the robustness of the results. Regressions are estimated separately for 2002/03 and 

2009/10 in order to establish whether there have been changes in the factors causing 

poverty between the two periods. Pooled panel estimations are also adopted to account 

for time differences between the two survey periods.  

 

4.4.1.1 Ordered Probit Regression  

 

Grootaert (1997) argued that from the poverty perspective, level regressions suffer from 

a critical flaw as they impose constant parameters over the entire distribution. For 

example, the impact of independent variables, such as education and other household 

characteristics on welfare is assumed to be constant over the entire distribution. This 

means that they assume that the poor and the rich are not fundamentally different from 

each other, other than the rich having more money. However, in reality the poor face 

different constraints (to borrow, to insure against risk, etc.). Given this, the returns to 

endowments will differ between the poor and the rich, and hence a probit model is 

preferred. Another advantage of the probit model is that it links poverty and exogenous 

variables through a probability statement. This study uses an ordered probit model given 
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that an ordering of the poor can be imposed. Individuals who are poor can be divided 

into two groups, being those that are extremely poor and those that are moderately poor.  

The dependent variable, P, is the poverty status which is ordered into three categories: 

(i) being extremely poor, (ii) being moderately poor and (iii) not being poor, using the 

poverty line defined by CSO. The Ordered Probit model for  , conditional on 

explanatory variables  , can be derived from the latent variable   . Assume that    is 

determined by   

 

                   (4.1) 

where   is a vector of explanatory variables,   a vector of coefficients, and   refers to 

an error term assumed to be normally distributed across all observations. However, the 

latent dependent variable P* is unobservable. 

P takes the value 0 if the household is extremely poor, in which case the total household 

consumption level falls below the CSO food poverty line. P takes the value of 1 if the 

household is considered moderately poor, in which case total consumption will be lower 

than the CSO estimated poverty line. Lastly P takes the value 2 if the household is not 

poor, in which case its total consumption is above the estimated poverty line. The 

outcomes that are observed are: 

    

   
         
               
               

   
(4.2) 

  

Equation (4.2) can be equivalently represented as 

   

                                  
                         
                           

   

(4.3) 
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It is assumed that   is normally distributed across all observations. For probabilities to 

be positive, it must be that          The parameters are estimated using the log-

likelihood function.  

 

4.4.1.2 Ordinary Least Squares Regressions 

 

Deaton (1997) stated that level regressions in poverty analysis utilise the information on 

the distribution of household consumption in its entirety, unlike the probit models. 

Probit models involve a loss of information on the household living standards as 

information above and below the poverty line is deliberately suppressed. 

 

 The levels regressions are estimated by OLS model as follows:  

 

                   (4.4) 

 

the dependent variable lnC is the natural log of household per capita consumption,    is 

a vector of coefficients,   is a vector of explanatory variables,   is a scalar constant, 

and   is a stochastic disturbance term, which is assumed to be normally distributed 

across all observations 

However, household per capita consumption needs to account for differences in 

household composition. White and Masset (2003) warn against the failure to 

incorporate both household size and composition when modelling income poverty. In 

order to avoid this, the current study equalises consumption by using adult equivalence 

and economies of scale parameters in the OLS regressions. The adult equivalent scales 

are calculated by utilising an approach developed by White and Masset (2003). This 

approach takes into account that the consumption by children is less than that of adults, 

and that for women it is less than that of men, especially when considering calorie 

requirements.  

The consumption per equivalent adult (     ) s defined as:  
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          (4.5) 

Where  

             
 
       

 

Where    is total consumption of household i,   is the economies of scale coefficient (if 

  takes the value of 0 then there are no economies of scale but if   is equal to 1 then 

economies of scale apply) and   is the adult equivalent for individual j of household i. 

The empirical estimates of   are typically in the range of 0.15 to 0.3. Given this, the 

study uses   values of 0.15 in order to calculate the equivalent adult scale. The value of 

  (adult equivalent scales) are calculated based on average calorie requirement 

guidelines for each age group and gender provided by WHO (1985). For details, please 

see Appendix A.   

 

4.4.1.3 Quantile Regressions 

 

Quantile regressions minimise the absolute sum of errors rather than the sum of the 

squared residuals as performed in OLS and they are less sensitive to outliers and 

provides a more robust estimator in the face of departures from normality (Koenker, 

2005, Koenker and Bassett Jr, 1978). Quantile estimates regressions enable the analyst 

to observe the effects of the covariates at different points of the conditional distribution. 

Hence the returns to characteristics for poor households, at lower quantiles, and for the 

relatively rich households, at higher quantiles can be examined and observed separately 

(Litchfield and McGregor, 2008). Deaton (1997) further argues that quantile regressions 

perform better than OLS in the presence of heteroscedasticity. Hence in addition to the 

above specified models, quantile regressions are also employed in this study. This study 

will estimate quantile regressions for the 25
th

, 50
th

 and 75
th

 quantile. The dependent 

variable is the equalised consumption used in the OLS regression. The standard errors 

for the quantile regressions are estimated by using the bootstrap method with k=500 
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replications. This is done in order to attain accurate standard errors (Litchfield and 

McGregor, 2008).  

 

4.4.2 The Data and Estimated Variables  

 

The study uses the 2002/03 Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) and the 

Botswana Core Welfare Indicator Survey (BCWIS) of 2009/10. These are national 

representative surveys conducted by the Central Statistical Office (CSO) with the 

objective of providing comprehensive data on incomes, expenditure and other 

household characteristics that are useful for socio-economic analysis, planning, 

monitoring and evaluation. The HIES of 2002/03 covered 6,053 households, which 

included a total of 23,823 individuals. Of the 6,053 households, 2,826 were from urban 

areas. The 2009/10 BCWIS survey covered 7,724 households of which 3,125 were from 

the urban areas and the rest from rural areas. Both these surveys collected monthly data 

from randomly selected households. 

The World Bank Institute (2005) identified three key characteristics that potentially 

cause or are associated with poverty: namely regional characteristics; 

household/individual characteristics; and community characteristics. The regional-

characteristics can be attributed to factors that can lead to vulnerability in a particular 

region such as flooding or typhoons, and remoteness. Regional characteristics in the 

study will be captured by including nine administrative districts in Botswana. Climates 

in these districts differ significantly, with those in the northern part of the country 

receiving more rainfall than those in the southern part.  

Household and individual characteristics can be demographic, economic, or social in 

nature. Variables that fall under the demographic category that are included in this study 

are age of the household head, number of children and gender of the household. The 

economic variables included are the number of individuals employed in the household, 

the sector of employment of household head, and cattle ownership. Cattle ownership is 

included as this is a very important asset, especially in rural Botswana. Cattle and 

livestock ownership have also been used to capture the impact of assets on poverty by 

Litchfield and McGregor (2008), Datt and Jolliffe (1999) and Tesfaye and Yisehac 

(1998). 
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Land is also an important asset that has been used extensively in the various studies that 

estimate the determinants of poverty. Unfortunately, it was not possible to include this 

variable due to lack of relevant data. The HIV/AIDS status of household heads is 

available from the 2009/10 survey dataset but it was not included in the 2002/03 survey. 

Hence for the sake of consistency this variable is excluded from the estimation. 

Community level characteristics include the availability of infrastructure provisions of 

transport, safe clean water, and electricity and services (health centres, education 

institutes), proximity to markets, and social relationships. Again, due to lack of data on 

these variables, they have been omitted from this model. The description and summary 

statistics of variables included in the estimation are presented in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, 

respectively. 

Table 4.5: Variable Descriptive 

Variable  Description  

P Poverty Status, 0 if extremely poor, 1 if moderately poor and 2 if not poor 

LNC Adult equalized consumption logged 

SOU Household resides in Southern Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

SE Household resides in South East Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

KWE Household resides in Kweneng Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

KGA Household resides in Kgatleng Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

CEN Household resides in Central Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

NE Household resides in North East Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

NGA Household resides in Ngamiland Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

GHA Household resides in Ghanzi Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

KGA Household resides in Kgalagadi Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

MALE_M Interaction variable between mining employment  and male household head  

MALE Gender of Household head, 1 if male and 0 otherwise  

URBAN Location of household head, 1 if urban and 0 otherwise  

AGE  Age of household head  

AGESQ Age of household squared  

EMP Number of household members in paid employment 

PRIM Household head's highest level of education is primary, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

SEC Household head's highest level of education is secondary, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

TERT Household head's highest level of education is tertiary, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

KIDS Number of children below 18 years in the household 

GOVT Household head employed in the public sector, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

MIN Household head employed in the mining sector, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

AGRIC Household head employed in the agriculture sector, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

CAT1 Household owns between 0 to 10 cattle, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

CAT2 Household owns more than 10 cattle, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

YEAR Year of survey is 2009/10, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 
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Table 4.6: Summary Statistics 

  Full Sample Ordered Categories of Poverty Status 

  Pooled Sample 2002/03 2009/10 

Pool 

sample 

P=0 

Pool 

sample 

P=1 

Pool 

sample 

P=2 

2002/03 

P=0 

2002/03 

P=1 

2002/03 

P=2 

2009/10 

P=0 

2009/10 
P=1 

2009/10 
P=2 

Variable Mean 
Std. 

Dev. 
Mean 

Std. 

Dev. 
Mean 

Std. 

Dev. 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 

P 1.66 0.7 1.58 0.76 1.73 0.65 
 

 
  

  
  

  
  

LNC 6.51 1.22 6.12 1.24 6.81 1.11 4.65 5.36 6.92 4.34 5.13 6.63 5.01 5.67 7.12 
SOU 0.1 0.3 0.09 0.28 0.12 0.32 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.09 0.07 0.13 0.13 0.11 
SE 0.23 0.42 0.3 0.46 0.18 0.38 0.08 0.2 0.26 0.09 0.25 0.36 0.07 0.14 0.2 
KWE 0.11 0.31 0.09 0.29 0.12 0.33 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.14 0.12 
KGA 0.04 0.19 0.03 0.18 0.04 0.2 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 
CEN 0.31 0.46 0.29 0.45 0.33 0.47 0.4 0.35 0.29 0.41 0.34 0.25 0.39 0.36 0.32 
NE 0.09 0.29 0.11 0.32 0.08 0.27 0.06 0.11 0.1 0.06 0.14 0.12 0.05 0.07 0.09 
NGA 0.08 0.26 0.06 0.24 0.09 0.28 0.11 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.08 
GHA 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.11 0.02 0.13 0.01 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 
KGA 0.02 0.14 0.01 0.12 0.03 0.16 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 
MALE_M 0.03 0.18 0.04 0.19 0.03 0.17 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.04 0 0.01 0.03 
MALE 0.54 0.5 0.55 0.5 0.54 0.5 0.43 0.49 0.57 0.45 0.49 0.58 0.41 0.49 0.56 
URBAN 0.35 0.48 0.47 0.5 0.26 0.44 0.13 0.35 0.39 0.16 0.44 0.54 0.09 0.21 0.29 
AGE  44.57 16.68 43.37 16.08 45.49 17.07 52.01 46.75 43.12 52.57 45.49 41.08 51.38 48.48 44.52 
EMP 0.72 0.72 0.44 0.37 0.94 0.83 0.45 0.53 0.78 0.18 0.32 0.51 0.76 0.82 0.97 
PRIM 0.28 0.45 0.33 0.47 0.24 0.42 0.34 0.37 0.26 0.37 0.43 0.31 0.3 0.28 0.22 
SEC 0.36 0.48 0.43 0.5 0.31 0.46 0.13 0.25 0.41 0.09 0.24 0.53 0.17 0.26 0.33 
TERT 0.24 0.42 0.34 0.47 0.16 0.36 0.03 0.07 0.28 0.05 0.1 0.43 0.02 0.03 0.18 
KIDS 1.58 1.97 1.78 2.06 1.43 1.89 3.48 2.13 1.21 3.4 2.07 1.38 3.56 2.21 1.1 
GOVT 0.13 0.34 0.12 0.33 0.13 0.34 0.06 0.06 0.15 0.04 0.05 0.15 0.08 0.07 0.14 
MIN 0.04 0.19 0.04 0.2 0.03 0.18 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.04 
AGRIC 0.13 0.34 0.09 0.28 0.17 0.37 0.19 0.15 0.12 0.16 0.1 0.07 0.22 0.21 0.16 
CAT1 0.17 0.37 0.18 0.38 0.16 0.37 0.2 0.17 0.16 0.21 0.2 0.17 0.18 0.14 0.16 
CAT2 0.16 0.37 0.16 0.37 0.17 0.37 0.15 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.17 
YEAR 0.56 0.5         0.47 0.42 0.59             
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4.4.3 Empirical Results  

 

Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 present the results of ordered probit regressions and the ordered 

marginal effects using the pooled sample, the HIES 2002/03 dataset, and the BCWIS 

2009/10 dataset, respectively. Column 1 of each of these tables gives the results of the 

ordered probit regression while ordered probit marginal effects are given in columns 2 

to 4 of each ordered category of the dependent variable (log of adult equivalent 

consumption). The results of the OLS and quantiles regressions using the pooled 

sample, the HIES 2002/03 dataset and the BCWIS 2009/10 dataset are provided in 

Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, respectively. Column 1 of Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 

presents the OLS regression, while columns 2 to 4 give the results of the quantile 

regressions at quantiles 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 respectively. What follows below is an 

analysis of the results based on the three techniques utilised in this chapter. The analysis 

is compartmentalised by each determinant of poverty in Botswana considered in this 

study. 

The main results of the current study can be summarised as follows: (i) the impact of 

poverty of factors such as urban residency, gender and sector employment changed 

significance within the two periods; (ii) both education and age decreased poverty and 

led to higher income levels, but the impact of age increased at a decreasing rate; (iii) 

households with more children were more likely to be poor and have less income; and 

(iv) overall poverty in Botswana has decreased over time.  

 

4.4.3.1  Household Head’s Sector of Employment 

 

The three sectors which are included in this section of analysis are: household heads 

employed in the agriculture sector (AGRIC), household heads employed in the mining 

sector (MIN) and household heads employed in the government sector (GOVT). The 

reference sector in the study is all the other sectors such as services and manufacturing. 

For both the 2002/03 and the pooled dataset, employment in the public and mining 

sector had a positive and statistically significant effect on poverty status. The ordered 

probit marginal effects presented in Table 4.7 and 4.8 (columns 2 to 4), show that when 

all other explanatory variables were held constant, households whose heads were 
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employed in the mining sector in 2002/03, were less likely to fall in the extremely poor 

and moderately poor categories relative to households whose heads were engaged in the 

manufacturing and service sectors. The probability of falling in the extremely poor and 

moderately poor categories is 4 and 3 percentage points, respectively, for the public 

sector, and 8 and 7 percentage points, respectively, for the mining sector. These 

households are more likely to fall in the not poor category with a probability of 7 and 14 

percentage points for the public and mining sector, respectively, in reference to the 

service and manufacturing sectors.  

All the three OLS regressions (pooled, 2002/03, and 2009/10), presented in Tables 4.10 

to 4.12, column 1, indicate that households whose heads work in the public sector have 

a higher income relative to household’s whose heads are employed in the manufacturing 

and service sectors. The coefficient of the mining variable (household with heads 

working in the mining sector) is positively signed and statistically significant in the 

2002/03 OLS regression but insignificant in the OLS 2009/10 regression. A possible 

explanation for this is that this sector was still undergoing the effects of the recession 

brought about to the Global Financial Crisis. According to Statistics Botswana (2011) 

the average monthly wage in the mining sector fell from P7062 September 2007 to 

P6857 in March 2009 while all other sectors all sectors collectively registered a growth 

in the monthly average wage.  

The 2009/10 quantile regression results reveal that the mining variable was only 

significant for households at the lower end of the distribution. This indicates, that 

despite the recession, income for households in the lower quantile (poorer households) 

having heads who worked in the mining sector increased income relative to those 

employed in the manufacturing and service sectors. The same result is obtained for the 

mining variable in the 2002/03 quantile regressions. It should also be noted that 

employment in the public sector was not significant for all segments of the distribution 

in 2002/03. Nonetheless, this variable is statistically significant for the two lower 

quantiles of the distribution. These results generally imply that for households in the 

lower tail of the distribution, having heads working in the mining and public sector, 

increases household income.  

On the other hand, working in the agriculture sector was statistically significant for all 

estimated techniques (ordered probit regressions, OLS levels regressions and quantile 

regressions) for the pooled sample and 2009/10 period, but insignificant in 2002/03. 
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Household heads who worked in the agriculture sector in 2009/10 had less income and 

were more likely to fall in the extremely poor and moderately poor categories by a 

probability of 2 and 1 percentage points, respectively, in reference to the manufacturing 

and the service sectors. The 2009/10 quantile regressions reveal that the difference in 

income between households whose heads were employed in the agriculture sector and 

whose heads were employed in the reference sectors (manufacturing and service) was 

greatest at the lower end of the distribution and lowest at the upper end. The 

insignificance of this variable in 2002/03 could be due to the low rainfalls and drought 

experienced in 2002/03 (Ministry of Agriculture, 2010). According to the 2003/04 

Budget Speech, by the end of 2002 only 4% of the available land for cultivation in the 

country was cultivated as a result of the poor rainfall and the condition of livestock 

which had deteriorated due to poor grazing, arising from the dry spell. Given this, the 

government adopted drought relief interventions that are normally adopted in periods of 

droughts, the objective being to assist those adversely affected by lower rainfall. 

Interventions consisted of provision feeding programmes for children under the age of 

five (under the Vulnerable Groups Feeding Programme discussed in Chapter 2), welfare 

assistance, public works employment schemes (under the Labour Based Relief 

Programme (LBRP) also discussed in Chapter 2), and temporary distribution of 

subsidised livestock feed. These interventions increased the household consumption of 

families whose heads were engaged in the agriculture sector and could have led to 

agriculture employment being insignificant in 2002/03.     

 

4.4.3.2  Gender of Household Head 

 

The gender of the household head is captured by a dummy variable (MALE) that is 

equal to one if the household head is male, and zero if not. The results indicate that the 

coefficient on MALE was positive and statistically significant in 2009/10 for all 

estimated techniques. The marginal effects show that when all other explanatory 

variables are held constant that the male headed households were less likely to be 

extremely poor or moderately poor compared to their female counterparts in 2009/10 

(Table 4.9, Column 2 and 3). The OLS regressions reveal that having a male head 

increased households’ income in 2009/10. The disadvantage faced by female headed 

households is more acute in the top bracket of income distribution. At the bottom of the 
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distribution (q25) the income difference between the two gender heads is around 8% 

while at the top of the distribution (q75) the difference is around 12%, as shown by the 

2009/10 quantile regression. Given that employment in agriculture fell with a move up 

the income distribution ladder, gender-income gaps became higher outside the 

agriculture sectors. This result is similar to the results attained by Litchfield and 

McGregor (2008).  

When using the 2002/03 dataset the variable MALE was statistically insignificant in the 

ordered probit model but significant and correctly signed in the OLS model and some of 

the quantile regressions. This means that in 2002/03 being in a male-headed household 

did not influence a household’s poverty status, but it had a significant and positive 

impact on the household’s income level. Anyanwu (2012) also found that gender of the 

household head is not significant in determining the poverty status of a household in 

Nigeria. On the contrary in this study, the household head’s gender was statistically 

insignificant in determining the poverty status because of the drought relief programmes 

implemented in 2002/03. The welfare packages under these programmes did not 

discriminate on the basis of gender. This is further supported by the insignificant male 

variable in the 2002/03 quantile regression coefficient for the lowest quantile, which is 

the income group that benefited most from this program.  Interestingly both Tesfaye and 

Yisehac (1998) and BIDPA (2005) found gender to be insignificant in determining 

income in Botswana.  

 

4.4.3.3 Urban Residence  

 

Whether the household resides in the urban area is significant at 1% for the 2002/03 and 

the pooled dataset, but insignificant for the period 2009/10, it means that residing in an 

urban area improved household poverty status and income in 2002/03. The ordered 

probit marginal effects indicate that urban residency decreased the likelihood of being 

extremely poor or moderately poor by 3 and 2 percentage points, respectively, and 

increased the probability of not being poor by 4 percentage points in 2002/03 (Table 

4.8, columns 2 to 4). The urban residence might be insignificant in 2009/10 maybe 

associated with the aftermaths of the Global Financial crisis. The effect of the crisis was 

felt most by urban dwellers, as all the major mines in Botswana are located in urban 

areas. Some mines shutdown during the crisis and even when they reopened in 2009 
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production was still very low. This affected numerous small and medium businesses 

that were highly dependent of the mines in terms backward and forward linkages.   

Given this a number of people in rural areas lost their jobs.  
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  Table 4.7: Ordered Probit Regression and Ordered Probit Marginal Effects   (Pooled Sample) 

  Ordered Probit Model Ordered Probit Marginal Effects 

 
Coeff. Extremely poor Moderately poor Not Poor 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] 

SOU -0.1341** 0.0211** 0.0115** -0.0326** 

 
(0.0612) (0.0103) (0.0054) (0.0157) 

KWE -0.0162 0.0024 0.0014 -0.0037 

 
(0.0630) (0.0093) (0.0053) (0.0147) 

KGA -0.03 0.0045 0.0025 -0.007 

 
(0.0815) (0.0123) (0.0070) (0.0193) 

CEN -0.1702*** 0.0260*** 0.0145*** -0.0405*** 

 
(0.0511) (0.0082) (0.0044) (0.0125) 

NE 0.0164 -0.0024 -0.0014 0.0037 

 
(0.0570) (0.0081) (0.0048) (0.0129) 

NGA -0.1918*** 0.0313** 0.0166*** -0.0479*** 

 
(0.0685) (0.0124) (0.0061) (0.0184) 

GHA -0.0263 0.0039 0.0022 -0.0061 

 
(0.1244) (0.0188) (0.0106) (0.0294) 

KGA -0.1601 0.026 0.0139 -0.0398 

 
(0.0997) (0.0179) (0.0088) (0.0266) 

MALE_MIN 0.0593 -0.0083 -0.005 0.0133 

 
(0.2788) (0.0375) (0.0230) (0.0605) 

MALE 0.0430 -0.0063 -0.0036 0.0099 

 
(0.0287) (0.0042) (0.0024) (0.0066) 

URBAN 0.1187** -0.0169** -0.0099** 0.0268** 

 
(0.0475) (0.0066) (0.0040) (0.0106) 

AGE  0.0190*** -0.0028*** -0.0016*** 0.0044*** 

 
(0.0045) (0.0007) (0.0004) (0.0010) 

AGESQ -0.0002*** 0.0000*** 0.0000*** 0.0000*** 

 
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

EMP 0.0878*** -0.0128*** -0.0074*** 0.0202*** 

 
(0.0210) (0.0031) (0.0018) (0.0048) 

PRIM 0.2245*** -0.0305*** -0.0185*** 0.0490*** 

 
(0.0328) (0.0042) (0.0027) (0.0068) 

SEC 0.5337*** -0.0708*** -0.0429*** 0.1136*** 

 
(0.0421) (0.0053) (0.0034) (0.0084) 

TERT 0.9676*** -0.1013*** -0.0677*** 0.1690*** 

 
(0.0475) (0.0038) (0.0031) (0.0058) 

KIDS -0.2184*** 0.0318*** 0.0184*** -0.0503*** 

 
(0.0066) (0.0011) (0.0008) (0.0016) 

GOVT 0.1953*** -0.0257*** -0.0159*** 0.0416*** 

 
(0.0498) (0.0059) (0.0039) (0.0097) 

MIN 0.4271 -0.0466** -0.0320* 0.0787** 

 
(0.2608) (0.0202) (0.0166) (0.0367) 

AGRIC -0.1120*** 0.0173*** 0.0096*** -0.0269*** 

 
(0.0397) (0.0065) (0.0035) (0.0099) 

CAT1 0.0950*** -0.0132*** -0.0079*** 0.0211*** 

 
(0.0366) (0.0049) (0.0030) (0.0079) 

CAT2 0.2132*** -0.0281*** -0.0174*** 0.0454*** 

 
(0.0401) (0.0048) (0.0032) (0.0079) 

YEAR 0.4531*** -0.0693*** -0.0382*** 0.1075*** 

 
(0.0304) (0.0050) (0.0028) (0.0075) 

Cut off 1 -0.4592*** 

   
 

(0.1296) 

   Cut off 2 -0.0887 

     (0.1295)       

No observations:  13677, Standard errors are in parentheses,  

*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 5%, * denotes significance at 10% 
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Table 4.8: Ordered Probit Regression and Ordered Probit Marginal Effects        (2002/03) 

  Ordered Probit Model Ordered Probit Marginal Effects 

 

Coeff. 
Extremely 

poor 

Moderately 

poor 
Not Poor  

  [1] [2] [3] [4] 

SOU -0.1917** 0.0337** 0.0206** -0.0542** 

 
(0.0880) (0.0170) (0.0095) (0.0264) 

KWE 0.1394 -0.0203* -0.0146 0.0349 

 
(0.0914) (0.0124) (0.0094) (0.0217) 

KGA 0.0008 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0002 

 
(0.1181) (0.0186) (0.0125) (0.0312) 

CEN -0.2183*** 0.0367*** 0.0233*** -0.0600*** 

 
(0.0697) (0.0124) (0.0075) (0.0198) 

NE -0.0618 0.0101 0.0066 -0.0167 

 
(0.0736) (0.0124) (0.0079) (0.0202) 

NGA -0.1672 0.0291 0.0179 -0.0471 

 
(0.1044) (0.0199) (0.0113) (0.0311) 

GHA 0.5498** -0.0593*** -0.0510** 0.1102*** 

 
(0.2688) (0.0179) (0.0201) (0.0378) 

KGA -0.5974*** 0.1346*** 0.0606*** -0.1951*** 

 
(0.1631) (0.0479) (0.0139) (0.0615) 

MALE_MIN -0.3326 0.0641 0.0355 -0.0996 

 
(0.4104) (0.0940) (0.0426) (0.1365) 

MALE -0.0265 0.0042 0.0028 -0.007 

 
(0.0429) (0.0067) (0.0045) (0.0113) 

URBAN 0.1668** -0.0262** -0.0177** 0.0438** 

 
(0.0660) (0.0104) (0.0070) (0.0174) 

AGE  0.0233*** -0.0037*** -0.0025*** 0.0061*** 

 
(0.0068) (0.0011) (0.0007) (0.0018) 

AGESQ -0.0002*** 0.0000*** 0.0000*** 0.0000*** 

 
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) 

EMP 0.5870*** -0.0927*** -0.0624*** 0.1550*** 

 
(0.0711) (0.0112) (0.0079) (0.0185) 

PRIM 0.3774*** -0.0549*** -0.0390*** 0.0939*** 

 
(0.0484) (0.0068) (0.0051) (0.0115) 

SEC 0.8122*** -0.1217*** -0.0813*** 0.2030*** 

 
(0.0692) (0.0104) (0.0070) (0.0163) 

TERT 0.7895*** -0.1070*** -0.0774*** 0.1843*** 

 
(0.0615) (0.0073) (0.0059) (0.0120) 

KIDS -0.1372*** 0.0217*** 0.0146*** -0.0362*** 

 
(0.0103) (0.0018) (0.0013) (0.0028) 

GOVT 0.3044*** -0.0410*** -0.0310*** 0.0720*** 

 
(0.0793) (0.0090) (0.0077) (0.0165) 

MIN 0.8008** -0.0755*** -0.0685*** 0.1440*** 

 
(0.3932) (0.0185) (0.0232) (0.0415) 

AGRIC -0.022 0.0035 0.0023 -0.0058 

 
(0.0672) (0.0109) (0.0072) (0.0180) 

CAT1 0.1433*** -0.0212*** -0.0150*** 0.0362*** 

 
(0.0520) (0.0072) (0.0054) (0.0126) 

CAT2 0.3603*** -0.0481*** -0.0364*** 0.0845*** 

 
(0.0605) (0.0069) (0.0059) (0.0125) 

Cut off 1 0.0597 

   
 

(0.1969) 

   Cut off 2 0.5131*** 

     (0.1968)       

No observations:  5954, 

 Standard errors are in parentheses,  

*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 5%, * denotes significance at 10% 
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Table 4.9: Ordered Probit Regression and Ordered Probit Marginal Effects       (2009/10) 

  Ordered Probit Model Ordered Probit Marginal Effects 

 
Coeff. Extremely poor Moderately poor Not Poor  

  [1] [2] [3] [4] 

SOU -0.0555 0.0074 0.0037 -0.0111 

 
(0.0887) (0.0121) (0.0060) (0.0181) 

KWE -0.0804 0.0108 0.0054 -0.0162 

 
(0.0904) (0.0127) (0.0062) (0.0188) 

KGA 0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 

 
(0.1161) (0.0149) (0.0077) (0.0226) 

CEN -0.0845 0.0111 0.0056 -0.0167 

 
(0.0773) (0.0103) (0.0052) (0.0155) 

NE 0.1282 -0.0152 -0.0082 0.0234 

 
(0.0918) (0.0100) (0.0057) (0.0157) 

NGA -0.1687* 0.024 0.0116* -0.0356 

 
(0.0959) (0.0150) (0.0068) (0.0217) 

GHA -0.1965 0.029 0.0136 -0.0427 

 
(0.1508) (0.0253) (0.0109) (0.0361) 

KGA 0.1662 -0.019 -0.0104 0.0294 

 
(0.1377) (0.0139) (0.0082) (0.0220) 

MALE_MIN 0.5473 -0.0473** -0.0293* 0.0767** 

 
(0.4031) (0.0211) (0.0162) (0.0372) 

MALE 0.0846** -0.0109** -0.0056** 0.0165** 

 
(0.0400) (0.0052) (0.0027) (0.0078) 

URBAN 0.0052 -0.0007 -0.0003 0.001 

 
(0.0715) (0.0092) (0.0047) (0.0139) 

AGE  0.0223*** -0.0029*** -0.0015*** 0.0043*** 

 
(0.0063) (0.0008) (0.0004) (0.0012) 

AGESQ -0.0002*** 0.0000*** 0.0000*** -0.0000*** 

 
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) 

EMP 0.0843*** -0.0108*** -0.0056*** 0.0164*** 

 
(0.0231) (0.0030) (0.0016) (0.0045) 

PRIM 0.1306*** -0.0159*** -0.0084*** 0.0244*** 

 
(0.0478) (0.0056) (0.0030) (0.0086) 

SEC 0.4158*** -0.0477*** -0.0259*** 0.0736*** 

 
(0.0613) (0.0064) (0.0037) (0.0099) 

TERT 1.0711*** -0.0826*** -0.0511*** 0.1337*** 

 
(0.0978) (0.0046) (0.0035) (0.0070) 

KIDS -0.2649*** 0.0340*** 0.0175*** -0.0516*** 

 
(0.0095) (0.0015) (0.0010) (0.0021) 

GOVT 0.0958 -0.0117 -0.0062 0.0179 

 
(0.0657) (0.0076) (0.0042) (0.0117) 

MIN 0.0291 -0.0037 -0.0019 0.0056 

 
(0.3577) (0.0441) (0.0232) (0.0673) 

AGRIC -0.1551*** 0.0215*** 0.0105*** -0.0321*** 

 
(0.0506) (0.0076) (0.0036) (0.0111) 

CAT1 0.0598 -0.0075 -0.0039 0.0114 

 
(0.0527) (0.0064) (0.0034) (0.0098) 

CAT2 0.1032* -0.0126** -0.0067* 0.0193** 

 
(0.0547) (0.0063) (0.0035) (0.0098) 

Cut off 1 -0.8827*** 

   
 

(0.1873) 

   Cut off 2 -0.5756*** 

     (0.1871)       

No observations: 7,723..Standard errors are in parentheses.  

*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 5%, * denotes significance at 10% 
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Table 4.10: OLS Regression and Quantile Regressions (Pooled Sample) 

  OLS Quantile Regressions 

 
Regression q25 q50 q75 

 
Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] 

SOU -0.0956*** -0.0729* -0.0875** -0.0698* 

 
(0.0335) (0.0423) (0.0401) (0.0401) 

KWE -0.0791** -0.0164 -0.0895** -0.0950** 

 
(0.0345) (0.0421) (0.0390) (0.0450) 

KGA -0.0213 -0.0135 0.0295 0.0376 

 
(0.0460) (0.0598) (0.0545) (0.0625) 

CEN -0.1006*** -0.0663* -0.0854*** -0.0941*** 

 
(0.0271) (0.0352) (0.0310) (0.0361) 

NE -0.0238 0.0134 -0.0192 -0.0447 

 
(0.0291) (0.0349) (0.0315) (0.0369) 

NGA -0.0832** -0.1056** -0.0609 -0.0252 

 
(0.0378) (0.0516) (0.0442) (0.0536) 

GHA -0.1137* -0.1366* -0.0834 -0.1440* 

 
(0.0670) (0.0744) (0.0664) (0.0841) 

KGA -0.0799 -0.0441 -0.0687 -0.0243 

 
(0.0577) (0.0540) (0.0665) (0.0744) 

MALE_MIN -0.0789 -0.0749 0.0115 -0.0829 

 
(0.1242) (0.1247) (0.1451) (0.1671) 

MALE 0.1240*** 0.0700*** 0.1188*** 0.1503*** 

 
(0.0162) (0.0204) (0.0176) (0.0205) 

URBAN 0.1082*** 0.1175*** 0.0730** 0.1072*** 

 
(0.0254) (0.0316) (0.0284) (0.0326) 

AGE  0.0230*** 0.0245*** 0.0209*** 0.0274*** 

 
(0.0026) (0.0036) (0.0031) (0.0034) 

AGESQ -0.0002*** -0.0002*** -0.0002*** -0.0003*** 

 
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) 

EMP 0.0602*** 0.0477*** 0.0620*** 0.0445*** 

 
(0.0121) (0.0160) (0.0143) (0.0161) 

PRIM 0.0914*** 0.0916*** 0.1145*** 0.0822*** 

 
(0.0202) (0.0257) (0.0228) (0.0276) 

SEC 0.4581*** 0.4644*** 0.4747*** 0.4747*** 

 
(0.0212) (0.0300) (0.0257) (0.0285) 

TERT 0.8939*** 0.8748*** 0.8982*** 0.9120*** 

 
(0.0200) (0.0264) (0.0209) (0.0258) 

KIDS -0.2364*** -0.2248*** -0.2333*** -0.2493*** 

 
(0.0041) (0.0063) (0.0049) (0.0058) 

GOVT 0.1482*** 0.1402*** 0.1161*** 0.1236*** 

 
(0.0235) (0.0262) (0.0283) (0.0315) 

MIN 0.3844*** 0.3158*** 0.2874** 0.3703** 

 
(0.1175) (0.1161) (0.1330) (0.1560) 

AGRIC -0.1091*** -0.1354*** -0.1115*** -0.0536 

 
(0.0244) (0.0319) (0.0285) (0.0331) 

CAT1 0.0547*** 0.0719*** 0.0638*** 0.0420 

 
(0.0211) (0.0247) (0.0238) (0.0265) 

CAT2 0.2047*** 0.1638*** 0.1951*** 0.2266*** 

 
(0.0216) (0.0309) (0.0247) (0.0299) 

YEAR 0.8610*** 0.9001*** 0.8327*** 0.8156*** 

 
(0.0178) (0.0207) (0.0204) (0.0242) 

Constant 5.3422*** 4.7494*** 5.3971*** 5.7963*** 

  (0.0708) (0.0927) (0.0830) (0.0919) 

 

No observations: 13,677, Standard errors are in parentheses.  

*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 5%, * denotes significance at 10%.
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Table 4.11: OLS Regression and Quantile Regressions (2002/03) 

  OLS Quantile Regressions 

 
Regression q25 q50 q75 

 
Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] 

SOU -0.1087** -0.0822 -0.1075* -0.0929 

 
(0.0506) (0.0710) (0.0600) (0.0755) 

KWE 0.0116 0.0574 -0.0529 -0.0624 

 
(0.0527) (0.0780) (0.0620) (0.0772) 

KGA 0.0047 -0.1052 0.0461 0.1736* 

 
(0.0712) (0.1182) (0.1009) (0.0965) 

CEN -0.1533*** -0.1300** -0.1443*** -0.1820*** 

 
(0.0384) (0.0585) (0.0496) (0.0529) 

NE -0.1098*** -0.0764 -0.0967** -0.1231*** 

 
(0.0389) (0.0567) (0.0462) (0.0456) 

NGA -0.0287 -0.0258 -0.1523* 0.0068 

 
(0.0594) (0.0780) (0.0821) (0.0841) 

GHA 0.0801 0.1515 0.0633 -0.0193 

 
(0.1124) (0.1202) (0.1344) (0.1094) 

KGA -0.2943*** -0.3658** -0.2862* -0.1367 

 
(0.1029) (0.1592) (0.1614) (0.1158) 

MALE_MIN -0.0800 0.0386 0.0581 -0.2174 

 
(0.1661) (0.1619) (0.2033) (0.3045) 

MALE 0.0873*** -0.0128 0.0719** 0.1638*** 

 
(0.0246) (0.0339) (0.0295) (0.0319) 

URBAN 0.1448*** 0.1811*** 0.1030** 0.1350** 

 
(0.0371) (0.0561) (0.0522) (0.0526) 

AGE  0.0368*** 0.0353*** 0.0351*** 0.0364*** 

 
(0.0041) (0.0058) (0.0058) (0.0053) 

AGESQ -0.0003*** -0.0003*** -0.0003*** -0.0003*** 

 
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) 

EMP 0.8011*** 0.8032*** 0.8271*** 0.8333*** 

 
(0.0397) (0.0570) (0.0561) (0.0491) 

PRIM 0.2954*** 0.2617*** 0.3008*** 0.2914*** 

 
(0.0321) (0.0389) (0.0361) (0.0437) 

SEC 0.8637*** 0.8358*** 0.8830*** 0.8678*** 

 
(0.0401) (0.0481) (0.0495) (0.0558) 

TERT 0.6315*** 0.6063*** 0.6480*** 0.6202*** 

 
(0.0294) (0.0395) (0.0395) (0.0417) 

KIDS -0.1267*** -0.1030*** -0.1263*** -0.1442*** 

 
(0.0067) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0084) 

GOVT 0.1095*** 0.2199*** 0.0758* 0.0177 

 
(0.0357) (0.0480) (0.0434) (0.0403) 

MIN 0.4364*** 0.2881** 0.2302 0.5767* 

 
(0.1571) (0.1421) (0.2015) (0.2964) 

AGRIC 0.0014 -0.0062 -0.0176 -0.0169 

 
(0.0435) (0.0567) (0.0601) (0.0558) 

CAT1 0.0460 0.0765* 0.0505 0.0391 

 
(0.0306) (0.0409) (0.0337) (0.0376) 

CAT2 0.2160*** 0.2081*** 0.1803*** 0.2171*** 

 
(0.0328) (0.0371) (0.0414) (0.0465) 

Constant 4.2609*** 3.7563*** 4.3155*** 4.7773*** 

  (0.1135) (0.1638) (0.1575) (0.1397) 

 

No observations: 5,954. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 5%, * denotes significance at 10%.
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Table 4.12: OLS Regression and Quantile Regressions (2009/10) 

  OLS Quantile Regressions 

 
Regression q25 q50 q75 

 
Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] 

SOU -0.0590 -0.0022 -0.0396 -0.0619 

 
(0.0438) (0.0510) (0.0483) (0.0582) 

KWE -0.0946** 0.0089 -0.0601 -0.0915 

 
(0.0448) (0.0510) (0.0486) (0.0639) 

KGA 0.0044 0.1254* 0.0871 -0.0059 

 
(0.0586) (0.0741) (0.0689) (0.0795) 

CEN -0.0317 0.0499 0.0166 -0.0112 

 
(0.0369) (0.0459) (0.0398) (0.0532) 

NE 0.0845** 0.1232*** 0.0686* 0.0354 

 
(0.0419) (0.0409) (0.0410) (0.0680) 

NGA -0.0919* -0.0759 -0.0154 -0.0377 

 
(0.0483) (0.0695) (0.0531) (0.0712) 

GHA -0.1901** -0.2047** -0.2094* -0.1484* 

 
(0.0815) (0.0856) (0.1167) (0.0872) 

KGA 0.0699 0.0586 0.0257 0.1114 

 
(0.0687) (0.0669) (0.0717) (0.0905) 

MALE_MIN 0.0003 -0.0172 0.0226 -0.1046 

 
(0.1779) (0.1698) (0.2100) (0.2367) 

MALE 0.1355*** 0.0818*** 0.1332*** 0.1181*** 

 
(0.0209) (0.0250) (0.0238) (0.0292) 

URBAN 0.0365 0.0678 -0.0008 0.0512 

 
(0.0340) (0.0450) (0.0370) (0.0454) 

AGE  0.0214*** 0.0216*** 0.0177*** 0.0223*** 

 
(0.0033) (0.0042) (0.0037) (0.0052) 

AGESQ -0.0002*** -0.0002*** -0.0002*** -0.0002*** 

 
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) 

EMP 0.0204 0.0337** 0.0155 -0.0052 

 
(0.0128) (0.0160) (0.0158) (0.0195) 

PRIM 0.0459* 0.0554 0.0747** 0.0372 

 
(0.0279) (0.0343) (0.0335) (0.0391) 

SEC 0.3336*** 0.3217*** 0.3040*** 0.3487*** 

 
(0.0324) (0.0424) (0.0378) (0.0452) 

TERT 0.9310*** 0.8762*** 0.8919*** 0.9464*** 

 
(0.0362) (0.0501) (0.0433) (0.0546) 

KIDS -0.2731*** -0.2677*** -0.2666*** -0.2743*** 

 
(0.0055) (0.0077) (0.0072) (0.0069) 

GOVT 0.1468*** 0.1374*** 0.1237*** 0.1627*** 

 
(0.0301) (0.0367) (0.0400) (0.0393) 

MIN 0.2743 0.2495* 0.2451 0.3339 

 
(0.1685) (0.1313) (0.1977) (0.2292) 

AGRIC -0.1404*** -0.1550*** -0.1233*** -0.0877** 

 
(0.0288) (0.0383) (0.0322) (0.0407) 

CAT1 0.0714** 0.0825** 0.0587* 0.1086** 

 
(0.0278) (0.0332) (0.0313) (0.0443) 

CAT2 0.2119*** 0.1477*** 0.2027*** 0.2418*** 

 
(0.0277) (0.0396) (0.0315) (0.0388) 

Constant  6.3537*** 5.7934*** 6.4607*** 6.8653*** 

  (0.0949) (0.1236) (0.1084) (0.1485) 

 

No observations: 7,723. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 5%, * denotes significance at 10%. 
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4.4.3.4   Number of Household Members in Paid Employment  

 

The ordered probit marginal effects, presented in Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, columns 2, 3 

and 4, further reveal that, when holding all other explanatory variables fixed, increasing 

the number of individuals employed in a household reduced the probability of being in 

the extremely poor and moderately poor categories for 2002/03, 2009/10 and in the 

pooled sample. The likelihood of falling in extremely poor and moderately poor 

categories decreased by 9 and 6 percentage points, respectively, in the 2002/03 

regression, and 1 and 0.6 percentage points, respectively, in the 2009/10 regression. The 

OLS regressions show that a household with more members in paid employment 

increased household income/expenditure in 2002/03. Note this variable was 

insignificant in the OLS regressions of 2009/10, Although, the results for 2002/03 

quantile regressions show the number of individuals employed is significant in all the 

regressed quantiles, similar results are not obtained for 2009/10 quantile regressions. 

The quantile regression for 2009/10 shows this variable to be insignificant in the two 

upper quantiles but significant at the lowest quantile. This seems plausible, as the 

earning power of individual’s bottom end of the income distribution would be very low. 

Most of these individuals were employed in the informal sector where they are 

sometimes paid wages lower than the legal minimum wage. Given this, the more 

individuals working at the lower quantile the more income the household will acquire. 

On the other hand, individuals in higher quantiles are able to earn higher wages and 

usually when one individual is employed there is no pressing need for other households 

members to be also engaged in employment. Labour is probably the only asset that poor 

people possess and given this result there is a greater need to create employment 

opportunities, especially in rural areas.   

  

4.4.3.5  Level of Education of the Household Head 

 

Based on the empirical results during the two periods under consideration it appears 

that, relative to household heads with no education, household heads whose highest 

level of education is primary (PRIM), secondary (SEC) or tertiary (TERT) have higher 
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income and a better poverty status. The marginal effects indicate that primary, 

secondary, and tertiary education decreases the household’s probability of being in the 

extremely poor and moderately poor categories. Similar results were also obtained by 

Anyanwu (2012), Datt and Jolliffe (1999), Glewwe (1991), Mok et al. (2007) and 

Grootaert (1997) (BIDPA, 2005), amongst others. Given the high t ratios
14

 for the 

education variable and high value of the coefficients in the OLS and quantile 

regressions, education seems to be the most important variable. For instance the OLS 

coefficient for SEC in Table 4.11 column 1 indicates that having household heads with 

secondary education was associated with 86% higher income relative to household 

heads with no education in 2002/03. However, in the 2009/10 dataset, this variable 

although statistically significant had a much smaller coefficient. In this period 2009/10, 

tertiary education seems more important in terms of determining incomes and poverty 

status. For example, the OLS regressions reveal that income of household heads with a 

tertiary education increased by 93% relative to households whose heads had no 

education (Table 4.12, column 1). For individuals in the lower quantile the income 

difference between households whose heads had a tertiary and those whose heads had 

no education was 88% (Table 4.12, column 2).  

 

4.4.3.6  Number of Children  

 

The results show that the number of children has a negative and statistically significant 

influence on the household’s poverty status for all the regressed datasets. This may be 

because poor households in Botswana tend to have more children, and rely on them as a 

source of old-age security. The number of children also has a significant negative 

relationship with household income in both years.  

 

4.4.3.7   Age of Household Head  

 

The coefficients of age and the marginal effects reveal that age of the household head 

affects the household income and poverty status through indicates a non linear 

                                                 
14

 For the sake of simplicity and precision t ratios have not been reported in the Tables but are available 

on request. 
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relationship. OLS regression indicates that at relatively younger ages, an increase in age 

increases consumption. Conversely, at relatively older ages an increase in age reduces 

consumption. Hence, the relationship between consumption and age is decribed as an 

inverted U shaped. On the other hand, the findings from marginal effects in the ordered 

probit model indicate that an increase in age reduces the probability of being extremely 

poor or moderately poor, but only up to a point. When the household head gets 

sufficiently old, a further increase in age increases the probability of being extremely or 

moderately poor.  

4.4.3.8  Region  

 

Most of the regional variables were insignificant except for two districts that stood out, 

namely the Southern district and the Central district
15

, where most of the mines are 

situated. The reference district is the South East in which the capital city is situated. For 

the 2002/03 dataset, the results indicate that households in the Southern and Central 

districts had lower incomes and were more likely to fall into the extremely poor and 

moderately poor categories relative to households in South East district. However, in 

2009/10 both the Southern and Central districts were insignificant, possibly due to the 

Global Financial crisis.  

 

4.4.3.9   Cattle Ownership 

 

Owning more than 10 cattle improved poverty status and income in 2002/03 and 

2009/10. Owning fewer than 10 cattle, on the other hand, only significantly determined 

poverty status in 2002/03 and income in 2009/10.  

 

4.4.3.10   Time  

 

The time variable (YEAR) included in the pooled regression has a positive statistically 

significant (at 1 per cent) effect on poverty status and income. These results show 

                                                 
15

 Caution must be taken when interpreting level of significance of these variables (region) as it varies 

from technique to technique. 
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households in 2009/10 were less likely to fall into the extremely poor and moderately 

poor categories by 7 and 4 percentage points, respectively, but more likely to fall under 

the not poor category by 11 percentage points, compared to those in 2002/03 (Table 4.7 

columns 2 to 4). The quantile regression, presented in Table 4.10, Columns 2 to 4, 

further shows that the difference in income between the two years was greatest for 

households in the lowest quantile. Thus poverty appears to have declined in 2009/10 

relative to 2003/03, and the group that benefited the most was the one with the lowest 

income. The GFC did not have a great effect on poverty, as one would have expected, 

mainly due to the policies, initiatives and interventions that the government adopted 

after 2002/03. These policies are reviewed in section 2.4 of Chapter 2.  

 

4.5 Conclusions      

 

The main purpose of this chapter has been to identify the factors that determine poverty 

in Botswana. In order to achieve this purpose an ordered probit complemented by OLS 

and quantile regressions was used. Estimations were conducted for 2002/03, 2009/10 

and also a pooled sample that combined the two years. Variables included in the study 

were guided by the literature as well as through available data (See Table 4.5 in Section 

4.4.2). The chapter also provides a non-multivariate decomposition of poverty by sub 

groups in the population. The results obtained were mostly consistent with the findings 

in the poverty literature. 

In some instances, variations of the empirical results between the two periods have been 

observed, mainly due to internal and external shocks that occurred in these periods. For 

instance, due to the drought that occurred in the 2002/03 fiscal year and the subsequent 

drought relief intervention adopted, agriculture employment and gender did not explain 

household poverty and income in 2002/03, but they were significant in 2009/10. On the 

other hand, Southern and Central district residency (which includes both urban and rural 

areas), public and mining employment and urban residency were insignificant in 

2009/10 due to the global financial crisis.  

Given the significant results, relating to male headed households it appears that these 

household are less likely to be poor and have higher consumption levels than female 

headed households. The possible reason for this is the discrimination that exists in the 
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labour market between males and females. The disadvantage faced by female headed 

households was more severe at the upper end of the distribution than at the lower end. 

Other variables that have a positive relationship with poverty status and income are 

urban residency, number of individuals employed, education, and being employed in the 

mining and public sector in reference to the manufacturing and service sector. Age has a 

positive nonlinear relationship with consumption and poverty status.  

Being engaged in the agricultural activities reduced the household’s income and 

increased their chance of being poor. This result is similar to those found by other 

studies but in the case of Botswana this is further intensified by the fact that this sector 

is constrained by low rainfall and constant droughts that makes anyone dependant on 

this sector (agriculture) on a subsistence level more likely to be poor. Subsistence 

farming and low wage agricultural labour provides the main employment opportunities 

for lower income households. Another variable that has a negative impact on 

consumption and poverty is the number of children in a household.  
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4.6 APPENDIX Table A1: Recommended Calorie Intake by Age, Gender and 

Workload 

 

The recommended calorie intake was used to derive the adult equivalent scale for each 

category using the recommended WHO (1985) daily calorie intake of 2,800. The 

medium value was used for adults aged 18 years and above due to lack of information 

of this aspect in the dataset.  
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CHAPTER 5: DETERMINANTS OF INEQUALITY IN 

BOTSWANA 

 

  

5.1 Introduction 

 

Economic progress in Botswana has been significantly dependent on the resource sector 

(mainly diamonds) but in its wake, the development of the sector has probably led to 

Botswana having one of the highest income inequality levels in the world. A major 

problem is that the mineral resource sector is capital intensive, and has generated 

limited employment opportunities. While overall employment in Botswana increased by 

23% between 1993/94 and 2009/10, employment in the mineral sector only increased by 

2%. Yet the output of this sector more than doubled in real terms (Statistics Botswana, 

2011). The national unemployment rate in Botswana in 2009/10 was 17.3%, which is 

considered to be high given that Botswana is a middle income country (Statistics 

Botswana, 2013). In addition, the wage gap between the mining and non-mining sector 

has been high, with average mineral sector earnings being more than double the average 

national rate in 2009 (Statistics Botswana, 2011). All this has contributed to the 

increased level of inequality seen in Botswana since the discovery and dominance of 

diamonds, as the single most important contributor to the country’s growing economic 

fortune.  

 

The increasing inequality amidst the impressive record of economic development can 

also be explained using Kuznets curves as shown in Figure 5.1 below. Kuznets (1955) 

shows that as economic development (measured by per capita income) increases, 

inequality first worsens, then eventually improves. The explanation of the Kuznets 

curve pivots on the fact that in preindustrial societies, almost everybody is equally poor, 

so inequality is low. However, inequality will rise as people move from low productive 

agriculture to more productive industrial sectors. These industrial sectors are 

characterised by higher average income, but low employment and less uniform wages. 

As a society matures and becomes richer, income inequality between urban and rural 

areas is reduced and the provision of various social welfare measures such as old-age 

pensions, unemployment benefits, and other social transfers lower inequality. Todaro 

and Smith (2011) established three possible scenarios in which economic growth 
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contributes to the level of inequality: (i) an improved income distribution, (ii) an 

unchanged income distribution, or, (iii) a situation where income distribution worsens. 

Botswana seems to have experienced the last scenario and is in the industrial phase of 

the Kuznets curve. This can be demonstrated by the fact that between 1993/94 and 

2009/10 real GDP per capita increased from P7154 to P13472, while income 

distribution became more unequal in the same period (Statistics Botswana, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:Todaro and Smith (2011) 

 

The National Development Plan 10 (NDP) covering the period between 2009/10 and 

2016, Vision 2016, and the National Strategy for Poverty Reduction (NSPR), advocate 

for eradication of absolute poverty and elimination of total income inequality by 2016. 

In order to create an environment that permits growth to trickle down to the poorer 

segments of the population, the Botswana government has proposed that poverty 

reduction and income inequality should be made central to every policy, programme, 

and any other form of government intervention. With the objective of reducing poverty 

and redistributing income, new Social Safety Nets (SSNs) programmes have been 

introduced since 1996 when Vision 2016 was formulated, while coverage of older 

programmes has been expanded. Whilst investments in SSNs have gone a very long 

Gross national income per capita 

Gini 

Coefficient 

 

Figure 5.1: The Inverted- U Kuznets Curve 
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way in reducing poverty, reducing income inequality requires more knowledge of its 

nature and determinants. This chapter is therefore motivated by the fact that studies on 

this topic are lacking for Botswana, yet Government has made reducing inequality a 

national priority. In particular, the objective of this chapter is to shed light on the 

various forces that drive income inequality at the micro level. The results of this study 

are expected to have important policy implications for addressing inequalities in 

Botswana in the ongoing process of economic growth, high unemployment levels and 

poverty reduction schemes. 

In order to identify factors that drive inequality in Botswana at household level, three 

decomposition techniques are adopted in this chapter, namely subgroup inequality 

decomposition, factor income decomposition and regression-based inequality 

decomposition. The regression-based inequality decomposition approach utilised the levels 

OLS regression results obtained in Chapter 4. The content for the rest of the chapter is as 

follows: Section 5.2 is devoted to a discussion on the theoretical framework; and this is 

followed by a brief overview of the methodology and discussion of the empirical results 

in Section 5.3. The conclusion is provided in Section 5.4.  

 

5.2 An Overview of Empirical Measures of Inequality 

 

Income inequality is mainly concerned with the relative position of different individuals 

within the income distribution. It is basically a summary statistic of the income 

dispersion. Income distribution can be observed at a personal level or a functional level. 

The functional distribution of income considers the distribution between groups in 

society who own different factors of production, that is, the proportion of income going 

to employees, landowners, and owners of capital respectively. On the other hand, the 

personal income distribution is concerned with the national distribution of income 

without paying too much attention to the factors of production. This study will focus 

more on the personal distribution of income. A number of techniques to measure 

inequality in a population have notably been developed and employed over time such as 

the Gini coefficient, the coefficient of variation of income, the logarithm of income and 

generalised entropy class of inequality indices, the Gini coefficient and the Atkinson 

index. This section will review the desirable properties of the various inequality 
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measures, discuss a few of these techniques and measures and subsequently provide 

some information on decomposition techniques. 

 

5.2.1 Axioms of Inequality Indices  

 

According to Litchfield (1999), economic literature calls for good inequality measures 

to satisfy five properties (axioms), namely anonymity, scale independence, population 

independence, transfer principle and decomposability. The anonymity axiom requires 

that an inequality metric does not depend on the labelling of individuals in an economy 

and, hence, concern should be placed only on the distribution of income. This property 

distinguishes the concept of inequality from that of fairness. Hence, an inequality 

measure should not concern itself with what kind of income certain people deserve, but 

rather on how it’s distributed. The scale independence property deals with the fact that 

the inequality measure should not be affected by uniform proportional changes in all 

individuals’ income. For instance if every person's income in an economy is doubled (or 

multiplied by any positive constant), then the overall measure of inequality should not 

change. The inequality income metric should be independent of the aggregate level of 

income.  

Issues surrounding population independence require that the inequality measure should 

not be dependent on the size of the population, such that merging two identical 

distributions should not alter inequality. The transfer principle (commonly referred to as 

the Pigou–Dalton transfer principle) indicates, in its weak form, that if some income is 

transferred from a rich person to a poor person while still preserving the order of 

income ranks, then the measured inequality should not increase. However, in its strong 

form, the measured level of inequality should actually decrease. 

There should be a coherent relationship between inequality in the whole of society and 

inequality in its constituent parts states the decomposability property. For example, if 

inequality is seen to rise amongst all sub-groups of the population, then overall 

inequality should also increase. Generalised Entropy class of measures can be 

decomposed into components of within the group inequality, and between the group 

inequalities, whereas within the group inequality refers to the inequality that exists in a 

particular group of income earners with a certain characteristic, if the average income of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pigou%E2%80%93Dalton_principle
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all groups was equalised. On the other hand, between the groups inequality prevails if 

all individuals of each population sub-group have the mean income of their sub-group 

(Cowell, 1985). 

 

5.2.2 Inequality Indices  

 

The Gini coefficient is one of the most widely used measures of inequality and it 

measures the extent to which the Lorenz curve departs from the line of equality. It is 

valued between zero and one, with zero representing a situation of complete equality, 

and one a case where there is absolute inequality. Hence larger values of the Gini 

represent greater inequality. The Gini coefficient satisfies the principle of anonymity, 

scale independence, population independence and Pigou–Dalton transfer principle. It is 

widely used across countries and it enables easy comparison. It is also available over a 

series of years and therefore enables comparisons over periods of time.  

The Gini coefficient can be calculated using the formula in equation 5.1.  

 

       
 

      
           

 
 
          (5.1) 

 

where n is the number of individuals in the sample,    is the income of individual i, 

            , and              , the arithmetic mean income. 

Despite its advantages, the Gini coefficient fails the decomposability axiom in cases 

where sub-vectors of income overlap. However, there are ways of decomposing the 

Gini, but the component terms of total inequality are not always intuitively or 

mathematically appealing (Litchfield, 1999). A generalization of the Gini coefficient, 

called the extended Gini coefficient, was introduced by Yitzhaki (1983). The new index 

accommodates differing aversions to inequality.  

There are a number of measures of inequality that satisfy all five criteria. Among the 

most widely used are the Theil indexes and the mean log deviation measure. Both 

belong to the family of generalised entropy inequality measures. Though the Theil index 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pigou%E2%80%93Dalton_principle
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satisfies all the five properties, it has been criticised for lacking a straightforward 

representation and an appealing interpretation of the Gini coefficient.  

Members of the Generalised Entropy (GE) class of measures have the general formula 

as follows: 

 

         
 

    
 
 

 
  

  

  
 
 

 
           (5.2) 

 

The value of GE ranges from 0 to ∞, with zero representing an equal distribution and 

higher values representing higher levels of inequality. The parameter α in the GE class 

represents the weight given to distances between incomes at different parts of the 

income distribution, and can take any real value. For lower values of α, GE is more 

sensitive to changes in the lower tail of the distribution, and for higher values GE is 

more sensitive to changes that affect the upper tail. The commonest values of α used are 

0, 1 and 2: hence a value of α=0 gives more weight to distances between incomes in the 

lower tail, α=1 applies equal weights across the distribution, while a value of α =2 gives 

proportionately more weight to gaps in the upper tail.  

Litchfield (1999) indicates the GE measures with parameters 0 and 1 become two of 

Theil’s measures of inequality. The mean log deviation (also known as Theil’s L index) 

and the Theil index respectively, are given as follows: 

 

        
 

 
    

  

  

 
          (5.3) 

 

        
 

 
 

  

  
   

  

  

 
         (5.4) 

 

With α = 2 the GE measure becomes 1/2 the squared coefficient of variation, CV:  
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      (5.5) 

 

Another used inequality measure in the literature is the Atkinson class of measures. 

Atkinson’s set of inequality measures can be decomposed, but the two components of 

within- and between-group inequality do not sum to total inequality. It has the general 

formula:  

 

         
 

 
  

  

  
 
   

 
    

 
      

     (5.6) 

 

where ε is an inequality aversion parameter and can take values between 0 and infinity. 

The higher the value of ε, the more society is concerned about inequality. The Atkinson 

class of measures range from 0 to 1, with zero representing no inequality. Setting α =1-

ε, the GE class becomes ordinally equivalent to the Atkinson class, for values of α < 1 

(Cowell and Jenkins, 1995) 

 

5.2.3 Inequality Decomposition  

 

Inequality decomposition can be traced to Shorrocks (1980), Shorrocks (1982) and 

Shorrocks (1984). According to these articles a broad class of inequality indices can be 

decomposed into components reflecting the size, mean and inequality value of each 

population subgroup or income source. This section provides a review of three 

inequality decomposition techniques namely decomposition by population subgroup, 

decomposition by income source and regression based inequality decomposition.  
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5.2.3.1 Decomposition by Population Subgroup 

 

Information or knowledge on the overall or national inequality in the population may be 

inadequate for purposes of targeting policies, as different groups in the population may 

face different inequality levels. It is, therefore, essential to split overall inequality 

among different groups of a population in order to observe the effect on each group and 

identify the changes that have occurred over time. Subgroup decomposition has been 

the main technique used to quantifying the effect of factors such as education, gender 

and age on income inequality. For this approach to be operational the population is first 

divided into discrete categories (such as male headed households and female headed 

households or rural dwellers and urban dweller residents). After this, the level of 

inequality is computed for the within each subgroup and between the means of the sub-

samples. This approach separates total inequality in the ‘between the groups’ 

component and ‘within-group component’.  

The between group inequality is the population inequality calculated by replacing each 

unit’s (household or individuals) income by the mean of income of the group to which 

they belong. It reflects, therefore, the mean differences across the groups. Stated 

differently the between group inequality indicates, “in an accounting sense, what 

inequality would be if there were no mean differences between groups” (Kanbur, 2006). 

Kanbur (2006) defines the within group inequality as a weighted sum of the inequality 

calculated for each subgroup. It is essentially the inequality that exists over and above 

mean difference across groups.  

Subgroup inequality decomposition will be employed in this study in order to explore 

the structure and intensity of inequality in Botswana amongst various groups using the 

Theil index GE(1). When total inequality, I, is decomposed by population subgroups, 

this can be expressed as the sum of ‘within-group’ inequality, Iw, and ‘between group’ 

inequality, Ib. Within-group inequality Iw is defined as;  

              
 
             (5.7) 

 

      
   

             (5.8) 
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where fj is the population share and vj the income share of each subgroup j, j=1,2,..k. GE 

is the generalised entropy inequality (Theil’s index) and α is the weight given to 

distances between incomes at different parts of the income distribution. For purposes of 

the analysis α is equal to 1.  

 

     
 

    
      

     

  
 
 

   
           (5.9) 

where    the total income mean and    is the mean income of group j.  

For this analysis the population will be divided into the following subgroups: region, 

age of the household head, education level of the household head, and by the gender of 

the household head. Although the Gini coefficient does not satisfy the decomposition 

axioms it is used in this study given its popularity, its straightforward representation and 

appealing interpretation.  

Although decomposition by subgroups is a useful descriptive tool it has a number of 

limitations. It is a bivariate analysis, as only the effect of one variable can be measured 

at a time. Morduch and Sicular (2002) emphasised that this approach is also limited 

given that the analysis can only be undertaken for variables with discrete categories. 

However, a variable such as age is “appropriately considered as continuous variables”. 

Moreover, as the categories of a variable increase the number of observations in each 

group can diminish to the point where the ‘within the group’ means and variances are 

highly unreliable estimates of the population subgroup’s inequality.  

 

 

5.2.3.2 Decomposition by Income Source 

 

Decomposition can also be carried out by income source on the basis that the manner in 

which the different types or components of income are distributed is likely to explain 

the overall inequality in the distribution of the total income. Shorrocks (1982) shows 

that when total income is disaggregated into various components, it is possible to 

determine the exact contribution (decomposition) of each of the components to the 

overall inequality.  
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Total income of household i,      can be expressed as the sum of component incomes, 

  
 , coming from K different sources such as pension, employment income, transfers, 

etc., is given in equation 5.7, below.  

 

         
  

        (5.10) 

Let n denote the total number of income recipients. 

Methodology provided by Shorrocks (1982) mainly answers the question “what fraction 

of total income inequality, gauged by an inequality measure is accounted for by labour 

income, by capital income, by transfer income, etc.?". Using six assumptions, he 

indicates that the relative inequality contribution for income source k,   , is given by; 

 

                        (5.11) 

 

such that         for any inequality index which is continuous and symmetric.  

 

5.2.3.3 Regression-based Inequality Decomposition  

 

This study uses Fields’ (2003) regression-based decomposition technique to establish 

the determinants of inequality in Botswana. In order to obtain the contribution of 

inequality by explanatory variable, an income generating function must be estimated. 

Field (2003) extended Shorrocks' theorem and applied it to the income-generating 

function in order to account for, or, decompose the level of income inequality 

contributed by explanatory variables in a country. This is possible, as the income 

generating function has the same additive form as equation 5.10, which expresses total 

income as the sum of the income from various components. 

The standard income generating function is written in the following form; 

 

                    (5.11a) 
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where 

                        (5.11b) 

and 

                      ]     (5.11c) 

 

where, ln   is a vector of household income in logs, Z is a matrix of household 

characteristics (such as age, education, household size, residence, including the 

residual),   is a vector of the regression coefficients.   

Note that equation 5.11a is the income generating function and is similar to equation 4.4 

in Chapter 4, being estimated using OLS, while its parameters can be used to calculate 

the log of income as presented in equation 5.12. Equation 5.12 has the same additive 

form as equation 5.7, with   
 replacing      and y replacing lny.  

 

 

            
   
       (5.12) 

 

Taking advantage of this homeomorphism, applying Shorrocks theorem and taking the 

variance of both sides of equation 5.12 results in equation 5.13a.  Since the left-hand 

side of 5.12 is the covariance between lny and itself, it is simply the variance of lny.  

 

                          
   
       (5.13a) 

 

Dividing both sides by        , gives 

 

        
               

   
   

       
          

   
    (5.13b) 
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where, each         is a so-called "relative factor inequality weight" given by 

  

                                   (5.13c) 

 

Let         denote the share of the log-variance of income that is attributable to the j'th 

explanatory factor and let         be the fraction of the log-variance that is explained 

by all of the Z's taken together. Then the below equations follow:  

  

     
   
                  (5.13d) 

and 

     
   
                     (5.13e) 

 

The fraction that is explained by the jth explanatory factor,         is then 

          
       

       
      (5.13f) 

 

It should be noted that the contribution to inequality can be either positive or negative. 

The Gini correlation is based on the covariance between the income component/variable  

and the rank of total income. It shows how an income component or a variable is spread 

over total income ranges. For example, a component such as social security benefit, 

accrues mainly to the poor households and less to the rich households. In such a case, 

the Gini correlation will be negative. On the other hand, a component like dividend 

from share market investments is more likely to accrue to the relatively rich households. 

And hence the contribution will be positive. 
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5.3 Description of Data, Variables Analysed and Empirical Procedures  

 

The Household Income Expenditure Survey 2002/03 and the Botswana Core Welfare 

Indicator Survey 2009/10 will be used to conduct an analysis in this chapter and where 

data exist the Household Income Expenditure Survey conducted in 1993/94 will be 

utilised for comparison purposes.  

When conducting an empirical study on income distribution a number of crucial issues 

relating to income need to be addressed. The first concern is the measure of income. 

Although most studies reviewed (Wan and Zhou (2005), Fields (2003) Morduch and 

Sicular (2002) Cowell and Fiorio (2011) amongst others) use income, in this 

studyconsumption is used instead. This approach is utilised because income reported in 

surveys can be unreliable. Instead of using income this analysis will use household 

consumption, which includes all forms of consumption, that is, purchased goods and 

services, consumption of self-produced goods, consumption of gifts and consumption of 

wages-in-kind. However, when decomposition is conducted by income source then the 

study uses gross income. As in the previous chapter, households are chosen as the 

income unit of analysis. This selection is made on the assumption household member’s 

pool their incomes together and utilise it for the collective welfare of the household, 

although, it should be noted that in reality some disparities may exist within the 

households. Since households differ by size and composition, the adult equivalent scale 

method adopted by White and Masset (2003) is used to standardise household 

consumption.  

The regression-based decomposition relies on the OLS (levels regressions) results 

obtained in the previous chapter (4), as the income generating functions, in order to 

calculate the contribution that each explanatory variable makes to inequality in 

Botswana. The description of variables and their descriptive statistics are provided in 

Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 in the previous chapter. For the sake of convenience these two 

tables are reproduced in this chapter (please see Table 5.1 and 5.2). It should be noted 

that Table 5.2 is an extension of Table 5.4 as it includes quintile sample means for 

2002/03 and 2009/10.   

From Table 5.2, it can be observed that households with higher income (in the fifth 

quintile) tend to have household heads who have a tertiary qualification for both 

2002/03 and 2009/10. Household heads of high income households also tend to be 
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employed in the mining or government sector and have more household members 

actively engaged in the labour force. Variables that are skewed towards low income 

households are number of children, age of the household head and household heads 

engaged in the agriculture sector. Household heads in the lower quintile also tend to 

have primary school education as the highest level of education attained. This could be 

the case because older household heads lived their younger years at a time when 

education was only available to the privileged few. It was only in 1980 and 1986 that 

primary and secondary education was made free for all by the government.   

While it is almost easy to predict how explanatory variables affect income, their 

relationship with income inequality, on the other hand, is not quite straight forward 

when using the regression based inequality decomposition approach. Morduch and 

Sicular (2002) indicate that variables that have a positive impact income and are 

distributed evenly within the population (or mainly available to the poorer segments of 

the population), will register substantial inequality reductions in favour of such variable 

in the decomposition.  On the contrary variables that impact negatively on income and 

are distributed relatively evenly will show substantial inequality increases. Hence, an 

explanatory variable’s contribution to inequality is not only dependant on its relation to 

income but also on its distribution amongst the population. However, in some cases the 

distribution of the variable and its impact on income alone may not be sufficient to 

explain its impact on inequality, as other factos may also come in play. For instance 

education is normally found to have a positive relationship with income but even in 

cases where education is evenly distributed amongst the population the overall impact 

on inequality could be positive. This could occur in cases where there is a mismatch 

between the labour market and education systems.  

Table 5.1: Description of Variables Considered 

Variable  Description  

LNC Adult equivalent consumption logged 

SOU Household resides in Southern Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

SE Household resides in South East Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

KWE Household resides in Kweneng Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

KGA Household resides in Kgatleng Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

CEN Household resides in Central Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

NE Household resides in North East Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

NGA Household resides in Ngamiland Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

GHA Household resides in Ghanzi Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

KGA Household resides in Kgalagadi Districts, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 
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MALE_M Interaction variable between mining employment  and male household head  

MALE Gender of Household head, 1 if male and 0 otherwise  

URBAN Location of household head, 1 if urban and 0 otherwise  

AGE  Age of household head  

AGESQ Age of household squared  

EMP Number of household members in paid employment 

PRIM Household head's highest level of education is primary, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

SEC Household head's highest level of education is secondary, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

TERT Household head's highest level of education is tertiary, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

KIDS Number of children below 18 years in the household 

GOVT Household head employed in the public sector, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

MIN Household head employed in the mining sector, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

AGRIC Household head employed in the agriculture sector, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

CAT1 Household owns between 0 to 10 cattle, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

CAT2 Household owns more than 10 cattle, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 

YEAR Year of survey is 2009/10, 1 if yes and 0 otherwise 
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  Table 5.2: Descriptive Statistics of Variables 

 

2002/03  2009/10 

 

Overall 

Mean  
Quintile  Mean 

Ratio of top 

20% to 

bottom 20% 

Overall 

Mean  
Quintile  Mean 

Ratio of top 

20% to 

bottom 20% 

 

  1 2 3 4 5 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

NC 1001 95 223 441 903 3363 36 1835 224.9 501 898 1644 5751 26 

LNC 6.12 4.45 5.39 6.07 6.78 7.89 1.77 6.81 5.32 6.2 6.79 7.39 8.4 1.58 

SOU 0.09 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.44 0.18 0.12 0.1 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.61 

KWE 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.43 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.92 

KGA 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.67 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.8 

CEN 0.29 0.41 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.2 0.49 0.33 0.39 0.32 0.31 0.3 0.27 0.69 

NE 0.11 0.07 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.12 1.71 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.09 0.11 1.73 

NGA 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.73 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.74 

GHA 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 4.25 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.62 

KGA 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.26 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.73 

MALE_MIN 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 6.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 10.03 

MALE 0.55 0.45 0.48 0.53 0.58 0.7 1.57 0.54 0.42 0.48 0.54 0.61 0.66 1.56 

URBAN 0.47 0.17 0.39 0.51 0.63 0.66 3.89 0.26 0.10 0.2 0.28 0.32 0.38 3.62 

AGE  43.37 52.4 45.72 41.78 38.56 38.4 0.73 45.49 51.44 48.63 45.38 41.33 39.25 0.76 

EMP 0.44 0.18 0.29 0.44 0.58 0.71 4.02 0.94 0.8 0.93 1.01 0.98 1.01 1.27 

PRIM 0.33 0.39 0.45 0.39 0.3 0.14 0.37 0.24 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.19 0.12 0.38 

SEC 0.43 0.1 0.25 0.39 0.61 0.81 7.67 0.31 0.18 0.28 0.35 0.36 0.37 2.01 

TERT 0.34 0.06 0.15 0.28 0.47 0.73 12.4 0.16 0.02 0.05 0.12 0.22 0.39 18.71 

KIDS 1.78 3.37 2.26 1.48 1.09 0.69 0.21 1.43 3.23 1.84 1.09 0.53 0.32 0.1 

GOVT 0.12 0.04 0.08 0.11 0.17 0.22 5.08 0.13 0.08 0.1 0.13 0.15 0.21 2.65 

MIN 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.07 5.65 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.05 7.87 

AGRIC 0.09 0.16 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.21 0.17 0.22 0.19 0.15 0.16 0.09 0.43 

CAT1 0.18 0.21 0.2 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.61 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.76 

CAT2 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 1.21 0.17 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.21 1.48 

Source: Authors calculation using the HIES 2002/03 & BCWI 2009/10 
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5.4 Empirical Results  

 

5.4.1 Decomposition of Inequality by Subgroups 

 

This section discusses the results of income inequality decomposition for the following 

subgroups; deciles, region, gender of household head, education of household head and 

the age of the household head. For this analysis inequality is decomposed using the Gini 

coefficient and the Theil index (GE (1)). Bootstrap techniques are used to test the 

significance of the inequality measures at 95% using replications of 100 and are 

presented in Appendix Table A2.  

 

5.4.1.1 Inequality by Income Group (Deciles)  

 

During the study period, the Botswana economy has grown in terms of GDP per capita. 

This growth has also been accompanied by growth in household income. Statistics 

Botswana (2013) indicates that average household disposable income increased from 

P2127 in 2002/03 to P4482 to 2009/10 while average household consumption 

expenditure increased from P1901 in 2002/03 to P3046 to 2009/10. Table 5.3 presents 

average adult equivalent household consumption and inequality decomposition by 

decile in Botswana for 1993/94, 2002/03 and 2009/10. According to this table the 

average national adult equivalent consumption has increased from P309 in 1993/94, to 

P1004 in 2002/03 and finally P1835 in 2009/10.  

Each decile also experienced an increase in the level of adult equivalent consumption 

between 1993/94 and 2009/10 but this increase has varied depending on the deciles in 

question. Overall it seems that the growth experienced by the five bottom deciles was 

greater than the growth experienced by the top five deciles between 1993/94 and 

2009/10. Of note is that the top decile had the lowest adult equivalent consumption 

growth between these two periods, while the top two growth positions were acquired by 

households in the top eighth and ninth deciles.  
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Table 5.3: Inequality Decomposition by Decile 

  

Mean 

(P) 

Income 

Share (%) 

Cumm. 

Percent Gini 

Gini 

Bootstrap 

Std. Err.  Theil 

Theil 

Bootstrap 

Std. Err. 

1993/94               

1 28 1.1 1.1 0.174 0.008 0.054 0.005 

2 51 1.8 2.9 0.064 0.000 0.006 0.003 

3 72 2.5 5.5 0.055 0.002 0.005 0.000 

4 99 3.8 9.2 0.049 0.002 0.004 0.000 

5 132 5.0 14.2 0.056 0.002 0.005 0.000 

6 180 5.6 19.8 0.051 0.002 0.004 0.000 

7 250 7.9 27.7 0.060 0.003 0.005 0.000 

8 369 10.3 38.0 0.068 0.003 0.007 0.001 

9 655 16.0 54.0 0.116 0.004 0.021 0.001 

10 2065 46.0 100.0 0.286 0.017 0.219 0.024 

National 309 100.0   0.603 0.010 0.800 0.035 

2002/03               

1 63 1.0 1.0 0.187 0.007 0.061 0.005 

2 125 1.8 2.8 0.076 0.002 0.009 0.000 

3 184 2.4 5.2 0.058 0.001 0.005 0.000 

4 260 3.1 8.2 0.056 0.001 0.005 0.000 

5 365 4.1 12.3 0.055 0.001 0.005 0.000 

6 514 5.6 17.9 0.058 0.001 0.005 0.000 

7 730 7.4 25.3 0.058 0.001 0.005 0.000 

8 1073 10.3 35.6 0.070 0.002 0.007 0.000 

9 1733 17.4 53.0 0.096 0.003 0.014 0.001 

10 5116 47.0 100.0 0.315 0.022 0.215 0.037 

National 1004 100.0   0.646 0.007 0.890 0.034 

2009/10               

1 155 0.8 0.8 0.177 0.006 0.056 0.017 

2 294 1.6 2.4 0.072 0.002 0.008 0.000 

3 423 2.3 4.7 0.056 0.000 0.005 0.001 

4 581 3.0 7.7 0.050 0.001 0.050 0.000 

5 771 4.1 11.8 0.047 0.001 0.003 0.000 

6 1017 5.8 17.6 0.047 0.001 0.003 0.000 

7 1371 7.5 25.0 0.052 0.001 0.004 0.000 

8 1905 10.8 35.8 0.055 0.055 0.055 0.000 

9 2839 15.6 51.5 0.081 0.002 0.010 0.000 

10 8587 48.5 100.0 0.366 0.029 0.313 0.071 

National  1835 100.0   0.605 0.008 0.823 0.043 

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

 

Despite the greater growth in adult equivalent consumption experienced by the lower 

deciles, it appears that their share of consumption has declined between 1993/94 and 

2009/10. For instance, in 1993/94 households in the lowest decile’s consumption was 

1.1% of the total national consumption. This decreased to 1.0% in 2002/03 and further 

fell to 0.8% in 2009/10. On the other hand, the top decile’s share in national 

consumption increased from 46% in 1993/94 to 47% in 2002/03 and then to 48.5% in 

2009/10 (Table 5.3). The data indicates that the share of total consumption of the seven 

bottom deciles had fallen while that of the three top deciles has increased. In 1993/94 
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the bottom seven deciles collectively consumed 27.7% of total consumption but this 

decreased to 25.3% in 2002/03, and finally to 25% in 2009/10. The data indicates that 

the share of consumption of the seven bottom deciles has fallen while that of the three 

top deciles has increased. According to Podder and Chatterjee (2002) the changes in the 

relative income shares can also be examined by observing the changes in ratios of the 

shares of the top to the bottom deciles. In Botswana the ratio of the share of the top 

decile to the share of the bottom deciles rose steadily from 41.8 in 1993/944 to 47 in 

2002/03 and 60.6 in 2009/10. 

All the inequality measures recorded in Table 5.3 were significant at 5% according to 

the bootstrap standard errors. In 1993/94 consumption inequality at the national level 

was 0.603 measured in terms of the Gini coefficient. This increased to 0.646 in 2002/03 

but dropped to 0.605 in 2009/10
16

. The increase in inequality between 1993/94 and 

2002/03 and the inequality decline between 2002/03 and 2009/10 can be associated with 

the percentage increase income for households in the top deciles. Although it was 

indicated earlier that households in lower deciles had a higher growth rate in adult 

equivalent consumption than households in higher deciles during the overall period 

between 1993/94 and 2009/10, the growth varied between the periods 1993/94 to 

2002/03 and 2002/03 to 2009/10 as shown in Table 5.4.  

According to Table 5.4, between 1993/94 and 2002/03, households in lower deciles 

experienced lower growth rates in consumption than households in higher deciles. This 

could explain the increase in inequality in this period. Between 2002/03 and 2009/10 

the opposite occurred, households in lower deciles experienced a greater growth in 

consumption than households in the higher deciles. Another possible explanation for the 

observed fluctuations in the inequality was the level of unemployment in Botswana. 

This increased from 21.6% to 23.8% in 2002/03 (Siphambe, 2007b). This increase in 

the number of unemployed was accompanied by an increase in inequality during this 

period. In the latter period, between 2002/03 to 2009/10, unemployment fell from its 

2002/03 value to 17.3%. The decline in unemployment was accompanied by a decline 

in inequality.  

                                                 
16

 The national consumption inequality measures calculated by Statistic Botswana (2013) presented in 

Chapter 2, Table 2.5, differ from those obtained in this study irrespective of the fact that both studies use 

the same datasets for these calculations. This is due to the fact that Statistic Botswana (2013) used total 

household consumption without accounting for household size when calculating inequality. On the other 

hand this study uses adult equivalent consumption.  
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Table 5.4: Growth Rate of Adult Equalised Consumption by Decile (%) 

Deciles 1993/94  to 2002/03 2002/03 to 2009/10 

1 55.6 59.4 

2 59.2 57.5 

3 60.9 56.5 

4 61.9 55.2 

5 63.8 52.7 

6 65.0 49.5 

7 65.8 46.8 

8 65.6 43.7 

9 62.2 39.0 

10 59.6 40.4 

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

The decomposition further reveals that, in all the three periods, the top 10% experienced 

the highest inequality followed by the bottom 10% (Table 5.). For the bottom decile the 

Gini coefficients were 0.174, 0.187 and 0.177 in 1993/94, 2002/03 and 2009/10, 

respectively. The increase in inequality between 1993/94 and 2002/03 for the bottom 

decile (bottom 10%) is explainable given the drought relief programmes implemented 

that benefited mainly poorer households in both periods, as both years were declared 

drought years. For the top decile the Gini coefficients were 0.286, 0.315 and 0.3.66 in 

1993/94, 2002/03 and 2009/10, respectively.  

When analysing national inequality and the changes that occurred over time it is also 

important to consider the impact of the policy in effect at the time of the study. The 

policy in effect during the study period can be divided into two distinct regimes: those 

implemented before Vision 2016 was drafted and those implemented after it was 

drafted. The Vision resulted in a shift or a reform in government strategies, policies and 

programmes designed to reduce poverty and inequality in Botswana. Although the 

Vision was drafted and introduced in 1996, it was not until 2002 and 2003 that 

government strategies, policies and programmes were revised and aligned to the Vision, 

as reviewed in Chapter 2. Therefore changes that occurred, such as the reduction of 

inequality, unemployment and the high growth rates of consumption of individuals in 

the lower decile, between 2002/03 and 2009/10, can be associated with the change in 

the policy regimes.  

Table 5.5 shows that inequality was mainly as a result of increasing inequality between 

the groups (deciles), as opposed to inequality within the groups as demonstrated by the 

Theil index decomposition. The ‘between group’ component of inequality is low in 
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1993/94 with a contribution of 6.88%.  In 2009/10, the between the group inequality 

contribution increased to 14.5%, hence requiring focus to be placed on equalising 

income across categories.  

Table 5.5: Within the Group and Between the Group Inequality Decomposition by 

Deciles (Theil Index) 

  1993/94 2002/03 2009/10 

Between the group inequality 0.055 0.080 0.119 

  (6.88) (8.97) (14.50) 

Within the group inequality 0.745 0.810 0.703 

  (93.12) 91.03 (85.50) 

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

Note: Percentage contributions are in parenthesis 

 

5.4.1.2 Inequality by Region 

 

 

Inequality is higher in urban areas as these areas are denser and more heterogeneous. 

These areas are also generally more developed and include a variety of sectors that 

require different skills and technical knowhow. This may result in differentials and gaps 

in wages that trigger higher inequality. Rural-urban decomposition is a popular 

decomposition choice in the literature. According to Kuznets (1955) rural areas are 

likely to converge with urban areas once structural transformation takes place. Such a 

convergence is characterised by a decreasing role for agriculture as a result of urban-

rural immigration. This immigration lessens the population pressure on rural land and 

results in higher returns for those that are still dependant on agriculture. However, for 

those who emigrate there is no guarantee that they can enter the formal sector, let alone 

find employment.  

Table 5.6, provides inequality decomposition by region for the HIES dataset for 

1993/94, 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10. For this analysis towns have been excluded 

from their respective districts for the above reason, but also on the basis that the major 

mines in Botswana are located in towns. Botswana only has two cities, namely 

Gaborone, which is the capital city, and Francistown. There are five towns in the 

country namely Lobatse, Selibe-Phikwe, Orapa, Jwaneng, and Sowa Town. The 

diamond mines are located in Orapa and Jwaneng, while the soda ash mine is located in 

Sowa Town, and the copper nickel mine is in Selebi-Phikwe. The remaining regions in 

Table 5.6 are rural areas. In 1993/94, Gaborone had the highest adult equivalent 

consumption in Botswana. This changed in 2002/03 when the two diamond mine towns 
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Jwaneng and Orapa had the highest adult equalised consumption of P1480 and P1390, 

respectively. Gaborone’s 2009/10 average income of P2288, is also lower than that of 

the diamond mine towns, Orapa, and of the soda ash mine town, Sowa Town. The mean 

income of Orapa, and Sowa Town were P2882 and P3027, respectively in 2009/10. All 

the rural areas had lower incomes than urban areas in all the three periods shown in 

Table 5.6.  

According to the Gini coefficient and GE (1), in 1993/94 impressively low inequality 

levels were recorded for Kgatleng and the North East district. Using the Gini 

Coefficient the inequality levels for North East and Kgatleng district were 0.402 and 

0.392, respectively. However, both these districts experienced drastic increases in 

inequality between 1993/94 and 2009/10, with the Gini coefficient increasing from 

0.392 to 0.546 for Kgatleng, and from 0.402 to 0.624 for North East district between 

these two periods.   

The significant rise in inequality after 1993/94 in the North East district can be 

attributed to the opening of a couple of small copper-nickel, diamond and gold mines in 

this region after the 1993/94 survey, Examples are: the Phoenix copper nickel mine, the 

Tati nickel mine and the Damtshaa diamond mine. The inequality levels in 1993/94 

were highest in Francistown and Ghanzi with the GE (1) index being 0.659 and 1.039 

respectively. The 2003/04 and 2009/10 inequality indices reveal that the inequality 

levels for these regions are still high though they have decreased. The only regions that 

have experienced a fall in inequality between 1993/94 and 2009/10 are Gaborone, 

Francistown and Jwaneng. Another emerging trend is that inequality is relatively low in 

the diamond mining towns, Jwaneng and Orapa.  Reasons for high inequality in the 

non-mining urban areas can be closely connected to high differentials in wages between 

those employed and unemployed. The mining towns have avoided this phenomenon, as 

most of the dwellers in these areas are employed by the mines. Restriction of entry 

through a permit system, into the mining town of Orapa discourages people from 

migrating from rural areas to seek employment into these towns, and therefore keeps 

inequality relatively low.   
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Table 5.6: Household Inequality Decomposition by Region 

 

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

 

 

Further decomposition by region is conducted in Table 5.7, when taking into 

consideration the level of development for the 1993/94, 2002/03 and 2009/10 surveys. 

The three categories under consideration are urban, semi urban and rural. Inequality, 

using both indices, registers a significant increase in semi urban and rural areas 

inequality between 1993/94 and 2002/03. These results are similar to those obtained by 

Ssewanyana et al. (2004). The authors also found that inequality increased in rural 

Uganda between 1992/93 and 2002/03. In Botswana’s case, the inequality increase for 

semi urban and rural areas was followed by an inequality decline between 2002/03 and 

2009/10. The opposite is observed for urban area.  

The observed inequality decrease in rural areas and semi urban areas which are more 

dependent on agriculture, could possibly be a result of rural areas converging with urban 

areas, as discussed previously. However, a number of other factors could be responsible 

for this finding. First, unlike 2002/03, 2009/10 was not a drought year, so the increase in 

agricultural output could have reduced consumption inequality on the assumption that 

  1993/94 2002/03 2009/10 

  

Mean 

Income 

( P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Gaborone 531 0.659 0.595 1197 0.645 0.569 2288 0.87 0.605 

Francistown 279 0.764 0.605 846 0.657 0.586 1704 0.672 0.582 

Lobatse 216 0.515 0.535 718 0.732 0.604 1419 1.163 0.616 

Selibe-Phikwe 471 0.623 0.573 643 0.737 0.586 1380 0.566 0.547 

Orapa 428 0.387 0.460 1390 0.521 0.529 2882 0.493 0.49 

Jwaneng 479 0.949 0.653 1480 0.289 0.423 1818 0.389 0.462 

Sowa Town       911 0.403 0.441 3027 1.273 0.745 

Southern Districts 114 0.703 0.576 263 0.752 0.552 795 0.715 0.562 

South East District 144 0.679 0.523 873 0.662 0.607 1168 0.539 0.541 

Kweneng District 128 0.892 0.593 395 0.698 0.582 954 0.631 0.56 

Kgatleng District 189 0.293 0.396 617 1.066 0.657 891 0.599 0.546 

Central District 120 0.504 0.471 329 0.761 0.594 863 0.724 0.578 

North East District 113 0.332 0.402 363 0.704 0.534 1042 1.047 0.624 

Ngamiland 166 0.303 0.409 502 1.239 0.717 944 0.803 0.621 

Ghanzi 196 1.039 0.695 725 0.667 0.543 811 0.621 0.564 

Kgalagadi South 106 0.618 0.565 277 0.702 0.593 1002 1.077 0.624 

                    

Within group 

inequality 
  0.415     0.474     0.749   

Between group 

inequality 
  0.112     0.136     0.073   
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the drought relief provided by the government in drought years was smaller than what 

households would acquire and consume during a non-drought year. This could help 

close the rural consumption gap between household’s dependant on agriculture and 

those dependant on other activities in a non-drought year.    

Table 5.7:  Inequality Decomposition – Urban vs. Rural 

  1993/94 2002/03 2009/10 

  

Mean 

Income 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Urban 406 0.72 0.61 1012 0.67 0.58 1968 0.83 0.60 

Semi Urban 169 0.65 0.55 523 0.76 0.61 1038 0.71 0.58 

Rural 117 0.53 0.49 295 0.95 0.61 802 0.72 0.57 

          

Within groups   
0.65 

(81.25) 
    

0.76 

(86.36) 
    

0.75 

91.46 
  

Between groups   
0.15 

(18.75) 
    

0.12 

(13.64) 
    

0.07 

(8.54) 
  

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

Note: Percentage contributions are in parenthesis 

  

Another possible explanation could be the impact of government poverty and inequality 

reducing programmes and schemes that were introduced after the Vision was drafted in 

1996. The Revised National Policy on Rural Development (2002) and the National 

Master Plan for Arable and Dairy Development introduced in 2002 could have also 

increased the output of household’s dependant on agriculture in rural areas, hence 

lowering inequality in these areas between 2002/03 and 2009/10. 

The decomposition in Table 5.7 further reveals that ‘within the group’ was greater than 

the ‘between the group’ inequality. However, the between the group inequality 

contribution to overall inequality steadily declined from 18.75% in 1993/94 to 13.64% 

in 2002/03, and to 8.54% in 2092/10.  

 

5.4.1.3 Inequality by Gender of Household Head 

 

Male-headed households had a consumption share of 84% in 1993/94; however, this 

had fallen significantly to 68% in 2002/03 and 64% in 2009/10, even though their 

population share of the genders remained relatively the same. According to Table 5.8, 

male-headed households had higher mean adult equivalent consumption in 1993/94, 

2002/03 and 2009/10 relative to female-headed households. Moepeng (2010) also 
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acknowledges that an income gap does indeed exist between males and females in 

Botswana. Overall, men tend to be more active in the labour market and their salaries 

are far higher. This to some extent can be attributed to the fact that women are crowded 

into a small range of occupational niches. In a developing country like Botswana, 

women tend to assume roles that are correlated to their domestic role such as nursing, 

teaching, cleaning, providing, and clerical support. These jobs normally do not pay 

much relative to male dominated jobs.  

Table 5.8 also shows that male-headed households face higher inequality levels than 

their female counterparts in all the three study periods. This contradicts the findings 

obtained by Cowell and Fiorio (2011), Kaya and Senesen (2010) and Ssewanyana et al. 

(2004). Cowell and Fiorio (2011) found that inequality was higher for female-headed 

households in Finland and USA, while Ssewanyana et al. (2004) and Kaya and Senesen 

(2010) found the same result for Uganda and Turkey, respectively.  

Table 5.8: Inequality Decomposition by Gender of Household Head 

  1993/94 2002/03 2009/10 

 

Mean 

Income 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P)  

GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Male 251 0.87 0.64 676 0.93 0.66 1399 0.87 0.62 

Female 136 0.51 0.50 391 0.72 0.59 862 0.67 0.56 

          

Within groups 

inequality 
  

0.76 

(95.00) 
    

0.85 

(95.51) 
    

0.79 

(96.34%) 
  

Between groups 

Inequality 
  

0.04 

(5.00) 
    

0.04 

(4.49) 
    

0.03 

(3.66) 
  

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 

Note: Percentage contributions are in parenthesis 

 

The Gini coefficient for female-headed households increased from 0.50 in 1993/94 to 

0.59 in 2002/03 and then declined to 0.56 in 2009/10. The sharp increase in inequality 

for female-headed households between 1993/94 and 2002/03 could be a result of the 

increase in female unemployment rates between these two periods. The World 

Development Indicators show that female unemployment increased from 22.7% in 1993 

to 26.9% in 2003. In the same period the male unemployment rate increased from 

19.9% to 21.1%. The high increase of unemployment rates for females affects 

inequality, as employment earnings are the main source of income in Botswana.  

The Theil index indicates that inequality within the groups is a greater problem than 

inequality experienced between the groups in all periods indicated in the Table 5.8. 
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Between the groups inequality only contributed to 5%, 4.4% and 3.6% of overall 

inequality in 1993/94, 2002/03 and 2009/10, respectively. These figures imply that there 

is basically no significant adult equivalent consumption difference between male and 

female-headed households in Botswana. For instance, any policy implemented to 

eliminate the average differences in consumption between male and female- headed 

households in 2009/10 will only reduce overall inequality by about 3.6% if inequality 

within the gender group itself is not resolved. Given this, gender inequality elimination 

in Botswana will be ineffective in reducing total consumption inequality by a significant 

amount.  

 

5.4.1.4 Inequality by Education of Household Head 

 

Knowledge, information, and skills attained by an individual have a positive impact on 

labour productivity. On this basis, education is a key determinant of income inequality. 

As expected household heads with a higher educational attainment had higher mean 

consumption levels, as shown in Table 5.9. The ratio of household head’s mean 

consumption with tertiary education to the mean consumption of heads without 

schooling decreased from 6.37 in 2002/03 to 3.96 in 2009/10, thus showing an overall 

improvement in the consumption gap between these two groups. 

 In 2002/03, inequality was highest for households with heads who had a tertiary 

education but in 2009/10 households with heads with no education experienced the 

highest inequality (see Table 5.9). Household heads with no education have experienced 

an increase in inequality from 0.52 in 2002/03 to 0.58 in 2009/10 (measured by the Gini 

Coefficient). The low inequality in 2002/03 amongst households whose heads had no 

schooling was due to the drought relief implemented in that year. Nearly 60% and 51% 

of those who indicated that their main source of income was from traditional and 

subsistence agriculture in 2002/03 and 2009/10, respectively, were households with 

heads that had no schooling. Households whose heads had a primary education 

experienced a decline in inequality between 2002/03 and 2009/10, with the Gini 

coefficient declining from 0.53 to 0.49, respectively. Households whose heads had a 

secondary and tertiary education also experienced a decline in inequality. 
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Table 5.9: Decomposition by Education level of Household Head 

 

2002/03  2009/10 

  

Mean 

Income (P) 
GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P) GE(1) Gini 

No schooling 204 0.58 0.52 714 0.95 0.58 

Primary 321 0.61 0.53 724 0.47 0.49 

Secondary  625 0.57 0.55 1372 0.62 0.55 

Tertiary 1299 0.62 0.56 2828 0.62 0.55 

       

Within the groups 

inequality   

0.60 

(67.42)   

 

 0.67 

(82.71)   

Between groups 

inequality   

0.29 

(32.58)   

 

 0.14 

(17.28)   

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

Note: Percentage contributions are in parenthesis 

 

It appears from Table 5.9 that in 2002/03 inequality increased as the household heads 

level of education improved. In 2009/10, on the other hand, inequality decreased as 

education status of the household head improved. Akita et al. (1999) and Ssewanyana et 

al. (2004) found similar results to the 2002/03 relationship, while Cowell and Fiorio 

(2011) found mixed results for Finland and the USA. The Theil index decomposition 

with respect to education indicates that the within the group inequality was larger than 

the ‘between the group’ inequality. The ‘between-group’ component accounted for 

32.58% in 2002/03 and 17.28% in 2009/10, though the ‘between the group’ inequality 

declined between the two periods. Nevertheless, the value was still relatively high, thus 

indicating that if no disparity between educational levels existed in the mean 

consumption, inequality would have been much smaller. Given this, policies that raise 

educational level in Botswana would have a significant impact on the reduction of 

overall inequality.  

 

5.4.1.5 Inequality by Age of Household Head  

 

Table 5.10 provides inequality decomposition by age group. Household adult equivalent 

consumption in Botswana increases with the age of the household head until ages 26 to 
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35, for all datasets.  Incomes then start to decline as labour productivity falls as 

hypothesised by the life cycle theory. The decline can also be attributed to the fact that 

households with younger heads are relatively smaller than households with older heads. 

Decomposition by age of the household head indicates that inequality is highest in 

groups where household heads are in the age categories 26 - 35, 46 - 55 and 36 - 45 in 

1993/94, 2002/03 and 2009/10 respectively. 

Although the above 65 cohorts had relatively lower inequality than other age groups for 

all observed years, this group experienced a rise in inequality between 1993/94 and 

2009/10.  These results indicate that the introduction of the Old Age Pension and World 

War Veterans scheme in 1996, available to individuals aged 65 and above, has not 

helped reduce the inequality in this group. This could be because it is not means tested. 

The low and almost constant inequality levels in households headed by individuals 

below 25 over the years could be because this group lacks work experience that could 

lead to high dispersion within the group. The low and declining gap between the group 

inequalities over time in this subgroups indicates that age inequality in Botswana is an 

insignificant issue.  

Table 5.10: Inequality Decomposition by Age of Household Head 

 

1993/94 2002/03 2009/10 

  

Mean 

Inco

me 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P) 

GE(1) Gini 

Mean 

Income 

(P) 
GE(1) Gini 

below 25 240 0.59 0.54 603 0.60 0.56 1425 0.71 0.56 

26 -35 304 0.87 0.64 814 0.70 0.60 1505 0.70 0.59 

36 -45 243 0.78 0.62 635 0.80 0.64 1460 0.86 0.61 

46 -55 193 0.72 0.58 541 1.06 0.67 937 0.74 0.58 

56 – 65 130 0.67 0.52 384 0.99 0.63 904 0.92 0.60 

above 65 94 0.34 0.43 251 0.68 0.55 681 0.72 0.55 

          

Within groups 

inequality 
  

0.73 

(91.25) 
  

  

0.83 

(93.26)     

0.78 

(95.12)   

Between groups 

inequality   

0.07 

(8.75)     

0.06 

(6.75)     

0.04 

(4.88)   

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

Note: Percentage contributions are in parenthesis 

 

5.4.2 Decomposition by Income Factor  

 

Table 5.11, provides the inequality decomposition by factor components in Botswana 

using the HIES 1993/1994, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/1010 datasets. Note that 

unearned income includes all payments that accrue from all factors of production with 
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the exception of wages and business profits. Hence it includes rent, interest payments as 

well as pensions, which also include the allowances provided by the Botswana 
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Table 5.11:  Inequality Decomposition by Factor Component 

 1993/94 2002/03 2009/10 

Income 

Source 

Inequality 

Contribution 

Source 

Gini 
Rk 

%  in 

Total 

Income 

Inequality 

Contribution 

Source 

Gini 
Rk 

%  in 

Total 

Income 

Inequality 

Contribution 

Source 

Gini 
Rk 

%  in 

Total 

Income 

Wage 

income 
83.50 0.61 0.94 0.89 74.99 0.61 0.91 0.89 

96.45 0.816 0.944 0.809 

Unearned 

Income 
0.03 0.42 0.48 0.002 23.91 0.76 0.7 0.1 

3.32 0.889 0.719 0.119 

SSNs -0.03 0.51 -0.34 0.001 -0.07 0.62 -0.01 0.001 
-0.004 0.934 -0.043 0.000 

Business 

Profits 
17.98 0.79 0.65 0.12 7.12 0.68 0.69 0.08 

0.63 0.350 0.793 0.060 

Private 

Transfers 
3.04 0.58 0.28 0.05 5.72 0.65 0.41 0.07 

-0.48 -0.945 -0.798 -0.025 

Income 

Tax 
-4.58   -0.95 -0.05 -8.62   -0.77 -0.09 

-0.01 0.830 0.427 0.038 

VAT         -3.06   -0.61 -0.04         

Total 100       100       100       

Source: Author’s calculation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

Rk is the correlation of a household's rank in the distribution of wage income to their rank in total income 
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government’s Old Age Pension scheme. Private transfers include net remittances and 

any other transfers made by non-public institutes.     

In both the survey periods, wages provide the highest contribution to income inequality 

with its contribution towards overall inequality being 83.5% and 74.9 in 1993/94 and 

2002/03, respectively. This increased to 96.5% in 2009/10. Studies by Ssewanyana et al. 

(2004) and Podder and Chatterjee (2002) also find that wages were the main contributor 

to inequality. The reason for this high contribution is a result of the high Rk.  Rk is the 

correlation of a household's rank in the distribution of wage income to their rank in total 

income. A high Rk coefficient suggests that a household’s rank in the distribution of the 

source income is strongly correlated with that household’s rank in the distribution of 

total income. The contribution of wages in each period was related to the overall 

unemployment levels in the country. Unemployment in 2009/10 is 17.3% and was the 

lowest in all the periods being analysed. This low unemployment level was matched by 

a high wage contribution to inequality of 96% in 2009/10. Wages that made the lowest 

contribution to inequality in 2002/03, was matched by the highest unemployment level, 

of 23%, in all the three periods under consideration. This shows that employment 

creation is a very important tool for combating inequality in Botswana.  

There was a significant rise in the contribution made by unearned income between 

1993/94 and 2002/2003. Unearned income’s contribution to overall inequality increased 

from 0.03% in 1993/94 to 23.9 in 2002/03. Its contribution to inequality, however, fell 

to 3.32% in 2009/10. The contribution made by business profits also fell between 

1993/94 and 2009/10. In 1993/94 business profits’ contribution to overall inequality 

was 17.8%. This dropped to 7.12% in 2002/03 and to eventually 0.63% in 2009/10. The 

low contribution made by business profits could be due to the global financial crisis.  

As expected, income tax, VAT and SSNs have equalising effects on overall inequality, 

but the effect made by SSNs is negligible and has not changed much between the three 

survey periods. Income taxes, on the other hand, reduced inequality by a more 

significant amount. The equalising effect of income tax increased between 1993/94 and 

2002/03 from 4.58% to 8.62%. This decreased to 0.01% in 2009/10 indicating that 

income tax was not very progressive in 2009/10 compared to 1993/94. Net private 

transfers provided a positive contribution to income inequality in 1993/94 and 2002/03. 

However, the contribution of the income source equalised income inequality in 2009/10 

demonstrates that private transfers mainly benefitted poorer households. This was 
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mainly because poorer households in rural areas were more dependent on remittances 

relative to agriculture income. VAT also had an equalising effect in 2003/04.  

 

5.4.3 Regression Based Inequality Decomposition 

 

The OLS results of the income function (level regression presented in Chapter 4) and 

the inequality decomposition for each variable using the 2002/03 HIES and the BCWIS 

2009/10 ,is given in Table 5.12. The dependent variable is adult equivalent consumption 

logged while the independent variables are regressed in their levels. The results of the 

income function and the variable contribution to inequality for 2002/03 are provided 

respectively in columns 1 and 2, of Table 5.12, while the income functions results and 

the inequality contribution for 2009/10 are given in column 3 and 4, respectively of the 

same table. Discussion of these results will mostly focus on significant variables. An 

increase in age squared, number of children, and being employed in the agricultural 

sector in 2009/10, have a statistically significant and negative influence on household 

income. As stated earlier, generally low income households have more children and 

tend to be engaged in the agriculture sector, thus, explaining the negative relationship. 

Other significant variables that reduce income are residing in the following districts: 

Southern district in 2002/03; Kweneng district in 2009/10; Central district; North East 

district Ghanzi district in 2009/10; and Kgalagadi district 2002/03.  

The three education variables are all positively and statistically significant in both 

samples.  If a variable is evenly distributed amongst the population and has a positive 

impact on income then it should contribute negatively to inequality as urged by 

Morduch and Sicular (2002). However there seems to be controversy regarding how 

education affects income inequality. Education has long been considered a multipurpose 

policy tool, with the main goals normally attached to this policy being to lower wage 

inequality. This connection is obtained by the fact that education provides skills that can 

be utilised in the labour market. Workers with these skills get higher salaries. If more 

people become educated the income gap lessens, hence inequality declines. This, 

however, is not always the case. Martins and Pereira (2004) argue that increasing 

education attainment could actually lead to higher, not lower, earnings inequality. This 

could be a result of poorly designed or out-dated education systems, whereby a large 
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number of students are provided with skills, and yet there is little demand for those 

skills in the labour market.  

Secondary education had the greatest impact on income in 2002/03 as shown by the 

high coefficient level. Having a secondary school qualification increases one’s income 

and thus widens the income gap in the population. Due to this, secondary education 

provided the largest contribution to inequality in 2002/03, with its contribution to 

inequality being 17% (see column 2 of Table 5.11). The contribution of secondary 

school education in 2009/10 fell to 12%. In that same period, tertiary education played a 

bigger role in increasing household income. The household head’s tertiary education 

contributed 12.% and 11% to overall inequality in 2003/02 and 2009/10 respectively  

These results are consistent with previous studies using the regression based inequality 

decomposition such as studies by Baye and Epo (2011) for Cameroon, Cowell and 

Fiorio (2011) for Finland, and Wan and Zhou (2005) for rural China.  These studies also 

find that education is one of the main contributors to overall inequality. The high 

contribution to inequality of tertiary education in 2009/10 could also be due to the 

mismatch between the education sector and the skills required in the labour market, as 

explained by Pereira and Martins (2004). This is a major concern in Botswana and its 

intensity has been outlined by Siphambe (2007), and the Botswana’s government 

National Human Resource Development Strategy. 

Primary education, on the other hand, has an equalising effect on income in reference to 

household heads that have no formal education. However, this equalising effect is very 

small with its contribution to inequality being -2 and -0.3% in 2002/03 and 2009/10, 

respectively. The equalising effect of primary school is derived from not only the fact 

that the variable is distributed in favour of low income households but also from the fact 

that primary education enables households heads to engage in more income generating 

opportunities compared to their non-educated counterparts. More opportunities are 

available to individuals with primary education, for most employers in Botswana prefer 

individuals who are literate and able to speak English, even for non-skilled jobs.  
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Table 5.12: Income Function and Inequality Decomposition Results 

  2002/03 2009/10  

 

Coeff. 
Inequality 

Contribution 
Coeff. 

Inequality 

Contribution 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] 

SOU -0.1087** 0.0025 -0.0590 0.0008 

 
(0.0506) 

 
(0.0438) 

 KWE 0.0116 -0.0002 -0.0946** 0.0013 

 
(0.0527) 

 
(0.0448) 

 KGA 0.0047 0.0000 0.0044 0.0000 

 
(0.0712) 

 
(0.0586) 

 CEN -0.1533*** 0.0088 -0.0317 0.0008 

 
(0.0384) 

 
(0.0369) 

 NE -0.1098*** -0.0013 0.0845** 0.0011 

 
(0.0389) 

 
(0.0419) 

 NGA -0.0287 0.0002 -0.0919* 0.0009 

 
(0.0594) 

 
(0.0483) 

 GHA 0.0801 0.0002 -0.1901** 0.0005 

 
(0.1124) 

 
(0.0815) 

 KGA -0.2943*** 0.0017 0.0699 -0.0001 

 
(0.1029) 

 
(0.0687) 

 MALE_MIN -0.0800 -0.0011 0.0003 0.0000 

 
(0.1661) 

 
(0.1779) 

 MALE 0.0873*** 0.0064 0.1355*** 0.0108 

 
(0.0246) 

 
(0.0209) 

 URBAN 0.1448*** 0.02 0.0365 0.0033 

 
(0.0371) 

 
(0.0340) 

 AGE  0.0368*** -0.1399 0.0214*** -0.078 

 
(0.0041) 

 
(0.0033) 

 AGESQ -0.0003*** 0.1231 -0.0002*** 0.0798 

 
-3.94E-05 

 
-3.10E-05 

 EMP 0.8011*** 0.1227 0.0204 0.0015 

 
(0.0397) 

 
(0.0128) 

 PRIM 0.2954*** -0.0209 0.0459* -0.0027 

 
(0.0321) 

 
(0.0279) 

 SEC 0.8637*** 0.1725 0.3336*** 0.1168 

 
(0.0401) 

 
(0.0324) 

 TERT 0.6315*** 0.1216 0.9310*** 0.1094 

 
(0.0294) 

 
(0.0362) 

 KIDS -0.1267*** 0.0928 -0.2731*** 0.2474 

 
(0.0067) 

 
(0.0055) 

 GOVT 0.1095*** 0.0054 0.1468*** 0.0058 

 
(0.0357) 

 
(0.0301) 

 MIN 0.4364*** 0.0069 0.2743 0.0048 

 
(0.1571) 

 
(0.1685) 

 AGRIC 0.0014 0.0000 -0.1404*** 0.0000 

 
(0.0435) 

 
(0.0288) 

 CAT1 0.0460 -0.001 0.0714** -0.0007 

 
(0.0306) 

 
(0.0278) 

 CAT2 0.2160*** 0.0024 0.2119*** 0.0098 

 

(0.0328) 

 
(0.0277) 

 Residual   0.4773   0.4867 

*** denotes that variable is significant at 1%, ** variable is significant at 5% and * denotes variable is 

significant at 10%. Figures in parentheses are standard errors.  

 

Age of the household head has a positive sign, while age squared has a negative sign. 

Both these variables are statistically significant and have the expected sign as postulated 

by human capital theory. This theory indicates that income increases with experience, 
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captured by age in this case, but increase in income increases at a decreasing rate as 

experience increases.  The overall contribution to inequality by age and age squared 

combined is -2% and 1% for 2002/03 and 2009/10 respectively. This result shows that 

age equalised income (consumption) inequality in 2002/03 but not in 2009/10.  

Increasing the number of paid workers in a household by one unit would lead to an 

increase of household income in 2002/03. However, this variable is statistically 

insignificant in the 2009/10 regression and hence does not contribute much to income 

inequality. The number of household members in paid employment could be 

insignificant in 2009/10 due to the global financial crisis. In 2002/03 the number of 

household members in employed paid was the second largest contributing factor to 

income inequality. In both regressions the more children one has, the less the income 

acquired. This could be due to the fact that more children could potentially reduce the 

ability to engage in the labour market, as more time is required for childcare. Thus, the 

number of children leads to an increase in inequality. The decomposition of inequality 

contribution given by the number of children was 9% and 25% in 2002/03 and 2009/10, 

respectively.  

Unlike involvement in the services and manufacturing sector, working in the agriculture 

sector leads to a fall in income. Although more low income households are engaged in 

agriculture, this variable does not contribute to reducing income inequality (equalising 

income) even in 2009/10 which was classified as a non-drought year. This could be 

attributed to the low returns in agriculture, as only 7% of Botswana’s soils are suitable 

for crop production. The contributions of the other sectors to inequality are mainly 

negligible. Belonging to a male-headed households and having an urban residence 

provides a small but positive contribution to inequality. These results are similar to the 

results obtained from the subgroup decomposition. The subgroup decomposition by 

gender of the household head and by location (urban vs rural) both showed that 

‘between the group’ inequalities were negligible. Negligible inequality contribution of 

gender of the household head was also obtained by Morduch and Sicular (2002), Fields 

(2003), Wan and Zhou (2005) and Cowell and Fiorio (2011). In reference to owning no 

cattle ‘having no cattle’ having 10 or more cattle contributed positively, although 

negligibly to inequality. Having between 1 and 9 cattle equalised income in 2009/10. 

This variable was insignificant in 2002/03 due to the drought relief programmes 

implemented in that period.  
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Decomposition of inequality reveals that about 47% and 49% of inequality in 2002/03 

and 2009/10, respectively, is derived from the residual term. This residual contribution 

captures attributes in inequality that are not captured by the regression. It captures the 

unobserved effects on inequality such as the effects of variables like economic growth 

and trade liberalisation. Though this value may seem high, it is consistent with other 

studies. In fact previous research has found relatively higher contributions of the 

residual term to inequality. For instance, Morduch and Sicular have an error term 

contribution of as high as 90% when decomposition was carried out using Theil’s index. 

The contribution falls to 40% when the Gini coefficient is used, although they 

concluded that Theil’s index provided a better measure. Wan and Zhou (2005) ran a 

number of regression for a couple of surveys conducted in different years and their 

highest residual contribution to inequality was recorded at 40%. Yun (2006) found the 

contribution of the residual to be as high as 78.3%. 

 

5.5 Conclusion and Policy Recommendation 

 

Vision 2016 set out to achieve a more equitable income distribution in Botswana by 

2016. A number of strategies and policy programmes were set in place and amended in 

order to achieve this. Unfortunately between 1993/94 and 2009/10 GDP per capita and 

household consumption in Botswana increased but this was not followed by a decline in 

inequality. The objective of this chapter was identifying factors that drive inequality in 

Botswana. To achieve this, subgroup inequality decomposition, source income 

inequality decomposition, and regression based inequality decomposition were 

employed.  

The subgroup decomposition was carried out by the use of the Theil index and the Gini 

coefficient. Results from this decomposition revealed that for most subgroup categories 

inequality had increased between 1993/94 and 2002/03 but decreased between 2002/03 

and 2009/10. The ‘between the group’ inequality decomposition was always smaller 

than ‘within the group’ inequality for all the subgroup decompositions. The 

decomposition by factor income found wages contribute significantly to inequality in 

Botswana. 
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The regression based inequality decomposition findings show that the impact on 

inequality of explanatory variables can be divided into three groups. The first group 

comprising of variables that contribute significantly to income inequality. These 

variables are secondary education, tertiary education, number of paid employees for 

2002/03, and number of children in a household. The second group comprises of 

variables that have a positive but small impacts on inequality such as all the sector 

variables, whether the household resides in the urban area, and gender of the household 

head. The third group comprises of variables that equalise income such as primary 

education, age, and owing less than 10 cattle.  
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5.6 APPENDIX Table A2:  Inequality Bootstrap Std. Err.  

Category Year Subgroup Index Inequality 

Std. 

Err. [95% Conf. Interval] 

Gender  1993/94 Male Gini 0.640 0.013 0.615 0.665 

  

  

Theil 0.872 0.047 0.779 0.966 

  

 

Female Gini 0.499 0.012 0.474 0.523 

  

  

Theil 0.514 0.034 0.446 0.582 

  2002/03 Male Gini 0.663 0.009 0.645 0.681 

  

  

Theil 0.930 0.045 0.840 1.021 

  

 

Female Gini 0.593 0.007 0.578 0.608 

  

  

Theil 0.717 0.025 0.667 0.767 

  2009/10 Male Gini 0.620 0.011 0.598 0.642 

  

  

Theil 0.869 0.072 0.727 1.012 

  

 

Female Gini 0.562 0.008 0.547 0.577 

      Theil 0.673 0.033 0.607 0.738 

Region 1993/94 Urban Gini 0.609 0.011 0.588 0.630 

  

  

Theil 0.723 0.034 0.655 0.790 

  

 

Semi Urban Gini 0.552 0.015 0.522 0.582 

  

  

Theil 0.654 0.048 0.558 0.750 

  

 

Rural Gini 0.489 0.017 0.455 0.523 

  

  

Theil 0.525 0.061 0.404 0.646 

  2002/03 Urban Gini 0.582 0.010 0.562 0.602 

  

  

Theil 0.666 0.043 0.581 0.751 

  

 

Semi Urban Gini 0.612 0.009 0.594 0.630 

  

  

Theil 0.765 0.030 0.706 0.824 

  

 

Rural Gini 0.609 0.019 0.571 0.647 

  

  

Theil 0.950 0.110 0.732 1.168 

  2009/10 Urban Gini 0.599 0.019 0.562 0.636 

  

  

Theil 0.825 0.106 0.614 1.036 

  

 

Semi Urban Gini 0.583 0.011 0.561 0.606 

  

  

Theil 0.712 0.045 0.623 0.802 

  

 

Rural Gini 0.568 0.010 0.548 0.587 

      Theil 0.716 0.043 0.631 0.800 

Age 1993/94 below 25 Gini 0.545 0.022 0.502 0.588 

  

  

Theil 0.585 0.061 0.464 0.706 

  

 

26 -35 Gini 0.644 0.018 0.608 0.679 

  

  

Theil 0.873 0.062 0.750 0.995 

  

 

36 -45 Gini 0.617 0.013 0.590 0.644 

  

  

Theil 0.781 0.040 0.703 0.860 

  

 

46 -55 Gini 0.582 0.018 0.546 0.617 

  

  

Theil 0.718 0.060 0.599 0.837 

  

 

56 – 65 Gini 0.518 0.033 0.452 0.584 

  

  

Theil 0.671 0.142 0.389 0.954 

  

 

above 65 Gini 0.426 0.018 0.390 0.462 

  

  

Theil 0.344 0.037 0.270 0.417 

  2002/03 below 25 Gini 0.560 0.017 0.527 0.593 

  

  

Theil 0.598 0.051 0.497 0.700 

  

 

26 -35 Gini 0.602 0.010 0.583 0.622 

  

  

Theil 0.699 0.033 0.633 0.764 

  

 

36 -45 Gini 0.637 0.011 0.615 0.659 

  

  

Theil 0.799 0.041 0.718 0.881 

  

 

46 -55 Gini 0.667 0.020 0.628 0.706 

  

  

Theil 1.061 0.116 0.830 1.292 

  

 

56 – 65 Gini 0.634 0.025 0.586 0.683 

  

  

Theil 0.994 0.145 0.706 1.282 

  

 

above 65 Gini 0.545 0.022 0.502 0.588 
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Category  Year Subgroup Index Inequality 

Std. 

Err. [95% Conf. Interval] 

  

  

Theil 0.681 0.065 0.552 0.810 

  2009/10 below 25 Gini 0.562 0.033 0.496 0.628 

  

  

Theil 0.712 0.187 0.340 1.083 

  

 

26 -35 Gini 0.589 0.011 0.568 0.611 

  

  

Theil 0.701 0.039 0.623 0.779 

  

 

36 -45 Gini 0.610 0.023 0.565 0.655 

  

  

Theil 0.858 0.146 0.568 1.148 

  

 

46 -55 Gini 0.582 0.013 0.557 0.608 

  

  

Theil 0.742 0.054 0.635 0.850 

  

 

56 – 65 Gini 0.597 0.026 0.545 0.649 

  

  

Theil 0.920 0.115 0.692 1.147 

  

 

above 65 Gini 0.548 0.021 0.506 0.590 

      Theil 0.721 0.089 0.545 0.897 

District 1993/94 Gaborone Gini 0.595 0.015 0.566 0.625 

  

 
 Theil 0.659 0.046 0.568 0.749 

  

 

Francistown Gini 0.605 0.025 0.556 0.654 

  

 
 Theil 0.764 0.092 0.582 0.947 

  

 

Lobatse Gini 0.535 0.024 0.487 0.583 

  

 
 Theil 0.515 0.050 0.417 0.614 

  

 

Selibe-Phikwe Gini 0.573 0.025 0.522 0.623 

  

 
 Theil 0.623 0.062 0.501 0.745 

  

 

Orapa Gini 0.460 0.049 0.363 0.557 

  

 
 Theil 0.387 0.084 0.221 0.553 

  

 

Jwaneng Gini 0.653 0.044 0.565 0.740 

  

 
 Theil 0.949 0.139 0.673 1.225 

  

 

Southern Districts Gini 0.576 0.026 0.523 0.628 

  

 
 Theil 0.703 0.090 0.524 0.882 

  

 

South East District Gini 0.523 0.066 0.391 0.654 

  

 
 Theil 0.679 0.198 0.285 1.073 

  

 

Kweneng District Gini 0.593 0.045 0.503 0.683 

  

 
 Theil 0.892 0.189 0.517 1.266 

  

 

Kgatleng District Gini 0.396 0.035 0.326 0.466 

  

 
 Theil 0.293 0.055 0.184 0.402 

  

 

Central District Gini 0.471 0.020 0.431 0.511 

  

 
 Theil 0.504 0.073 0.360 0.649 

  

 

North East District Gini 0.402 0.063 0.278 0.527 

  

 
 Theil 0.332 0.128 0.079 0.586 

  

 

Ngamiland Gini 0.409 0.033 0.343 0.474 

  

 
 Theil 0.303 0.055 0.194 0.412 

  

 

Ghanzi Gini 0.695 0.036 0.623 0.768 

  

 
 Theil 1.039 0.135 0.771 1.307 

  

 

Kgalagadi South Gini 0.565 0.053 0.461 0.670 

  

  

Theil 0.618 0.126 0.369 0.867 

  2002/03 Gaborone Gini 0.569 0.015 0.539 0.599 

  

 
 Theil 0.645 0.063 0.519 0.771 

  

 

Francistown Gini 0.586 0.026 0.535 0.637 

  

 
 Theil 0.657 0.089 0.481 0.833 

  

 

Lobatse Gini 0.604 0.025 0.554 0.655 

  

 
 Theil 0.732 0.083 0.568 0.897 

  

 

Selibe-Phikwe Gini 0.586 0.026 0.534 0.638 

  

 
 Theil 0.737 0.090 0.558 0.915 

  

 

Orapa Gini 0.529 0.034 0.462 0.597 

  

 
 Theil 0.521 0.085 0.352 0.689 

  

 

Jwaneng Gini 0.423 0.024 0.375 0.470 

  

 
 Theil 0.289 0.034 0.222 0.356 
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Category Year Sub group Index Inequality 

Std. 

Err. [95% Conf. Interval] 

  

 

Sowa Town Gini 0.441 0.064 0.315 0.567 

  

  

Theil 0.403 0.123 0.158 0.647 

  

 

Southern Districts Gini 0.552 0.030 0.492 0.612 

  

 
 

Theil 0.752 0.130 0.494 1.010 

  

 

South East District Gini 0.607 0.023 0.560 0.653 

  

 
 

Theil 0.662 0.063 0.537 0.787 

  

 

Kweneng District Gini 0.582 0.017 0.548 0.615 

  

 
 

Theil 0.698 0.051 0.596 0.799 

  

 

Kgatleng District Gini 0.657 0.003 0.627      0.738  

  

 
 

Theil 1.066     0.004        0.899        1.329 

  

 

Central District Gini 0.594 0.012 0.570 0.618 

  

 
 Theil 0.761 0.047 0.668 0.854 

  

 

North East District Gini 0.534 0.058 0.419 0.649 

  

 
 

Theil 0.704 0.176 0.355 1.052 

  

 

Ngamiland Gini 0.717 0.028 0.663 0.772 

  

 
 Theil 1.239 0.163 0.915 1.563 

  

 

Ghanzi Gini 0.543 0.060 0.424 0.663 

  

 
 Theil 0.667 0.239 0.193 1.141 

  

 

Kgalagadi South Gini 0.593 0.037 0.520 0.666 

  

  

Theil 0.702 0.098 0.508 0.897 

  2009/10 Gaborone Gini 0.605 0.028 0.549 0.661 

  

 
 Theil 0.870 0.162 0.548 1.192 

  

 

Francistown Gini 0.582 0.023 0.537 0.627 

  

 
 Theil 0.672 0.066 0.540 0.803 

  

 

Lobatse Gini 0.616 0.069 0.479 0.753 

  

 
 Theil 1.163 0.394 0.382 1.944 

  

 

Selibe-Phikwe Gini 0.547 0.025 0.497 0.597 

  

 
 Theil 0.566 0.063 0.441 0.691 

  

 

Orapa Gini 0.490 0.050 0.390 0.590 

  

 
 Theil 0.493 0.127 0.241 0.744 

  

 

Jwaneng Gini 0.462 0.034 0.394 0.529 

  

 
 Theil 0.389 0.059 0.272 0.505 

  

 

Sowa Town Gini 0.745 0.054 0.637 0.853 

  

  

Theil 1.273 0.234 0.808 1.738 

  

 

Southern Districts Gini 0.562 0.019 0.525 0.599 

  

 
 

Theil 0.715 0.086 0.544 0.886 

  

 

South East District Gini 0.541 0.019 0.502 0.579 

  

 
 Theil 0.539 0.041 0.458 0.620 

  

 

Kweneng District Gini 0.560 0.017 0.525 0.594 

  

 
 Theil 0.631 0.051 0.529 0.733 

  

 

Kgatleng District Gini 0.657     0.021        0.582        0.756 

  

 
 

Theil 0.599     0.015        0.523        0.642 

  

 

Central District Gini 0.578 0.013 0.552 0.603 

  

 
 Theil 0.724 0.048 0.629 0.819 

  

 

North East District Gini 0.624 0.040 0.545 0.703 

  

 
 Theil 1.047 0.211 0.629 1.465 

  

 

Ngamiland Gini 0.177 0.007 0.162 0.191 

  

 
 Theil 0.056 0.004 0.047 0.064 

  

 

Ghanzi Gini 0.564 0.028 0.508 0.620 

  

 
 Theil 0.621 0.065 0.493 0.750 

  

 

Kgalagadi South Gini 0.624 0.047 0.530 0.718 

  

  

Theil 1.077 0.255 0.570 1.583 

 Education 2002/03 No Schooling Gini 0.516 0.015 0.487 0.545 

  

  

Theil 0.575 0.046 0.485 0.666 

  

 

Primary Gini 0.527 0.017 0.494 0.560 

  

  

Theil 0.608 0.070 0.468 0.747 

  

 

Secondary Gini 0.545 0.013 0.520 0.571 

  

  

Theil 0.574 0.035 0.504 0.645 
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Category Year Sub group Index Inequality 

Std. 

Err. [95% Conf. Interval] 

  

 

Tertiary Gini 0.558 0.011 0.536 0.581 

  

  

Theil 0.616 0.043 0.530 0.702 

  2009/10 No Schooling Gini 0.581 0.026 0.529 0.632 

  

  

Theil 0.952 0.181 0.594 1.311 

  

 

Primary Gini 0.494 0.009 0.476 0.512 

  

  

Theil 0.469 0.022 0.425 0.513 

  

 

Secondary Gini 0.551 0.011 0.529 0.573 

  

  

Theil 0.615 0.035 0.546 0.684 

  

 

Tertiary Gini 0.549 0.013 0.524 0.574 

      Theil 0.623 0.042 0.539 0.708 

Source: Author’s estimation using HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10  

Note: All presented inequality measures are statistically significant at 95% 
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CHAPTER 6: THE IMPACT OF VAT ON POVERTY AND 

INEQUALITY IN BOTSWANA 

6.1 Introduction  

 

As mentioned previously, the financial year 1998/99 signalled a turning point in 

Botswana’s fiscal position. Prior to this, Botswana had maintained a record of 16 years 

of consecutive budget surpluses. Deficits that occurred after 1998/99 were mainly 

attributed to the slowdown of growth of the mineral sector and to trade agreements that 

Botswana had enacted with the aim of liberalizing trade. The contribution of mineral 

revenue to total government revenue declined from about 55% in 2001/02 to about 34% 

in 2008/09, (Figure 6.1). Revenue from the mineral sector is expected to fall further in 

the coming years  as diamond production is projected to decline sharply by 2029 due to 

the exhaustion of reserves and projected high costs of production (Basdevant, 2008). 

Given the requirements of trade agreements that Botswana has ratified in the past
17

, the 

government’s income from customs and excise, which has been the second largest 

contributor to revenue since 2003/04 (Figure, 6.1), is also projected to fall in the near 

future. 

There is an urgent need for the Botswana government to diversify its sources of revenue 

with the objective of increasing total revenue. This provides an opportunity for tax 

reforms that will ensure the redistributive aspect of taxes is prioritised as sources of 

revenue collection increase. This is of great importance, as Botswana has placed poverty 

reduction and inequality as one its top national objectives. However, increasing 

corporate taxes is not seen as a viable option, for government policies favour private 

investment in order to create employment opportunities, which is recognised as an 

avenue to reduce inequality and poverty. Revenue from non-tax sources is very difficult 

to manipulate and the scope of levying taxes on income is limited in a developing 

country like Botswana due to low levels of employment. Indirect taxes, in particular 

Value Added Tax (VAT), seem to be the only viable means of raising revenue.  

The past two decades have witnessed widespread reforms of tax structures in 

developing countries, these being instigated by international financial institutions such 

as the IMF and the World Bank. Although, Botswana did not undergo Structural 

                                                 
17

 The SACU-USA Trade Agreement and the SADC Free Trade were ratified in 2008 and 1998 

respectively.  
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Adjustment Programs designed by these institutions, nonetheless, a number of indirect 

tax reforms were implemented. VAT was introduced in July 2002 to replace sales taxes. 

The main reason for its introduction was its potential to provide the government with a 

broader and more sustainable revenue base. In the first year of its implementation, it 

raised three times more revenue than sales tax collected  in the previous year (Bank of 

Botswana, 2010). 

 

Figure 6.1: Share of Various Sources of Government Revenue (2001/02 – 2008/09) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Derived by author from Bank of Botswana (2010) 

 

Despite its revenue raising capacity, numerous concerns have been raised regarding the 

use of VAT to finance budget deficits. The main concern is that the potential design of 

VAT fails to place priority in reduction of poverty and inequality as dictated by Vision 

2016. Unlike personal income tax, which is progressive in nature, VAT is imposed on 

everyone irrespective of their level of income. This implies that basic necessities such as 

food that are consumed by both the rich and the poor are taxed equally. However, the 

budget shares of the poor for these items are much larger than the rich, as is also the 

burden of the tax on the poor. In addition, rich households have the capacity to pay an 

even lower proportion of their income using the regressive VAT, thus saving their 

income. Policy debates surrounding these issues call for VAT on food and other basic 

necessities to either be reduced or totally removed. This argument is supported by the 

fact that the Botswana Core Welfare Indicator Survey (BCWIS) of 2009/10 indicates 
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that households in the lowest income decile spend about 40% of their income on food 

compared to 8% spent by households in the highest income decile. 

In light of the above considerations, the value added tax has been designed with some 

distributional effects by the government. Under the VAT system, Botswana’s staple 

foods (maize and sorghum), which make up a large proportion of low income 

households food diet, is zero rated. Despite this, exemption in the VAT system and 

variation in expenditure across households may mean that individuals with low incomes 

still shoulder more of the VAT burden.  Instead of increasing VAT, policy debates 

centering around reduction in poverty and inequality dictates that government should 

raise revenue by increasing the marginal rate of personal income tax, which is 

progressive and has a high tax free threshold, to protect the poor.  

Kaplanoglou and Newbery (2003) and Newbery (1997) to some degree support this 

argument. They argue that in a properly designed tax system, direct tax should be used 

to collect revenue and to some extent address distributional issues. In such a system, 

indirect taxes should be left to make only minor improvements to distribution and 

efficiency goals, such as addressing externalities. A well designed system of social 

expenditure on health, education and welfare transfers is viewed as a better way of 

addressing distribution and poverty concerns. However, in developing countries like 

Botswana, where formal employment and business activities are relatively lower when 

compared to developed countries, taxes on consumption provide a better source of 

revenue. If consumption taxes are to take the lead role then they should be designed to 

take into account distributional and poverty alleviation goals, as do most income taxes. 

This is important, as Botswana has limited social welfare programs in comparison to 

developed countries. Social welfare programs on average took up only 2% of 

government expenditure annually between 2005 and 2010 (Statistics Botswana, 2011).   

VAT may also violate the vertical, horizontal and re-ranking equity principles of a tax. 

Vertical equity requires that unequals in the tax system should be treated unequally, 

while horizontal equity as a principle of taxation calls for individuals with identical pre-

tax income to pay equal amounts of tax. The re-ranking effect is concerned with rank 

reversal that occurs in post-tax income when a tax is imposed. The view that  equals 

should be treated equally is intuitively appealing and has been accepted as important. 

Lack of horizontal equity compromises welfare maximization and income equality, and 

“provoke[s] envy by those treated less favourably” (Atkinson, 1980). Horizontal 
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inequity is mainly caused by taste differences among similar households in the case of 

indirect taxes.  

Concerns regarding the potential adverse impact of government policies on poverty and 

inequality are at the heart of the nation’s Vision 2016. Tax reforms should be generally 

efficient and driven by the objectives to raise revenue and redistribute income, but at the 

same time they should limit distortion of economic activities. Tax reforms in Botswana 

have been primarily concerned with the fiscal objective of raising revenue and 

minimizing the distortions. Less emphasis has been placed on the distribution of 

income, yet price changes brought about by changes in indirect taxes have the potential 

to decrease the real incomes of relatively poorer households, and as a result may 

increase poverty and inequality. 

Outside the mineral sector, VAT generates a considerable amount of Government 

revenue. In 2010/11, 16% of tax revenue was acquired from VAT compared to 4% 

when it was first implemented in July 2002. There is a strong likelihood that VAT will 

be increased in the future if there are any economic shocks. How does such an increase 

affect various households in Botswana, and what impact will it have on poor 

households? These are important questions that need to be properly investigated given 

that VAT is imposed on consumers equally without any regard to the variations in the 

level of income. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to examine the impact of indirect tax 

reforms (mainly VAT and the alcohol levy) on poverty and income distribution in 

Botswana and to recommend an alternative tax reform as proposed by policy debates, 

but guided by economic principles. The study will also establish the vertical, horizontal 

and re-ranking effects of VAT in Botswana. The rest of this chapter is organised in the 

following way: Section 6.2 gives an overview of VAT in Botswana; Section 6.3 

examines factors to consider when designing an alternative VAT policy; and Section 6.4 

is dedicated to the empirical analysis. Concluding remarks and policy implications will be 

dealt with in the last section (6.5). 

6.2 VAT in Botswana 

 

In recent years, as a means of increasing revenue as opposed to increasing direct taxes, 

the government of Botswana has leaned towards expanding indirect taxes. In particular, 

the past decade has seen the introduction of the VAT as a preferred consumption tax. As 

a replacement for sales taxes, the introduction of VAT in July 2002 was considered a 
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fairer and more efficient tax, for the built in credit facility ensured it did not become a 

business expense. In addition, tax cascading was reduced or avoided. Other arguments, 

in favour of VAT included the fact that it performed under a more effective 

administrative system. It also had a potential to provide Government with a broader and 

more sustainable revenue base.  

When VAT was introduced in 2002, there were two rates: the standard rate and the zero 

rate. Zero rated commodities included exports, international transport services, maize 

and sorghum for human consumption (in all forms), petrol and diesel. Exemption was 

also extended to residential rentals, international financial services, education, a few 

specified drugs, and some agricultural implements. The standard rate, which was 10% 

in 2002, was applied to all commodities that were not zero rated or exempted. 

Businesses with annual turnover of less than P250 000 were exempted from value-

added taxation. Effectively, the arrangement has meant that businesses in the informal 

sector pay value-added tax for any inputs they purchase from the formal sector but will 

not incur value-added tax on their sales. In 2010, after the effects of the Global 

Financial Crisis, the VAT rate was revised upwards to 12% in order to help increase 

government revenue. The VAT business registration threshold was increased from 

P250, 000 to P500, 000 in July 2011. 

In 2008, the alcohol levy (an excise tax) of 30% was introduced in order to discourage 

negative behaviour associated with alcohol consumption but also to reduce its negative 

impact on health. Initially the levy was to be imposed at a 70% rate, but this was legally 

contested by the Botswana Breweries and other alcohol related businesses, on the 

grounds that this would lead to sharp cuts in employment.   

 

6.3 Factors to consider when designing an Alternative VAT policy 

 

In addition to modelling the impact of changes in VAT since 1996, this study attempts 

to model alternative policy scenarios as guided by policy debates and economic theory. 

While designing a tax policy that takes into consideration the strategy of reducing 

poverty and inequality, one needs to both examine the current tax system, as well as to 

observe the variation in expenditure across various categories of households. This is 

important, as the variation in VAT liabilities across households is dependent on the 
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consumption of zero rated and exempted commodities, as well as on the household’s 

consumption of its own production. In order to take the distributional goals aboard 

when designing a tax reform, it is important to establish what spending decisions are 

made by households with different income levels. The following sub-section examines 

where the spending of various groups is allocated (who consumes what), and who 

actually pays VAT in Botswana. It also considers the models that have been used to 

identify goods that are highly consumed by the more socially deserving groups.  

 

6.3.1 Patterns and Tax Incidence in Botswana: A Comparative Analysis 

 

Expenditure patterns of households can vary over time due to changes in factors such as 

disposable income, wealth, prices, age, health status and consumer preferences. 

Household expenditure can also be affected by changes in the provision of government 

services, government social security and other income and tax transfers. In 2011 

household final consumption expenditure in Botswana accounted for over half of GDP 

(Bank of Botswana, 2012). This large proportion of household expenditure implies that 

expenditure decisions of households can have important effects on the distribution of 

economic activity between industries and regions and that they have the ability to 

influence the aggregate level of economic activity. 

In 2009/10, Botswana households spent, on average, P3046 per month on goods and 

services. This amount was an increase of 31% from the consumption expenditure in 

2002/03 (Statistics Botswana, 2013). From Table 6.1, it can be observed that the largest 

proportion of expenditure was allocated to food and transportation items during the 

three consecutive household survey periods. The proportion allocated to transport was 

higher than the food proportion in the 2009/10 survey.  A significant proportion of 

transport expenditure went towards diesel and petrol. Another group of expenditure 

items that accounted for a relatively larger share of household budget was housing, 

water, electricity and other fuels, excluding fuels used for transportation. The budget 

share of education fell from 5.4% in 1993/94 to 1.5% in 2009/10, while that of health 

dropped from 4.3% in 1993/94 to 0.8% in 2009/10. 
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Table 6.1:  Average Household budget Shares for selected years (1993/94, 2002/03 

and 2009/10) 

 
  1993/95 2002/04 2009/10 

1 Food 19.1 22.0 17.6 

2 Alcohol & Tobacco 13.9 8.7 9.2 

3 Clothing & Footwear 6.4 6.6 7.7 

4 Housing 15.2 14.2 12.3 

5 Household goods 11.5 8.4 8.2 

6 Health 4.3 2.1 0.8 

7 Transport 18.6 15.6 21.3 

8 Communication   3.4 5.3 

9 Recreation 2.5 3.5 4.6 

10 Education 5.4 3.5 1.5 

11 Hotel and Restaurants   0.2 2.8 

12 Miscellaneous 3.1 11.8 8.6 

 Total 100 100 100 

Source: Estimated by the author from HIES 1993/94, HIES 2002/03 and BWCIS 2009/10 

In this study tax liabilities are assessed mainly in terms of standard of living, measured 

in terms of the consumption level of the household. Consumption in this case comprises 

expenditure, in kind goods and services, consumption of household’s self-produced 

goods and services, and gifts in the form of goods and services. When using 

expenditure/consumption rather than income to measure living standards
18

, Decoster 

and Verbina (2003) argued that the expenditure of durables goods is a poor measure of 

the standard of living. Households that bought a durable good during the survey period 

would have been classified wrongly in a high expenditure group if this outlay was 

treated in the same way as other expenditure. This can be solved by either omitting the 

durable expenditures or imputing user cost of durables. Although the estimation of user 

cost is more appropriate, relevant data required for this exercise is not available and 

hence the alternative option is employed in this study.  

Many studies have found VAT to be regressive in terms of income but progressive 

when expressed in terms of consumption. Table 6.2, gives the current incidence of VAT 

faced by households in various deciles, as well as by locations and by the genders of 

household heads in terms of consumption in 2002/03. The 2009/10 BCWIS dataset is 

not used in this particular analysis, as this survey does not have disaggregated 

expenditure data. The national average effective VAT rate faced by households is 

                                                 
18

 Other studies that use expenditure rather than income as a measure of standard of living in analysing 

the impact of indirect taxes are Creedy (2001), Creedy (2002), Kaplanoglou and Newbery (2003), and 

Nicita (2008), amongst others   
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6.90%. As shown in this Table, households in semi urban areas faced the highest VAT 

rates, at 7.34% on average, compared to households in towns and cities and rural areas 

that had average effective VAT rates of 6.80% and 6.56%, respectively. Male-headed 

households faced a relatively lower effective VAT rate on average when compared to 

their female counterparts. When consumption is used as a measure of standard of living, 

VAT is progressive in Botswana, as shown in Table 6.2.  

Table 6.2: Tax Incidence of VAT by Decile (of expenditure), Gender of Household 

Head and Locality (Using HIES 2002/03 and the 2002 VAT Rate) 

 

  
Decile 

Average HH 

Total 

Consumption
a
 

Effective 

VAT 

Rate 

Decile  1 63 6.25% 

  2 125 6.62% 

  3 184 6.75% 

  4 260 6.97% 

  5 365 7.02% 

  6 514 6.99% 

  7 730 7.24% 

  8 1073 7.14% 

  9 1733 7.15% 

  10 5116 6.86% 

Gender  Male 1367 6.83% 

  Female 815 6.99% 

Locality Towns and cities 1486 6.80% 

  Semi urban 970 7.34% 

  Rural  582 6.56% 

National National  1004 6.90% 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 data. 

a – Total consumption refers to adult equivalent consumption which is comprised of consumption 

expenditure, consumption in-kind, consumption of own produced goods and gifts in form of goods and 

services 
 

 

6.3.2 Necessities versus Luxuries   

 

In a tax system, there is normally a tradeoff between the goals of redistribution and 

those of efficiency. Those who advocate for redistribution call for taxes on necessities to 

be lower or totally removed. However, lower tax rates imposed on necessities may 

create inefficiency by proving an artificial incentive for consumers to shift budgets in 

favour of necessities. Under a set of consumer preference assumptions, the theory of 

optimal taxation promotes uniform rates irrespective of whether a commodity is a 

luxury or a necessity. Uniform tax rates are imposed when commodities are weakly 

separable from decisions to engage in paid employment. Under weak separability, 

consumers will split their income amongst the various commodities in the same manner, 
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irrespective of the amount of hours of work that are required to earn the income. Hence 

working more or working less has no effect on the relative appeal of the various 

consumer commodities as they have no special relationship to work. 

Under weak separability, taxing a necessity lowers incentive to work compared with 

revenue raised by taxing a luxury. This is because the share spent on necessities 

decreases as income increases. Hence the share of the last marginal dollar allocated to 

necessities is always smaller than the average share of all earnings allocated to other 

purchases. However the portion of the marginal dollar allocated to necessities 

determines the size of the work disincentives generated by taxing them, while the 

average share spent on necessities determines the revenue gain from taxing them. 

Because the marginal share is smaller than the average share, the taxation of necessities 

has a smaller effect on work incentives, compared with revenue raised (Viard, 2011). 

According to this argument, necessities should be taxed more than luxuries (Ramsey, 

1927). 

Bagwell and Bernheim (1996), and Ng (1987)’s views contradict this argument. 

According to Bagwell and Bernheim (1996) luxury goods have Veblen effects,  defined 

as a willingness to pay a higher price for a functionally equivalent good, that arises from 

the desire to signal wealth. Ng (1987) indicates that a change in the price of a luxury 

good leaves its value and the amounts of all other goods consumed unchanged, and 

hence it is optimal to tax a luxury good at a very high tax rate. Ireland (1994) found 

there arises a welfare loss from consuming a conspicuous good for status-seeking 

purposes, and the tax on that good may result in a welfare improvement.  

The question that arises is which goods are defined as luxuries and which goods are 

necessities, or even which goods are complements to work.  An acceptable way to 

establish the nature of the good is by the use of Engel curves. An Engel curve describes 

how household expenditure of a particular good changes with income. An Engel curve 

of a particular good reflects its income elasticity and also indicates whether the good is 

an inferior, a normal, or a necessity or a luxury good. For a necessity the budget share 

declines as income increases, while a luxury exhibits the opposite effect. There were 

notable differences in budget share patterns by income levels in Botswana. Table 6.3, 

provides the average budget share by decile of the standard of living. As expected, the 

households in the lowest income decile (decile 1 in Table 6.3) spent a larger proportion 

of their total average expenditure on food. The HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 
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indicate that households in the bottom deciles spent on average, respectively, 53% and 

39% of their income on food. 

After food, the next largest budget share for households in this decile was alcohol and 

tobacco, which was 10% in 2002/03 but which had increased to 22% in 2009/10. 

Households in the highest income deciles, on the other hand, spent a greatest proportion 

of their budget on transport (19% in 2002/03 and 35% in 2009/10), followed by the 

miscellaneous category which was  16% in 2002/03 and 11% in 2009/10. The budget 

share for household goods remained constant at 9% for this decile during the two survey 

periods, although the budget share for housing decreased from 15% in 2002/03 to 9% in 

2009/10. The budget share of alcohol and tobacco for this income group decreased from 

9% in 2002.03 to 3% in 2009/10.  Of particular note is the decline in the budget shares 

for food across all deciles between 2002/03 and 2009/10. In contrast to this, budget 

shares on alcohol and tobacco have increased which could be possibly attributed to the 

alcohol levy. 

It can be concluded that food is a necessity for households in the lower deciles, as they 

devote a larger proportion of their expenditure towards this item relative to households 

with higher incomes. Of note, Table 6.3 also reveals that alcohol and tobacco budget 

shares were similar to that of food in 2009/10 but that this was not the case in 2002/03.  

In 2009/10 alcohol and tobacco budget shares decreased at higher levels of income. 

However, a more reliable way of illustrating how expenditure is allocated by income 

level is to use non-parametric Engel curves. This approach is considered superior to 

average budget shares per decile, as it overcomes the problems associated with large 

variations in the sample and the possible presence of outliers.
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Table 6.3: Budget Shares by Decile (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

  

Deciles  

Item  Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Food  2002/03 0.53 0.49 0.39 0.34 0.32 0.27 0.26 0.21 0.15 0.13 

  2009/10 0.39 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.19 0.16 0.08 

 Alcohol & Tobacco 2002/03 0.10 0.07 0.14 0.10 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.09 

  2009/10 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.03 

 Clothing & Footwear 2002/03 0.05 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.05 

  2009/10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.05 

 Housing 2002/03 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.15 

  2009/10 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.09 

 Household goods 2002/03 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.09 

  2009/10 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.09 

 Health 2002/03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 

  2009/10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

 Transport 1993/94  0.06 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.19 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.19 

  2009/10 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.16 0.20 0.35 

 Communication 2002/03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 

  2009/10 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.04 

 Recreation & Culture 2002/03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 

  2009/10 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 

 Education 2002/03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.02 

  2009/10 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 

 Restaurants & Hotels 2002/03 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.002 

  2009/10 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.004 0.002 0.006 0.006 0.011 0.063 

 Miscellaneous 2002/03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.16 

  2009/10 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.11 

 2002/03 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Total 2009/10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 
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Non parametric techniques are also preferred over parametric approaches as the latter 

requires an a priori assumption about the functional form, while the former allows for 

the data itself to reveal the actual shape of the estimate (Engel and Kneip, 1996).  

Figures 6.2 to 6.12 provide Engel curves for 13 groups of commodities estimated for 

Botswana, using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10.   

The nonparametric regression approach used for the Engel curves is local linear 

regression. Local linear regression fits straight lines locally to the data whereby only a 

limited number of neighbouring observations which are determined by the bandwidth 

are used. Neighbouring observations further away are given less weights in this 

technique (Bowman and Azzalini, 1997). Locally weighted scatterplot smoothing 

(LOWESS) is the local linear regression technique used in this chapter. LOWESS is a 

local linear estimator that uses the tricube kernel function to easily evaluate adequately 

smooth weights for neighbouring observations, (Cleveland, 1979).  

Figure 6.2: Food Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 
 

 

This analysis also illustrates that food is somewhat a necessity, as these budget shares 

tend to decline as the log of total expenditure increases (Figure 6.2). However, detailed 

inspection shows that food is not a necessity over the whole expenditure range. It 

switches character over the distribution. The food budget shares only start to decline in 

the second decile, hence, at lower levels of expenditure food is considered a luxury. 

This finding is similar to that obtained by Decoster and Verbina (2003) for Russian 

households. A similar observation led to the modification of Muellbauer and Deaton 
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(1980)’s Almost Ideal Demand Systems AIDS) demand system by Banks et al. (1997) 

into a quadratic version called QUAIDS.  

The food budget share curves, shown in Figure 6.2, are almost identical for 2002/03 and 

2009/10. This, however, is not always the case with other goods analysed. Figure 6.4 

shows that the Engel curves for alcohol and tobacco in the two periods differed in 

shape. In 2002/03 alcohol and tobacco seemed to be in the luxury category, with 

households with lower income spending a lesser proportion of their income 

(expenditure) on alcohol and tobacco than households with higher incomes. In 2009/10 

alcohol and tobacco saw a lesser resemblance to the food budget share, indicating that 

alcohol and tobacco was a necessity, especially at the lower end of the expenditure tail.  

 

 

Figure 6.3: Alcohol & Tobacco Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 

 

 

Clothing and footwear (Figure 6.5), utilities and fuel (Figure 6.7), household goods 

(Figure 6.7), and transport (Figure 6.10) have different shaped Engel curves between 

2002/03 and 2009/10. For instance transport in 2002/03 started off as a luxury at the 

lower ends of the distribution but becomes a necessity as income increased. In 2009/10 

transport was more or less a luxury throughout the entire distribution. From this analysis 

it is difficult to clearly observe whether a good is a luxury or a necessity.  
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Figure 6.4: Clothing & Footwear Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 
Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 

 
 

Figure 6.5: Housing Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 
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Figure 6.6: Utilities and Fuels Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 

a fuels in this category exclude petrol and diesel 

 

Figure 6.7: Housing Goods Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 
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Figure 6.8: Health Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 

 

Figure 6.9: Transport Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 
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Figure 6.10: Communication Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11: Recreation  and Culture Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 
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Figure 6.12: Miscellaneous Budget Shares (2002/03 and 2009/10) 

 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 and BCWIS 2009/10 

 

 

6.3.3  Goods Heavily Consumed by Low Income Households 

 

The theory of optimal taxes calls for uniform tax rates but subsequent theory developed 

by Ahmad and Stern (1984) titled ‘the theory of marginal tax reforms’, indicates that a 

difference in taxes could lead to an increase in social welfare. This theory shows that the 

social welfare effect of a marginal price change of a particular good is given by the 

weighted sum of each household’s consumption of that good. Whether a good is 

candidate for a tax reduction that would increase welfare on equity grounds is highly 

dependent on its own and cross price elasticities, as well as on a measure known as the 

distributional characteristic.  

The distributional characteristic provides an insight on how heavily a good is consumed 

by low income earners and identifies goods that are candidates for having reduced rates 

of tax on equity grounds. It is scale-neutral. Measures that lack this property are likely 

to rank goods with large aggregate consumption as candidates for reduced rates of tax. 

This is brought about because price increases for such goods have the largest total 

effects on social welfare. However, reduced tax on these goods will significantly impact 
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consumption is concentrated on the poor) do not always have large aggregate 

consumption and tax reduction on these goods items may not cause large revenue 

losses. 

 The distributional characteristic is derived as follows: consider an individualistic Social 

Welfare Function (SWF) given as W = W ( , where  is the 

indirect utility function of household h defined over total expenditures, , and the 

price vector p. Therefore, the impact on social welfare as a result of a price change 

brought about by a tax change can be expressed as follows: 

       (6.1) 

where  is the social marginal utility of money for household h. It can 

also be interpreted as the social marginal utility of transferring P1 to household h, while 

 is the consumption of good i by household h. Hence, the social welfare of a marginal 

price change is given by the weighted sum of each household’s consumption of the 

good. Since the weights reflect the social marginal value of consumption by each 

household, then the social welfare effect of a price change is dependent on both the 

level of total consumption of the good and the distribution of that good amongst the 

population. Hence, equation 6.1 yields the effect of a marginal change of tax rates on 

social welfare under assumptions of forward shifting of taxes on prices.  

 

The distributional characteristic is defined as:  

          (6.2) 

Where is the total consumption and  is the average social weight. The 

distributional characteristic will be higher, the more heavily the consumption of good i 

is concentrated on the socially deserving.  
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Solving equation 6.2 for and replacing it into equation 6.1 yields:  

        (6.3)  

In order to make equation 6.2 operational, as it contains both the distributional 

characteristics and the average social weight, which are dependent on individual social 

weights, a functional form for the social weights need to be constructed. The commonly 

used social weights, based on a utilitarian framework, use the constant elasticity of 

substitution functional form. These functions are given as follows: 

        (6.4) 

where e is the degree of inequality aversion. Given that household expenditure per 

equivalent adult is the welfare indicator for households, then the social weight (the first 

derivative of the social welfare function with respect to the welfare indicator) is given 

by , where K is the value of the adult equivalent expenditure.  

 

As indicated, e is the coefficient of inequality aversion. It can also be viewed as the 

effect of taking income from a richer household, of which a certain percentage will be 

given to a poorer household and the rest will be destroyed due to efficiency losses. If 

one household has twice the income of the other, then when e=0 this move would be 

approved only if the poorer household receives all income taken from the richer 

household. When e takes the value of 0.5, 1, and 2, then the amount that the poorer 

household receives out of P100 needs to be  P71, P50, and P25, respectively in order for 

the resulting distribution to give the same level of social welfare as before the transfer 

(Gibson, 1998).  

Using the 2003/04 HIES dataset the distributional characteristic is calculated for 

households in Botswana and the results are presented in Table 6.4. The 2009/10 dataset 

has not been used since expenditure items are not disaggregated as in the 2002/03 

dataset. For this purpose, different groups of commodities were divided into 40 goods. 

The results of the distributional characteristic for the three levels of inequality aversion 

used, that is, 0.5, 1 and 2, roughly yield the same results. It is not surprising that 

sorghum and maize, Botswana’s staple food, products, being zero rated goods, are the 
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main commodity groups consumed by the poor. This is followed by sugar, at all values 

of e. Oils and fat follow in the third place for e values of 0.5 and 1, but this good falls in 

the 7
th

 position when e=2.  When e=2, other fuels are ranked as the third good heavily 

consumed by the socially deserving. Other fuels besides petrol and diesel take 5
th

 place 

when the other inequality aversion coefficients are used.  From Table 6.4 it can be 

concluded that all food items are the commodities most heavily consumed by the poor. 

Personal care takes the 11
th

 position at all values of e, hence indicating personal care is 

heavily consumed by the poor. All other exempted goods and zero rated commodities, 

with the exception of maize and sorghum, do not fall in the top 15 goods consumed by 

the poor.  

The 15 commodities most consumed by low income households are (1) sorghum and 

maize, (2) sugar, (3) oils and fats, (4) other cereal and bread, (5) other fuel
19

, (6) dairy 

products and eggs, (7) vegetables, (8) meat, (9) tobacco, (10) fish, (11) personal care, 

(12) non-alcoholic drinks, (13) other foods, (14) water and (15) fruits. It was also found 

that consumption of tobacco (cigarettes) products to be highly concentrated on the poor. 

                                                 
19

 Other fuels include all fuel excluding petrol, and diesel, such as paraffin, methylated spirit, charcoal, 

gas, coal and firewood.   
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Table 6.4:  Distribution Characteristic at Different Values of e 

Rank  Expenditure  e=0.5 Rank  Expenditure  e=1 Rank  Expenditure  e=2 

1 Sorghum & Maize  0.000166 1 Sorghum & Maize  1.08E-05 1 Sorghum & Maize  8.66E-08 

2 Sugar 0.000149 2 Sugar 9.36E-06 2 Sugar 7.69E-08 

3 Oils and Fats 0.000129 3 Oils and Fats 6.81E-06 3 Fuel  5.67E-08 

4 Other Cereals and Bread 0.000128 4 Other Cereals and Bread 6.73E-06 4 Tobacco 3.99E-08 

5 Fuel  0.000127 5 Fuel  6.43E-06 5 Other Cereals and Bread 3.97E-08 

6 Dairy products& Eggs 0.000123 6 Dairy products &  Eggs 6.32E-06 6 Dairy products & Eggs 3.89E-08 

7 Vegetables 0.000120 7 Vegetables 6.05E-06 7 Oils and Fats 3.65E-08 

8 Meat 0.000116 8 Meat 5.56E-06 8 Vegetables 3.41E-08 

9 Tobacco 0.000109 9 Tobacco 5.50E-06 9 Fish 3.24E-08 

10 Fish 0.000108 10 Fish 5.31E-06 10 Meat 2.64E-08 

11 Personal Care 0.000105 11 Personal Care 4.62E-06 11 Personal Care 2.36E-08 

12 Other food 0.000101 12 Non-alcoholic beverages 4.40E-06 12 Non-alcoholic beverages 2.03E-08 

13 Non-alcoholic beverages 0.000101 13 Other food 4.33E-06 13 Transport fare 1.96E-08 

14 Fruits 0.000101 14 Water  4.22E-06 14 Water  1.84E-08 

15 Water  9.89E-05 15 Fruits 4.14E-06 15 Other food 1.67E-08 

16 Children's clothing 9.83E-05 16 Transport fare 4.09E-06 16 Fruits 1.49E-08 

17 Transport fare 9.18E-05 17 Children's clothing 3.80E-06 17 Medicines  1.38E-08 

18 Communications 9.10E-05 18 Medicines  3.60E-06 18 Communications 1.25E-08 

19 Electricity 8.87E-05 19 Communications 3.54E-06 19 Household goods 1.06E-08 

20 Medicines 8.84E-05 20 Electricity 3.19E-06 20 Rentals 1.06E-08 

21 Other Clothing 8.77E-05 21 Household goods 3.13E-06 21 Children's clothing 9.81E-09 

22 Rentals 8.63E-05 22 Other Clothing 3.12E-06 22 Electricity 8.49E-09 

23 Household goods 8.57E-05 23 Rentals 3.09E-06 23 Other Clothing 7.49E-09 

24 Adult’s clothing 8.56E-05 24 Adult’s clothing 2.91E-06 24 Mortgage 6.11E-09 

25 Insurance 7.37E-05 25 Mortgage 2.27E-06 25 Adult’s clothing 5.98E-09 

26 Mortgage 7.05E-05 26 Beer 2.10E-06 26 Beer 5.52E-09 

27 Beer 6.92E-05 27 Insurance 2.10E-06 27 Repairs and maintenance  4.74E-09 

28 Personal Effects 6.88E-05 28 Repairs and Maintenance  2.08E-06 28 Personal Effects 3.77E-09 

29 Repairs and Maintenance  6.88E-05 29 Personal Effects 2.01E-06 29 Recreation & Culture 3.40E-09 

30 Recreation & Culture 6.72E-05 30 Recreation & Culture 1.88E-06 30 Insurance 3.33E-09 
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31 Spirits 6.45E-05 31 Spirits 1.67E-06 31 Spirits 3.27E-09 

32 Petrol and diesel 6.39E-05 32 Petrol and diesel 1.64E-06 32 Medical consultancy fee 2.85E-09 

33 Wine 6.13E-05 33 Medical consultancy fee 1.52E-06 33 Other medical Service 2.36E-09 

34 Capital Housing Cost 6.02E-05 34 Wine 1.51E-06 34 Education 2.11E-09 

35 Medical consultancy fee 5.85E-05 35 Other medical Service 1.43E-06 35 Petrol and diesel 2.09E-09 

36 Other medical Service 5.76E-05 36 Capital Housing Cost 1.43E-06 36 Wine 1.83E-09 

37 Operation of transport facilities  5.10E-05 37 Education 1.29E-06 37 Capital Housing Cost 1.65E-09 

38 Education 5.00E-05 38 Operation of transport facilities  1.04E-06 38 Operation of transport facilities  1.12E-09 

39 Restaurant & Hotels 4.94E-05 39 Restaurant & Hotels 9.60E-07 39 Restaurant & Hotels 6.45E-10 

40 Purchase of vehicles 4.70E-05 40 Purchase of vehicles 8.52E-07 40 Purchase of vehicles 6.19E-10 

Source: Estimated by author using HIES 2002/03 
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6.4 Empirical Analysis 

6.4.1 The Model 

 

Implementing a tax reform will have direct and indirect effects on household welfare. 

The indirect effects are a result of a household changing their demand, and where 

possible, their supply for goods and services and factors of production due to the 

reform. The net impact of the reform will normally depend on the combined magnitudes 

of the direct and indirect effects. In order to capture the combined effect, general 

equilibrium models are employed. While partial and static modelling are conducted to 

obtain the direct impacts of the reform,  due to data limitation on prices or the quantity 

of goods purchased by each household, a static microsimulation will be employed to 

investigate the indirect impact of the VAT on poverty and inequality in Botswana. 

Hence, this model will not capture variations in the agent’s behaviour in response to 

policy changes. This omission, which could be considered a limitation, has the 

advantage of providing the impact of policy changes on distribution of target variables 

rather than on the mean as provided by regression techniques. The model also assumes 

that consumers absorb the totality of the effect that tax changes have on prices. The 

analysis examines the likely impacts of proposed reforms on household real incomes, 

and the distribution of the impacts across households, with a particular emphasis on the 

impact on the poorest households. The insights from these analyses should influence 

program design and inform the choice of alternative approaches for mitigating 

reductions in poverty and increasing inequality.  

The model simulates four policy reform scenarios as shown in Table 6.5. Scenario 1 

simulates a case where there is no VAT, scenario 2 simulations involve the impact of 

the introduction of VAT in 2002, while scenario 3 captures the effects of increasing 

VAT from 10% to 12% and the introduction of the alcohol levy in 2007. Basically, 

scenario 2 and 3 capture the impact of past VAT changes. On the other hand, scenario 4 

simulates a proposed counterfactual tax change. This simulation entails exempting or 

zero rating rentals, petrol, diesel, plus the 15 goods that are highly consumed by the 

poorer households with the exception of Tobacco. From the results of the distributional 

characteristics estimation, 15 goods that are heavily consumed by the poor have been 

identified are: (1) sorghum and maize, (2) sugar, (3) oils and fats, (4) other cereal and 

bread, (5) other fuel, (6) dairy products and eggs, (7) vegetables, (8) meat, (9) tobacco, 
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(10) fish, (11) personal care, (12) non-alcoholic drinks, (13) other foods, (14) water and 

(15) fruits. All other goods under scenario 4 incur a VAT of 14%.  

Table 6.5: Simulated Policy Scenarios 

Scenario Description  

Scenario 1 No VAT 

Scenario 2 VAT increase from 0% to 10% in 2002 

Scenario 3 VAT increase from 10% to 12% in 2010 and the introduction of the alcohol levy 

Scenario 4 

Proposed scenario with 0% VAT on the 15 goods heavily consumed by the socially 

deserving excluding Tobacco. Exemptions are also extended to rentals. A 14% VAT 

on all other goods. The alcohol levy of 30% is maintained in this scenario 

 

The 14% is employed on the basis of policy debates that have indicated that there is a 

need to harmonise VAT systems within the Southern African Custom Union (SACU). 

South Africa already has a 14% VAT rate. This recommendation is founded on the 

grounds that the difference between South Africa’s VAT regime and that of Botswana 

creates a second economic border for imports and exports and is therefore a barrier to 

trade. Studies on promoting investment, trade and economic diversification, such as 

World Trade Organisation (2003) and BIDPA -& World Bank (2006) have 

recommended that Government should push for a SACU-wide harmonisation of VAT 

regime.  

Education and health are normally exempted due to their importance but in Botswana, 

government provides public health education and health services free and available to 

all citizens. It is the well off who opt for private services in these sectors, and hence the 

reason why an exemption is not recommended. Rentals is not a high expenditure 

category for the poor, however, it is still recommended that this good still be zero rated 

on the grounds of cumbersome administration and collection. Scenario 4 still maintains 

the alcohol levy of 30%.  

 

6.4.2 The Data  

 

Unfortunately the 2009/10 BCWIS could not be applied to the current study as it lacked 

detailed disaggregated data on household expenditure which is required for analysis of 
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the impact of VAT. Hence, this chapter is based on the 2002/03 HIES. However, since 

the data used in the study was from a survey conducted more than a decade ago, the 

information on the incomes, expenditure and demographic characteristics of the survey 

population are those that existed at the time of the survey. This data no longer reflects 

the current demography, expenditures and incomes in Botswana. Therefore, this study 

adjusts the HIES 2002/03 in line with current known socio demographic and economic 

trends. The technique is known as ageing and it is widely used in microsimulation 

models (Percival, 1994, Sutherland, 1991, Bourguignon and Spadaro, 2006, Creedy, 

2004, Cai et al., 2006). The ageing technique used in this study is discussed in Section 

6.4.2.1. 

The 2002/03 HIES survey provides monthly data of household income and expenditure 

and it was conducted between June 2002 and August 2003. Although the survey was 

designed to be representative of the actual populations, areas such as Central Kgalagardi 

Game Reserve (CKGR) and Okavango Delta were excluded due to logistics aspects. The 

survey contains information on:   

 personal characteristics (i.e. age, sex, marital status); 

 education (i.e. study status, qualifications); 

 geographic information (i.e. state, locality). 

 labour force (i.e. occupation, industry, labour force status); 

 income (broken down by detailed source and amount); 

 household expenditure (detailed information of the amount spent on 434 goods) 

and; 

 Household total consumptions (includes all expenditure, household own produce 

consumed, wages in-kind consumed, consumption of gifts in-kind)  

 

Scholars in this field indicate that microsimulation building requires that the 

information on each unit (that is, individuals or households) should be sufficient, while 

the sample itself should be large in order to capture the diversity of the national 

population (Percival, 1994, Creedy, 2004). HIES 2002/03 dataset meets both criteria.  
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6.4.2.1  Date Ageing 

 

In the literature, data ageing is justified on the basis that surveys upon which 

microsimulation models are built are usually at least 2 years out of date by the time they 

become publicly available. In addition, because of infrequent surveys, such models may 

be based on surveys conducted a number of years previously. To ensure that the base 

population on which a model is based is able to provide reliable and up-to-date 

estimates, it is necessary to adjust (and sometimes to reform and augment) the unit 

record data. Ageing basically ensures that the information used is consistent with the 

current population. 

For instance, since 2002, the female employment rate has increased by 15% in 

Botswana (Bank of Botswana, 2012). These changes will impact upon policy 

considerations and hence should be accounted for in the updated dataset. Ageing is 

achieved by reweighting and uprating the information contained by each household. 

Reweighting is used to modify the demographic, household, and labour force 

characteristics of the model's population. Uprating, on the other hand, adjusts household 

incomes and expenditure to account for inflation.  

Statistical agencies that undertake household survey data usually attach a weight to each 

household or individual. This weight represents the likelihood of finding such an 

individual/household with a similar set of characteristic in the population. These 

weights are used to gross up the sample values to obtain estimates of the aggregate total 

population  values of items such as income taxation, the number of recipients of a 

particular social transfer, or the number of people in a particular demographic group. 

Weights are also employed when estimating inequality and poverty of a population in 

microsimulation models. 

The household weights in the 2002/03 dataset reflect the situation in Botswana at that 

time. Hence, the household weights need to be readjusted to reflect the likelihood of 

finding comparable household in Botswana currently.  Percival (1994) indicates that 

three different techniques can be used to reweight the data in line with movements of 

the characteristics of the sub populations that each household represents. Among these 

techniques are the use of linear regression, dynamic microsimulation and calibration 

techniques. For the purpose of this study the last of these is adopted. Weights were 
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readjusted to reflect the situation in Botswana in 2009/10, and this was achieved by 

using the Botswana Core Welfare Indicator Survey of 2009/10 as a benchmark.  

Basically the reweighting strategy replaces the original HIES weights with weights 

calculated using the BCWIS population subgroup. For example, if on the HIES 2002/03 

dataset there were 10 persons with a particular set of characteristics (i.e. age, sex, family 

status), this would be adjusted using BCWIS 2009/10 data showing there were now 150 

persons in the general population with the same characteristics. Thus, the weight for 

each of these households in the HIES 2002/03 data is updated to 15. This technique is 

relatively simple, compared to other methods, and is selected because it will produce a 

reweighted population that will sum up to the benchmark estimates. On the downside, 

Percival (1994) warned that if the scope of the two surveys are not identical then it may 

introduce some bias in the new weights. In order to avoid this, individuals in the Central 

Kgalagardi Game Reserve (CKGR) and Okavango Delta in the BCWIS were dropped 

from the sample, as the HIES dataset did not collect data from these regions. Besides, 

BCWIS 2009/10 had a similar coverage and scope to that of the HIES 2002/03.  

The reweighting process requires that both samples are divided into subgroups. Most 

static microsimulation models have aged the data using age, gender, labour force and 

marital status benchmarks. This study uses the following variables: 

 Districts (16 districts are used) 

 Locality type (whether urban, semi urban or rural) 

 Age 

 Labour status (employed fulltime, employed part-time, self employed and 

unemployed) 

The reweighting matrix has 906 cells with all the possible combinations of subgroups to 

be attained by combining these variables. After the surveys were subdivided and 

matched, the new weights were calculated. In order to assess whether the reweighting 

process has been successful a validation is performed by comparing the 2009/10 

BCWIS aggregates with those obtained from the 2002/03 HIES dataset using the new 

weights. Table 6.6 provides the validation of the reweighting. The table indicates that 

there is not a significant variation between the two datasets. However, estimates of the 

age group of 15 to 19 years in the reweighted dataset fall short of the BWCIS 2009/10 

by 8.21%.  
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Table 6.6: Comparison of BWCIS 2009/10 and the Reweighted Dataset Sub-

populations 

  BWCIS 2009/10 

Reweighted 

Dataset Difference (%) 

Total Population 1798159.18 1798159.18  0 

Males 856794.04 867425.91 1.24 

Females 941365.14 922975.39 -1.95 

0 to 9 320217.17 330560.1 3.23 

10 to 14 197523.46 188643.63 -4.50 

15 to 19 176266.46 161800.42 -8.21 

20 to 65 909105.41 963271.5 5.96 

65 & above 142032.12 146044.61 2.83 

Urban  366966.66 365194.87 -0.48 

Semi Urban 653205.44 649792.4 -0.52 

Rural 777987.08 775414.02 -0.33 

      Source: Estimated by Author using adjusted HIES 2002/03 and HIES 2002/03 

                                                                       

Income components and expenditure are uprated to account for any changes that have 

occurred between the two surveys. Gross income in this study takes into account wage 

income (cash), wage income (in-kind), unearned income (that is, interest, royalties and 

rent), business profits, private and government transfers (both in the form of cash and 

in-kind), and own produce consumed, less outgoing transfers (both in the form of cash 

and in-kind). All income components excluding wages are uprated using the average 

changes that have occurred between the surveys. Wages are uprated using national 

sector changes obtained from the national employment statistics. Expenditure is uprated 

using the commodity inflation rate.  

 

6.4.2.2 Theoretical Framework for static microsimulation models  

 

From the utility theory of consumer behaviour it is possible to calculate the income 

metric of a change in welfare due to any modification of the budget constraint that 
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occurs due to a change in tax. Household welfare gain from a tax can be obtained from 

the indirect utility function of the household,         , and can be presented as follows:    

                                                              (6.5) 

 

where   is household i’s income, p the price vector,       is household i’s direct utility 

function and          its vector of Marshallian demand functions. 

 

The welfare effect of a public policy affecting marginally household i’s income at 

constant prices p is given by       
     where   

  is the marginal utility of income. 

When this expression is inverted, then the change in individual i can be expressed as an 

equivalent variation of income. Thus, 

    
         

         (6.6) 

 

When a policy change that affects the price vector p occurs, its impact can be obtained 

by the following equation.  

 

                      (6.7) 

 

where     is the derivative of the indirect utility function with respect to the price   . 

From the envelope theorem, or Sheppard’s lemma or Roy theorem, it is known that: 

 

        
   

               (6.8) 

 

Replacing Equation (6.7) into Equation (6.6) and using the welfare income metric 

definition, the change in the price vector causes a change in the welfare of individual i 

equivalent to a change in income given by:  
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             (6.9) 

where   
 

 is the actual consumption of good j by household i. Equation 6.9 fully justifies 

the arithmetical microsimulation approach. It implies that the change in the welfare 

income metric due to a change in price is simply equal to the change in the cost of the 

consumption basket due to the price change. It is a static model so it is assumed that the 

amount consumed will not change due to the price change.   Equation 6.9 also shows 

that the change in the welfare of agent i may be obtained by applying the new price 

system generated by the reform of the tax-benefit system to the household’s initial 

bundle of consumption, production and labour supply.  

 

6.5 Measures of Poverty and Inequality  

 

This chapter uses the poverty indexes that were employed in Chapter 4, namely the 

headcount index, the poverty gap, the square poverty gap, and Watts index. As shown 

in Chapter 4, only the watts index satisfied all poverty measure axioms. Nonetheless, 

other indexes still give an indication of the levels of poverty. How these indexes are 

calculated has been discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.1.1). This chapter also employs 

the Gini Coefficient as the main measure of inequality. The Gini coefficient is selected 

due to its popularity and the fact that its satisfies the principle of anonymity, scale 

independence, population independence and the Pigou–Dalton transfer principle. 

Despite its advantages, the Gini coefficient fails to satisfy the decomposability axiom. 

However, this is not seen as a major constraint as the study will look at the Gini at the 

national level.   

As in most studies the redistributive effect is measured by observing the pre-tax and 

post-tax inequality/poverty indices, or the change in the Gini between two scenarios, as 

shown in equation 6.10. 

   

                   (6.10) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pigou%E2%80%93Dalton_principle
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where RE is the redistributive effect of the fiscal system,    is the pre-tax/benefit Gini 

coefficient and    is the post-tax/benefit Gini coefficient.  

In order to decompose the redistributive effect into vertical, horizontal and re-ranking 

effects, the technique employed by Urban and Lambert (2008)  [henceforth referred to 

as UL]  will be used. This methodology builds on the work of Kakwani’s (1977, 1984) 

and Aronson et al. (1994). This methodology, however, relaxes the requirement that 

pre-tax income should be partitioned into exact equals groups for the purposes of 

measuring horizontal fiscal effects. Instead close equals groups are used. The 

redistributive effect (RE) obtained in equation 6.10 is then decomposed into the vertical, 

horizontal and re-ranking effects, as shown in the equation provided below.  

   

      =                     (6.11) 

where 

                   (6.12) 

          
             (6.13) 

                          (6.14) 

 

where     is defined as the UB’s full vertical effect,      is UB’s horizontal effect, 

     is the Plotnick Atkinson and Kakwani’s re-ranking index,    the concentration 

index of post-tax income obtained if members of close equal groups paid,   
  is the 

concentration index of post-tax income as a function of pre-tax income,     is the 

entire group re-ranking effect and     is the re-ranking that occurs within close group 

equals, and      is the AJL’s (Aronson, Johnson Lambert’s introduced in Section 3.2.3) 

Re-ranking effect. Where the three re-ranking effects are calculated is given below:  

 

                            (6.15) 
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The study will also use Kakwani’s progressivity index to calculate how regressive or 

progressive taxes are in Botswana. Kakwani’s index is calculated as  

  
     

              (6.16) 

 

6.6 Empirical Results  

 

This section discusses the empirical results. The discussion is done in three parts 

namely distribution analysis, impact on poverty and impact on inequality.  Total 

consumption in the analysis refers to adult equivalent consumption.  

 

6.6.1 Distribution Analysis 

 

A change in VAT will lead to change in disposable income of each household. The 

impact of each tax scenario is calculated for each household separately. Given this, 

gainers and losers can be identified for different subgroups of the population. Loss is 

defined as the decline in net expenditures (nominal expenditures minus total indirect 

taxes to be paid), which is equivalent to the difference in taxes to be paid after and 

before the reform. Before gainers and losers are presented, Table 6.7 provides the 

descriptive statistic of net total consumption and effective VAT rate. 

Table 6.7: Descriptive Statistics of Net Total Consumption 

  

Mean Std. Dev. 

Effective 

Tax rate 

SC 1 No VAT 6838.57 16183.05   

SC 2 10% VAT 6266.29 14942.90 8.37 

SC 3 12% VAT 6018.00 14421.69 12.00 

SC 4 14% VAT 5712.18 13483.74 16.47 

Source: Estimated by Author using adjusted HIES 2002/03 

As expected, scenario 1 has the highest average net consumption of P3396, followed by 

scenarios 2 and 3. The proposed scenario (4) reduces the net average consumption, 

though the reduction is not significant. Table 6.8 provides the simulated results for each 

scenario showing the number of gainers and losers, the average disposable consumption 

and the amount of government revenue collected at each scenario. 
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Table 6.8: Gainers and Losers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Estimated by Author using adjusted HIES 2002/03 

 

The introduction of VAT in 2002 is captured by scenario 2, and under this scenario 

there are no gainers but almost the entire population loses. The increase in VAT to 12% 

in 2010 does not record any losers, as only these paying VAT are affected by this 

increase, as the VAT rate increases but the commodities that VAT is imposed on 

remains the same. Movement from the current VAT rate to the scenario where goods 

that were identified to be heavily consumed by the poor by the distribution 

characteristic are zero rated (a move from scenario 3 to alternative scenario 4) has a 

significant number of gainers. The percentage of the population poor and non-poor that 

stand to gain from this alternative scenario are 84.55% and 65.76% respectively. 

Government revenue is the largest at scenario 4. 

  

6.6.2 Impact on Poverty   

Table 6.9, provides a summary of poverty indicators at various scenarios. For these 

calculations the poverty of US$1.25per day is applied. The introduction of VAT leads to 

an increase in the headcount index from 10.76% to 11.52%. The headcount ratio is 

11.81% for scenario 3 and falls slightly to 11.68% in scenario 4. From this it can be 

  Scenario 1  Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 5 

  No VAT  10% VAT  12% VAT  14% VAT  

Average household VAT payment  - 289 347  470 

          

Poor that Gain 

 

0 0 84.55% 

Non-poor that gain 

 

0 0 65.76% 

Gainer by Decile     

1 

 

0 0 83.51% 

2 

 

0 0 88.34% 

3 

 

0 0 81.92% 

4 

 

0 0 76.55% 

5 

 

0 0 74.32% 

6 

 

0 0 62.39% 

7 

 

0 0 61.41% 

8 

 

0 0 48.93% 

9 

 

0 0 33.82% 

10   0 0 17.16% 

VAT Revenue (in million Pula)  -  367   2306  3562  
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concluded that the introduction of VAT - - has a negative impact on poverty but the 

subsequent adjustment in 2010 had a smaller impact. Implementing the proposed VAT 

rate that is mindful of goods highly consumed by the poor only drops poverty by an 

insignificant amount. All other indicators register a similar pattern but with indicators 

hardly varying between different scenarios. Basically not much change occurs in 

poverty levels at the various tax levels. This result is attained even when indicators are 

decomposed by subgroups.  

Table 6.9: Poverty Indicators at Each Scenario 

    

Poverty 

Count 

Poverty 

Gap 

Square 

poverty 

gap 

Watts 

Index 

Scenario 1  No VAT  0.107639 0.037211 0.018801 0.053853 

Scenario 2 10% VAT  0.115159 0.03729 0.017944 0.054315 

Scenario 3 12% VAT  0.118146 0.038231 0.018398 0.055684 

Scenario 4 14 % VAT  0.116759 0.037483 0.017998 0.054545 

Source: Estimated by Author using adjusted HIES 2002/03 

 

6.6.3 Impact on Inequality 

 

 When analysing the redistributive effect, income is used instead of consumption in 

order to enable comparisons of the results with studies that have decomposed the Gini 

coefficient for taxes. Most studies that use this approach use income to present their 

results. 

Table 6.10, provides the Gini coefficient at each scenario by various subgroups. It can 

be observed that inequality is slightly higher for households within the top 40% of 

income, as opposed to households in the bottom 60%. Households in the top 40% group 

have a Gini Coefficient of 0.455 at the current VAT rate (Scenario 3), while households 

in the lowest deciles registered a Gini coefficient of 0.459. In the case where there is no 

VAT, the Gini coefficient is 0.403 and 0.428 for the bottom 60% and top 40%, 

respectively.  Imposing VAT (scenario 1) increases inequality for both groups but a 

higher percentage inequality increase is observed amongst households in the bottom 

60%. The move from scenario 1 to scenario 2 increases inequality by 9.9%, in terms of 

the Gini coefficient for households in the bottom 60%, while the top 40% experience an 
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increase of 4.6%. The same pattern is observed for a move from scenario 2 to 3. From 

this, it can be concluded that VAT negatively impacts the distribution of income of 

poorer households more than those at the top of the income distribution.   

Table 6.9: Redistributive Effect at Various Scenarios 

 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 

 

No VAT 10% VAT  12% VAT  14% VAT  

Gini - bottom 60% 0.4030 0.4430 0.4588 0.4688 

Gini - Top 40% 0.4280 0.4478 0.4545 0.4617 

Gini - Urban  0.5905 0.6162 0.6338 0.6315 

Gini - Semi Urban 0.5894 0.6135 0.6301 0.6292 

Gini - Rural  0.5861 0.6122 0.6346 0.6317 

 Gini - national  0.6058 0.6125 0.6233 0.6212 

RE    -0.0067 -0.0172 -0.0154 

RE  (% of pre-tax Gini)   -1.05 -2.71 -2.42 

Kakwani Index   -0.0905 -0.0835 -0.0758 

Average tax rate   0.06 0.10 0.13 

          

Gini Decomposition          

Vertical effect   -0.0055 -0.0097 -0.0136 

    (82.09) (56.30) (88.31) 

Horizontal effect   -3E-05 -0.001 -0.0005 

    (0.45) (5.81) (3.25) 

Re-ranking effect    0.00123 0.0085 0.0023 

    (18.36) (49.42) (14.94) 

Note: values in brackets denote the measure as a percentage of RE 

Source: Authors calculations using adjusted HIES 2002/03 

At the national level, VAT increases inequality, as demonstrated by the increase in the 

national Gini by moving from scenario 1 to 2 or 1 to 3. However, moving from the 

current scenario (3) to the case where VAT is removed from goods heavily consumed 

by the poor (scenario 4) would lead to a reduction in the national Gini from 0.6233 to 

0.6212.The negative redistributive effect (difference in the pre-tax and post-tax Gini) at 

all scenarios indicates that VAT is slightly inequality increasing at all scenarios.  

Creedy (2001) also found the General Sales Tax (GST) in Australia to be inequality 

increasing but upon simulating a counterfactual scenario which exempted food and 

housing from GST the inequality increasing effect was eliminated.  In the case of 

Botswana the counterfactual, scenario 4, does not totally eliminate the inequality 

increasing effect but it does reduce the impact. This can be observed by the fact that the 

redistributive effect at the proposed alternative scenario 4 is less than that of the current 

scenario (scenario 3). 
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In all scenarios VAT and the alcohol levy is regressive as shown by Kakwani’s index of 

progressivity, with scenario 4 being the least regressive of all scenarios but having the 

highest average tax rate of 13%. Zero rating commodities that are heavily consumed by 

the poor from VAT makes VAT less regressive as households. The contribution is less 

than 100% in all scenarios, showing that VAT is regressive. Studies on income tax find 

the vertical effect to be above 100% as income tax is progressive in its design (Aronson 

and Lambert, 1994, van de Ven et al., 2001, Ankrom, 1993, Čok and Urban, 2007). 

The vertical effect as a percentage of the redistributive effect is highest at scenario 4. 

This shows that if implemented, this reform would have the highest ability to treat 

unequals unequally. The move of VAT to 10% from 12% and the 30% alcohol levy 

(scenario 3) is the least regressive, confirmed both by the vertical measure (as the 

percentage of the redistributive effect) and Kakwani’s index of progressivity. This 

scenario has a high re-ranking effect (49% of RE), which resulted from rank reversals 

that favoured non-alcohol consuming households. The horizontal effect for this move 

was also high due to the fact that alcohol consuming and non-alcohol consuming equals 

are treated unequally. Overall these results are comparable to results obtained by Creedy 

(1999) and Kaplanoglou and Newbery (2008). This study also finds that the ranking 

inequality and horizontal inequity are present in the indirect tax system in Botswana, 

but the re-ranking effect is more significant than the horizontal effect. These results are 

also similar to those obtained from studies that used income tax. However, 

implementing the proposed scenario 4 will result in a lower re-ranking and horizontal 

inequalities than found in the present VAT system, as captured by scenario 3.  

 

6.7 Conclusions  

 

This paper aged the HIES 2002/03 dataset and used it to simulate past VAT reforms 

plus a counterfactual VAT regime as guided by policy debates and economic theory. 

The study found all goods that are exempted from VAT or zero rated, except for 

sorghum and maize items, are not highly consumed by the poor. Hence, they are 

responsible for making VAT regressive in Botswana. This coincides with the findings 

of Sahn and Younger (1999), who measured the progressivity of VAT in 8 Sub-Sahara 

African countries. Zero rating of the 15 goods whose consumption is heavily 

concentrated among the poor, leads to less regressive VAT regimes. However, this 
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move has also no significant impact on poverty levels. The redistributive effect of VAT 

is negative indicating that VAT is slightly inequality increasing. At each scenario 

simulated, the ranking and horizontal effects are significant and important. However, 

the implementation of the proposed alternative scenario would treat equals more equally 

and unequals more unequally when compared to other scenarios. The re-ranking 

inequalities would also be improved and government revenue would increase 

significantly.  
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 

Botswana is widely regarded as an African success story and praised internationally as a 

beacon of hope for Africa. However, the high poverty levels and increasing inequality 

in the midst of the high growth rates have caused concern. While this is an important 

issue, there has been only limited empirical research to investigate the determinants of 

poverty in Botswana that could be used to guide policy. This study therefore is a modest 

attempt to examine factors that drive poverty and inequality in Botswana.  

In order to achieve this, firstly, subgroup poverty decomposition, ordered probit 

regressions, levels regressions and quantile regressions are employed for estimating the 

determinants of poverty at the household level in Botswana. Secondly, sub-group 

inequality decomposition, factor income decomposition and regression-based inequality 

decomposition are utilised to determine factors driving income inequality at household 

level in the country. Thirdly, a static microsimulation model is utilised to examine the 

impact of VAT changes on poverty and inequality in Botswana during the period under 

consideration. The study further decomposes the vertical, horizontal and re-ranking 

effect of VAT. This thesis is expected to be very useful to policy makers and 

researchers especially given Botswana’s aspirations.  

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.1 contains a summary of the 

main findings. The summary will be given in terms of the questions that the thesis set 

out to answer. Section 7.2 will provide the policy recommendations drawn from the 

study and finally Section 7.3 presents a discussion of the study’s limitations and future 

research directions   

  

7.1 Summary of Main Findings  

 

The main findings of this thesis will be discussed in line with the research questions. 

The first research question this study sought to address was to highlight the factors 

driving poverty in Botswana at the household level. Using the HIES of 2002/03 and 

BCWIS of 2009/10, findings from this study indicate that poverty decreased over these 

two periods. Decomposition by subgroup reveals that poverty in both periods is higher 

for households that reside in rural areas, have a female head and have no schooling. 
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Further analysis using econometric techniques reveals that education at all levels 

(primary, secondary and tertiary) has the strongest impact upon poverty and income. 

This result is consistent with findings from studies conducted by Anyanwu (2012), Datt 

and Jolliffe (1999), Glewwe (1991), Mok et al. (2007) and Grootaert (1997), amongst 

others. Other variables that had a significant positive relationship with poverty status 

and income in both periods were age, urban residence and owning more than 10 head of 

cattle. On the other hand, age squared, and having more children increased poverty and 

reduced income. This indicates that age has a positive nonlinear relationship with 

consumption and poverty status. There were also differences in the determinants of 

poverty in 2002/03 and 2009/10. This was mainly due to internal or external shocks that 

were experienced in each period as well as changes in the structure of the economy. For 

instance being employed in the agricultural sector, and having a male head was 

significant in 2009/10 but insignificant in 2002/03 due to the drought in 2002. On the 

other hand, residing in urban areas was important and significant in 2009/10 but not in 

2002/03.  

The second research question aimed to establish the factors that contribute towards 

inequality in Botswana, and the degree that each factor contributes. Results of the 

subgroup decomposition techniques showed that inequality is higher for households 

residing in urban areas, households with a head with tertiary education, and households 

with a male head. In term of consumption deciles those in the top income decile and 

bottom deciles experienced the highest income inequality. The between the group 

contribution to inequality was highest for the education decomposition but increasing 

over time for the decile subgroup decomposition. The decomposition of income by 

income source using techniques employed by Shorrocks (1982) revealed that SSNs and 

taxes equalised income, while wages was the main contributor to income inequality in 

Botswana. Using regression based decomposition the results of this study reveal that 

secondary school education, and the number of persons employed in household, 

contribute significantly to income inequality, while primary education and the number 

of cattle owned equalised income (reduces inequality).  

The third research question sought to establish the role that the value added tax had 

upon poverty and inequality, and how poverty and inequality would be affected if VAT 

was implemented, as guided by the ongoing policy debates and economic theory. The 

study found that the impact of VAT on poverty was negligible, while the impact on 

inequality was more pronounced. The redistributive effect of VAT is negative, 
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indicating that VAT increases inequality. The results further reveal that goods that are 

exempted from VAT or that are zero rated, except for sorghum and maize items, are not 

highly consumed by the poor; and hence, they are responsible for making VAT 

regressive in Botswana. The study designed a counterfactual VAT rate using the 

distributional characteristic derived from the marginal theory of tax reforms. The rate 

involved zero rating of the 15 goods whose consumption is heavily concentrated by the 

poor, and increasing VAT on other goods to 14%. Simulation of this counterfactual rate 

resulted in less regressive VAT regimes and lower inequality in comparison to the 

current VAT rate. The result shows that the horizontal effect is significant and important 

meaning that VAT treats equals unequally in Botswana. However, the implementation 

of the counterfactual alternative scenario would treat equals more equally and unequal 

more unequally. The re-ranking inequalities would also be improved and government 

revenue would increase significantly.   

 

7.2 Policy Recommendations 

Findings from this study have a number of policy implications that could be adopted by 

policy makers in Botswana to reduce poverty and inequality. These are: 

1. Education: 

Education is found to be the main determinant of welfare (income), poverty and 

equality. In terms of inequality this variable has one of the highest in between 

the group inequality contributions, indicating that addressing educational 

disparities would have a significant influence on inequality reduction. Primary 

education equalises income by providing basic skills required by an individual to 

generate a sustainable amount of income. On the other hand, secondary and 

tertiary education is one the main contributors of poverty and income inequality 

in Botswana, mainly because this variable is highly skewed towards high 

income households. To reduce its contribution there is a need to ensure that 

higher education is also easily accessible by poor households. Currently free 

primary and secondary school education is provided by government, with 

parents only expected to purchase children’s school uniforms. However there are 

cases, especially in rural areas where children don’t attend school or drop out. 

The government should consider making education compulsory at primary and 

secondary levels. Social safety nets and any other government assistance 
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awarded to individuals should be conditional to ensure that all school-aged 

children are enrolled in schools. In addition, tertiary education should be made 

available or subsidised for disadvantaged groups.  

 

2. Cattle ownership 

The destitute allowance is only provided to households with less than 4 head of 

cattle but given that the results show that owning more than 10 head seems more 

important in combating poverty, this policy should be reviewed to take this into 

consideration. The Tswana
20

 tradition of Mafisa, where richer individuals give 

poorer members of society cattle to safeguard and care for on their behalf, 

should be encouraged. Such cattle are used by the poorer household for draught 

power purposes and as a source of milk. This could help fight poverty in 

Botswana.  

 

3. Employment Creation 

Employment creation should be prioritised, as employment is a major 

determinant of poverty and a main contributor to inequality. Over the years, the 

Botswana government has implemented a number of programs to promote 

investment as well as create employment. Irrespective of this initiative, 

unemployment remains high. Unemployment is particularly higher among rural 

dwellers and females. Amongst the programmes that were implemented to aid 

employment creation are the Financial Assistance Policy (FAP), Small, 

Medium, and Micro Enterprises (SMME) Policy, the Selebi-Phikwe Regional 

Development Project (SPRDP), and the Citizen Entrepreneurial Development 

Agency (CEDA) programme. These programmes promoted investment and 

created employment mainly by the provision of grants and loans to new and 

existing businesses. However, most of these programmes had to be shut down 

due to corruption or ineffectiveness. Currently only CEDA remains operational. 

Instead of providing mainly grants as a means to promote businesses, other 

techniques could be used. One way is to effectively evaluate the business 

environment in Botswana and examine what policies could be implemented that 

would lead to businesses expansion. For instance, the Foreign Investment 

                                                 
20

 Tswana refers to the dominate ethnic group in Botswana 
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Advisory Section of the World Bank found that 69% of businesses in Botswana 

indicated that the greatest challenge they faced in 2004 was lack of skilled and 

trained staff, and low labour productivity. On the other, hand, in 2007 the 

informal sector survey indicated that the greatest obstacles faced by these 

businesses were access to loans. Addressing such issues could lead to the 

expansion of businesses in Botswana, which in turn would lead to higher 

employment levels. For instance training at tertiary level should be aligned with 

the skills required in the market. This would resolve the lack of skills brought 

about by the mismatch between skills required in the market and skills provided 

by training institutions.  

 

4. Gender   

The within the group inequality, the between in group inequality and the 

regression decomposition show that inequality between the genders is not a 

severe problem. However, households headed by females are more likely to be 

poor than their male counterparts. According to Ditswanelo (a human rights 

institute in Botswana) customary law is partially responsible, as women receive 

unequal treatment regarding issues relating to property rights and inheritance 

under this law. Traditionally women don’t own land, cattle or inherit property. 

Given this, it is recommended that communities are sensitised on these issues 

and any bias against women in customary law should be removed. Many women 

are also burdened by childcare activities that limit their ability to further their 

education or pursue a career. Women are also caretakers of the sick and elderly 

at home. Given this, free or subsidised government childcare facilities and 

facilities for the aged and the disabled will create an enabling environment to 

allow women to earn more income. Such facilities are almost non-existent at the 

moment.  

 

5. Locality 

Households residing in urban areas are less likely to be poor and have higher 

consumption levels. One reason for this is that rural areas are more dependent on 

agriculture, which is characterised by low labour productivity and hence low 

incomes. A number of programmes have been implemented by the Botswana 
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government to assist rural dwellers who are especially dependent on agriculture. 

However these should be complemented by other programmes to help rural 

households to diversify their income sources. Rural areas also lack infrastructure 

such as roads. Improving on roads in these areas would increase access to 

agricultural inputs and markets.  

 

6. Wage Rates and Low Productivity 

Following the above point, given the low productivity levels in this sector, the 

legal minimum wage for the agriculture sector is lower relative to that of other 

sectors. For instance, in 2013, the legal minimum wage rate for the agricultural 

sector was roughly P2.60 per hour, while that of the manufacturing, mining, 

services and construction sectors was P4.86 per hour. For this reason being 

employed in the agriculture sector means a household makes relatively less 

income relative to employment in other sectors and are thus more likely to be 

poor. In 1985/86 the Accelerated Rain-fed Arable Programme (ARAP) was 

implemented for a five-year period in order to address the issue of low 

productivity in this sector. ARAP was intended to demonstrate to farmers the 

benefits of adopting improved farming technologies. This programme was 

successful during its lifetime but after the project came to an end the increased 

outputs were not sustained in the long run. This programme failed as the 

technology offered to small farmers ceased to exist once the programme ended. 

An alternative would be to provide micro credit facilities to assist farmers 

acquire loans to enable them to use such technology.   

 

7. VAT 

In order to reduce inequality the VAT zero rate should be extended to all food 

products and water, which are products highly consumed by the poor, while the 

VAT of other products should be increased to 14%. The exemption extended to 

education and health is not necessary, as low income households use the public 

education and health systems which are free - hence this doesn’t count as part of 

their expenditure. On the other hand, high income households utilise private 

education which counts as part of their expenditure. This exemption lowers the 

overall effective VAT rate faced by richer households. Zero rating products 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markets
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highly consumed by the low income households and increasing the VAT on 

other products would be of greater benefit for the poor, and make VAT less 

regressive in terms of income, treat equals more equally and unequals more 

unequally, reduce the re-ranking inequalities, and increase government revenue.  

 

7.3  Limitations and Direction for Future Research 

 

This section outlines the shortcomings of the thesis and suggests possible areas for 

future research. One of the shortcomings of this study is that the analysis is static in 

nature. This is particularly the case for the microsimulation model. A dynamic model 

would provide more information on household behaviour changes that are a result of the 

change in VAT. It would also be beneficial to examine the determinants of poverty and 

inequality using panel data as opposed to a balanced panel model, in order to establish 

the effects of time.  

The impact of HIV/AIDS is excluded from the study due to lack of data. It would be 

interesting to estimate how this variable contributes to poverty and inequality in 

Botswana. This is important as all those suffering from HIV have access to free drugs to 

supress the symptoms of the disease. Another aspect would be to capture the impact of 

macroeconomic variables such as growth, trade, fiscal policy and inflation on poverty 

and inequality in Botswana. 

Finally, Chapter 2 reviewed a number of strategies, policies and programmes that have 

been implemented to reduce poverty and inequality in Botswana. However, it is very 

difficult to evaluate the impact of these programmes and policies upon poverty and 

inequality, as the data provides no information on which households had access to these 

interventions. Studying the overall impact of these programmes could provide 

information to improve their effectiveness. This study can be extended in this aspect.  
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